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Between Ourselves
We have pleasure in presenting you with, what we consider is, a collector's item: A selection o{
articles fromFreedom First, published in the lastfifty years. We were actually planning a 200-page 5Oth
anniversary issue. We had to reduce it to less than half that number because of the niggardly response
to our appeal for advertising support. To the few who responded our grateful thanks.
Our grateful thanks also to Dr. Mary Thomas, this issue's Guest Editor, who went through every
page of Freedom Frrsf beginning June 1952 and ending July 2002. She selected articles twice the number
seen in the following pages. To her our sincere regrets in not being able to publish all that she would
have liked us to.
To Mr. Narendra Kotak and his team at Shubham Print & Web our sincere thanks for burning the
midnight oil in producing this issue.

And to Mr. Gadgil and his team at Kaiser-E-Hind Private Ltd. for re-scheduling their work to print
this issue in time.

lf we are of the superstitious kind we would say that the Bollywood cover story is jinxed. lt was
first planned for October 2001 but had to be put off when the September 1'l tragedy intervened. This
time it is not a tragedy but an occasion for celebration that compelled us to put the Bollywood story
back on the shelf. The occasion: Celebratrng the First National Convention of the lndian Liberal Group.
As the only Liberal Quarterly in the country, we could not keep away and so we decided to join the
celebrations at Hyderabad where the Convention takes place on December 6 and 7, 2002. We present
this special SOth anniversary issue to the delegates with our greetings and congratulations, mindful of
the fact that this is the first Liberal Convention being held in 75 years. The last one was in 1925 under
the banner of the lndian Liberal Federation and the presidentship of the Rt.Hon. V S. Srinivasa Sastry.
Our next Cover Feature
IN FREE INDIA - ONLY POLITICIANS, NO STATESMEN. ONLY NETAS NO LEADERS
You can send your contribution by email (preferred) at freedom@vsnl.com or on a floppy disk
(Word 95) or by fax O222284 3416. And if none of this is possible, by ordinary post.
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Fifty Years of lreebon Tirfi
The Second World War was followed by the'Cold
War'. The contest between the two superpowers the

United States and the Soviet Union was a struggle
between a free society and a closed one' Between
democracy (in the real meaning of the word - I mention
this in parenthesis because the communist countries
called their regimes "Peoples" Democracies) and
totalitarianism. lt manifested itself in almost every field
of human endeavour. One of which was in the realm
of ideas. And it is in this area that Minoo Masani along
with Jayaprakash Narayan, A.D.Gorwala, Purshottamdas

Tricumdas and a whole host of eminent lndians joined

issue with the international communist movement of
which the lndian communists were a part.

lreelon firlt, a monthly of 16 pages took

on

the task of educating the people of lndia on the real
nature

of communism

and the virtues of an open society.

The little journal kept at this task for the next 33 years
until the collapse of the Soviet Union. ln 1985 lrcelou
Tirrt turned itself into a quarterly journal espousing the
cause of Liberalism. .
Whether tirelessly carrying on its crusade against

communism or as a Liberaljournal attempting to instill
the values of individualfreedom and limited government,

lreebou Tirct never minced words or sought to be
'politically correct'.
It was imperative to have such a movement
creating an atmosphere of freedom in every part of life
creating an open society where people could feel free
to bring their concerns and anxieties and debate over

-

them. Thelr allegiance would be only to the liberties of
the mind. The movement for cultural freedom draws its
inspiration from lndia's glorious traditions. This is how
lreelou liri emerged as an organ of the lndian
Committee for Cultural Freedom (ICCF), and later of
the Democratic Research Service (DRS). With the
disintegration of the Soviet Union and, as a consequence

of the international communist conspiracy itself, DRS
was disbanded and lrcelon Tivt reverted as the organ
of the ICCF. Starting out fifty years ago as a monthly
jourttal of twelve pages tt grew tn stze to sixteen pages
in 1958 and to a quarterly publication since 1985.

Ireebou

firtt

the world comes alive to the reader in all its hues and
shades leaving nothing significant. lt is a treat to the

student of art, literature as well as to historians,
statesmen, politicalactivists, social workers to the young
and old alike. lt has always been critical of governments
and individuals who are corrupt and authoritarian. lt has
also acknowledged the courage and dedication of persons
small and big who have risked their lives to uphold the
values and principles they hold dear.

Ireebou fdrrt fought collectivist thinking and
dictatorship of any kind both at home and abroad. During
the emergency imposed by lndira Gandhi it kept freedom
alive and became part of the Press she could not whip.
It remained criticalof Nehru's foreign policy of neutralism
and his prevarication when the Soviet Union's Red Army
invaded Czechoslovakia and Hungary and the invasion
of Tibet by China. lt invariably took up the cause of
people who were oppressed in any part of the world.
The journal brought to focus issues on nuclear tests,
environment, corruption in government, education,
Kashmir, Centre-State relations, communalism, the rights

of minorities among others.
The journal was brought out under the guidance

of versatile editors belonging to differing ideological
persuasions but united in their love of freedom. These
included Dinkar Sakrikar, a socialist, Mr. V. B. Karnik
the eminent trade unnionist who edited the journal for
well over a decade and was a pillar of strength to the
journal as Secretary of the DRS till his demise in 1989,
Nissim Ezekiel the poet and, of course Minoo Masani.
It rs refreshing to read the regular features that have
earned a reputation for high standards such as its book
reviews, debate and analysis of current issues, Masani's

column'Between You and Me and the Lamp Post', With
Many Voices and feedback columns from the readers.
The youth of to-day will find it a unique experience to
go through the pages of Freedom First written by a
galaxy of men and women who provoke and inspire by
their dedication and commitment to causes, their courage
of conviction, sheer simplicity and goodness by which
they enrich the society they live in - a {ast dwirtdling
species!

Mary Thomas
Guest Editor
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o DemocracY
The Universality of Human Values

Freedom

Human Rights

M. R. Masani

ln the Presidential Address delivered a few days
back at the Annual Meeting of the British Association
by Professor A. V. Hill, he took a step further the familiar

proposition that Science has put in Man's hand more

power than he has the wisdom to use. Dealing in
particular with the problem of food and population, which
is most acute in countries like lndia, Professor Hill

asked whether Human Rights extended to unlimited
reproduction with a consequent obligation falling on those

more prudent. This is a question to which l, for one,
would hesitate to venture an answer more specific than
that given by Mahatma Gandhi in a wider context,
namely, that each right carries with it a corresponding

obligation. Certainly, all in lndia who ponder that
country's massive problems realize that the most serious
attention needs to be devoted to the rectification through

an all-sided approach, of the prevailing unbalance
between production and population. An lnternational
Conference on Planned Population, which is due to meet

in Bombay later this year and in which Dr. Margaret
Sanger and other pioneers in the field will participate,
is only one of the many signs that we in lndia are not
altogether unaware of the pressing problem by drawing
pointed attention to which Professor Hill performed a
public service.
As Professor Hill himself went on to state, the
problem he raised is not confined to lndia nor to food.
The wider question of what is the purpose of human
life on earth is involved. The scientist is only the expert
witness; the entire community is the judge; and to help
in expressing that moral judgement is, according to
Professor Hill, the "compelling duty of a good citizen".

One thing is clear, as indeed the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights adopted by the United
Nations recognizes, and this is that Human Rights must

be uriiversally recognized and applied. lf any attempt
were to be made to restrict them to any narrower circle,
they would cease to be human and indeecl in sorre
measure become exploitative. Obviously as this may
sourrd, there is reason to believe that the univcrsality
of Human Values needs to be constantly re-asserted.

ln the New Fabian Essays, alongside of much
that is reasonable and humane, Mr. R. H. S. Crossman
propounds a thesis that calls for analysis. Having made
it clear that he regards totalitarian Communism as a
reactionary force which the peoples of the Atlantic
community must resist, Mr. Crossman proceeds to the
assumption that, to quote his own words, "the coolie
in Malaya, or for that matter the tribesman in Nigeria
does not wanl either liberty, equality and fraternity or
the dictatorship of the proletariat. He is below the level
of such political aspirations," says Mr. Crossman. He
then asks his readers to join him in accepting "both
intellectually and emotionally the fact that Communism
outside Europe is still a liberative force'|. We are then
brought to a remarkable conclusion: "The American

isolationist," writes Mr. Crossman, "who reacts so
violently against the gigantic bill of rearmament and
foreign aid, is nearer the tradition of Americanism than
the New Deal prophets of America's world-wide
responsibilities." Americans should, therefore, be
encouraged, says Mr. Crossman, "to take the risk in
Asia and Africa of leaving unfilled the 'politicalvacuum'
left by the dismantling of the old European empires ...
We are opposed" writes Mr. Crossman, "to Russian
expansion but also to American victory."
Whatever the motivation of this line of thought

may be, its implications are unfortunately hard to
mistake. First, that Human Values are different for the
peoples of Western Europe and North America on the
one hand and for the peoples of the underdeveloped

countries of Asia and Africa on the other. Secondly,
that the claims of bread and freedom are antithetical
and should in the case of the underdeveloped countries
be resolved in favour of bread. Thirdly, that the West
should write off these countries and these peoples and
do nothing to protect them from being taken over by
Communist expansion and aggression.
Here ttren frr-rrn a leading sp.rkesman of "left"
wing Socialism in the West comes a strange echo of
tiudyard l(iplrng"'lEast is [ast and V/est is West"; East
of Suez, "there ain't no Ten Commandments"': and what

I"r'cctlorrt I"ir.st 50tlt..lrirrrlclsoly I.ssLtc Ocloltcr'-l)ea:rrthcr 20OJ

is reaction and tyranny for the European and American
is liberation and progress for the "lesser breeds without

the law".

people cannot escape the spirit of Gandhi. Only last
month Jayaprakash Narayan wrote: "For many years

I have worshipped at the shrine of the goddess
Dialectical Materialism, which seemed

ls there perchance any truth in this assertion that

the masses o{ illiterate and underprivileged people in
Asia and Africa are just empty stomachs and hungry
food? The facts testify precisely to the contrary. While
it may be true that some left wing intellectuals in lndia,
as elsewhere, are obsessed with the desirability of the
Soviet Model Five-Year Plans and of what Lewis
Mumford has called "giantism", the common people in
lndia are much more attached to such things as their
traditional way of life, their religions and their places
of worship, their families and their homes, their cattle
and their farms. While the Communist Party of lndia
has attracted a section of the English speaking
intelligentsia and is today more entrenched among its
ranks that it is among classes less privileged, the lndian

masses on the other hand have, by their unique
response over three decades to Mahatma Gandhi shown
that the man who evokes a response in their hearts
is the one who talks to them of non-material values

like God, Love, Truth, Human Brotherhood and the
Equality of the untouchable Harijan and the proud
Brahmin.

Gandhi represents the complete antithesis to the
Communist and has been recognized as such in the
Moscow press and radio over three decades. The
Communist swears by dialectrcal materialism - matter
is the essence, the mind a by-product; Gandhi preaches

the supremacy of spirit, of mind over matter. To the
Communist, the end justifies the means;to Gandhi the
means are everything - means and ends are like the
seed and the tree; and so Gandhi pronounced Soviet
Communism to be "repugnant to lndia". Stalin preaches
the need to hate the class and national enemy; Gandhi

the need to love all. Communism seeks to centralize
and collectivize everything; Gandhi preaches the need
to decentralize and distribute power both politically and
economically. The Communist glorifies the State;
Gandhi, conscious of the distinction drawn by Reinhold
Niebuhr between Moral Man and lmmoral Society,
stresses the individual as an end in himself. ldentifying
himself with the lowliest in the scale of Caste - the
l'larijan or iintouchablc Gandhi recalls the woi-ds ol
Him who said: 'As long as you did ii to one of lhcsc
my least bretltren, you did it to me",
Those who today work for the lowliest of our
Ii rtx: tl

orrt
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to
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intellectually more satisfying than any other philosophy.

But while the main quest of philosophy remains
unsatisfied, it has become patent to me that materialism
of any sort robs man of the means to be truly human
... lt is clearer today than ever that social reconstruction
is impossible without human reconstruction ... Only when
materialism is transcended does individual man come
into his own and become an end in himself," concludes
Jayaprakash. lt is obvious then that for lndia the only

genuine, the only lndian social revolution is the one
that Gandhi commenced.
I have felt it essential to stress the universality
of human values so rudely questioned by Mr. Crossman
because it is only too likely that his assumptions are
not confined to the Bevanites in Britain and that they

might indeed be shared by many men and women of
goodwill in the United States. Let us put bread into the

hungry mouths of the Asian masses, let us fill their
empty stomachs, and we shall save Asia from
Communism.

Now, this line of thought is, in my view,
fundamentally fallacious. Man does not live by bread
alone - not even the brown or yellow or black man.
Empty minds and souls provide as good a breeding

for Communism as empty stomachs.
Czechoslovakia did not go under the lron Curtain
because its people were groaning in starvation in the
months that preceded the coup d'etat of February 1948.
The model housing of Socialist Vienna provided no
deterent to Dolfuss and then to Hitler. How mistaken
ground

have been proved those prophets who foretold that once

lran lost the revenues that came to her from orl and
felt the pinch, she would be brought to her senses. lt
would seem then that the lesson that Peter Drucker
taught in his book The End of Economic Man is all
too easily forgotten.
What decides whether a people will adhere to
Democracy or succumb to Communism is primarily
whether or not they believe in another ideology superior
to Communism, whether or not they have the will to
re sist. and whethcr or not thoy pcsscss the lcadership
that vrill guide them to do so.

Asia is today asserting not only its right

to
economic prosperity atrcl progress but even more to
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Freedom o Human Rights c Democracy
equality of status in the world family, to self-respect
and dignity, to racial equality and the end of
discrimination.
Surveys of opinion among industrial workers
made in America in recent years have shown that in
listing the priorities among incentives the American
worker is inclined to place wages somewhere near the
bottom of the list. lt is the non-material incentives that
take priority. This is true of our worker in lndia.

lf I have stressed non-material values and
incentives as against material ones, it is not that I am
insensible to the value that material things and their
possession have in providing a fuller life and greater
dignity to the human being. Nor is this to be construed

as a plea that the United States should go slow on
economic aid to the under-developed countries. On the

contrary, I have been one of those in lndia who were
for the acceptance of United States economic aid even

before it became generally acceptable. Nor am
suggesting that America should stop rearming for the
I

collective security of the free world against totalitarian
aggression. On the contrary, I know that, to the extent
that America rearms and reasserts the strength of the
free world, she defends us who are militarily weaker,
whether we know it or not. I do, however, urge the need
to follow up economic and military co-operation on the
ideological plane.
Mr. Arthur Goodfriend in his significant book Ihe
Only War We Seek, makes a similar plea. Writes Mr.
Goodfriend: "They (the Chinese Communists) reached
the people by means of education and political

indoctrination. We tried too often to win them with charity

... We can, as we did in China, keep mum about the
shameful record of Russian Communism. Or we can
attack the soft underbelly oJ Communism by reciting
its record on the values most precious to Asians and
others

-

religion, the family, national independence and

the ownership of the land ... Unless we are prepared
to face the problem, the United States and the free
world may be betrayed into a grievous error. The
governments of underdeveloped peoples may rally to
our side

-

but behind this faqade the people may remain

aloof and even antagonistic". Thus Mr. Goodfriend.

Tlrete is rio crturr[i.y in the world today so wcil
placed to lead the social revolution in Asia as the United
States of Amerrca, Protessor M. A. Lrneberger on tlrg
basis o{ his own personal experrence in the Far East,
presents us with a paradox. "The Americans believe

in spiritual things," writes Professor Lineberger, "but they

try to buy them by material means - by dollars, by

gifts, by aid. The Communists believe in materialthings,
but they offer people something to join, something to
do, something to fight. We Americans offer property;
the Communists offer a reason to being alive ... People
who join the Communist side feel that they are needed,
that the Communists want them. You could not join
the American side, if you were an Asian. There isn't
anything to join". How very true.

Neither militarily, nor ideologically, nor morally,
can one part of humanity afford to write off any other.
lf it was true in the time of Abraham Lincoln that no
nation could be half slave and half free, it is equally
true today in this shrinking world that we cannot have
a world that is half slave and half free. More than ever
is it true today that as the English poet, John Donne,
wrote: "No man is an lsland, intire of it self; every man
is a peece of the Continent, a part of the maine, if a
Clod bee washed away by the Sea, Europe is the lesse,
as well as if a Promontorie were, as well as if a Mannor
of thy friends or of thine owne were; any man's death

diminishes me, because I am involved in Mankinde;
And therefore never send to know for whom the Bell

tolls; it tolls for thee".
lFreedom First November

19521

Kudos from Professor N. G. Ranga
Let me congratulate you and the Democratic
Research Service for having continued to publish the
Freedom First tor all these 200 issues. You are entirely
justified in claiming "for over 16 years the Freedom First
has held alolt the banner ol freedom and democracy".
I think it was in 1951 that the Democratic Research

Service published in a book-form the speeches made
by me in Parliament and by Mr. Masani, Dr. Kunzru,
Shyamaprasad Mukherjee and P Y Deshpande.
criticising the policies ol Nehru over Tibet. From that
time, it has gone on warning our people against the
wrong policies of Nehru and Congress Government in
international affairs.

You have served not only the cause of
democracy but also independent trade unionism for
these decades and we are grateful to you. I wish all
success lo Freedom Firsl and also to Liberalism. We
are all beholden to thal tradition. lt may interest you to
learn lhat whenever I have lo explairr to foreigrrers when
larit .ibte,.tcj, wlrait oul patly's

rrar)rLr

nruallS, ltell them

that it means Frccdcm First.
N. G. itanga,

M.I'J.

.January 15
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True Freedom
C. Rajagopalachari

Culture is not just art or literature or dancing or music or painting as it
prevails among a people. lt is the pattern ol behaviour generally accepted
by a people. Culture is very far from freedom.

When Mr. Ka. Naa. Subramaniam asked me to
accept this invitation, I hesitated because I did not know
exactly what the whole thing was about. I made enquiries
and accepted the honour; but, yet I must confess that
I did not quite understand my position in this respect.
Then I communicated with Mr. Minoo Masani, my old
colleague and friend, and asked him to tell me what I
was to do in this conference. I gave him a carte blanche
even to write out my speech. He did not do that, but
sent me a volume of papers which has been presented
at the conference of this organization in 1951. I read
among the papers a most illuminating paper from Sir
Rustom Masani, his father and an old respected friend
of mine. What Sir Rustom Masani had said in that paper
set me thinking about what culture is and what freedom
is and what we are all about in this organization. lf
say anything of use or to the purpose on this occasion,
it is entirely traceable to the inspiration derived frort
a reading of that paper.

I

a counter to excessive State-regulation. The one comes

from Moscow and the other from America. But neither

the slogan of 'freedom' nor the slogan of 'Stateregulation' can solve the difficulties of humanity. The
right slogan is 'self-control' and that is the message
of lndian philosophy and the culture that can be claimed
by lndia as its own.

Every culture is based on and bound up with a
definite idea. The culture of Greece was bound up with
the sense of beauty. The culture of Rome was developed
round the sense of order and law. The culture of lndia
is build round the central idea of self-control. The way

of life, the pattern of behaviour accepted as correct
and esteemed by the people of lndia as worthy, by the
common folk as well as by the enlightened, is the way
of self-control as laid down in the Upanishads and the
Bhagwat Gita and emphasized in recent times, with

the whole force of a political revolution behind it, by
Mahatma Gandhi.

Culture is not just art or literature or dancing or
music or painting as it prevails among a people. lt is
the pattern of behaviour generally accepted by a people.
Culture is very far from freedom. No rttarr of culture
feels free. He imposes on himself all sorts ol restraints.
So then, the culture of a people is the pattern of restraints
which that people have as a whole, after trial and error
through generations, settled down to accept, in the
interest of social order and happiness. There is joy and

pride in the acceptance of such restraints and no

Therefore before we discuss culture on the lndian
background, it is necessary to dwell on the essentials

of it even if it may seem we are using the occasion
for a religious discourse. The first two verses of lsa
Vasya Upanishad put it down in simple and brief
language:

God pervades everything in this world.
I saavaasyamidam sarvam yatkincha
Jagatyam jagat.

resentment or pain. ln that sense there is freedom in
culture as an essential part. lt is this which distinguishes

Dedicate everything to Him while doing the things

culture from State-regulation.'State-regulation' began

you do and enjoying the things you possess. Do not
entertain covetous desircs.

as a protest againsl the anarchy created by indiscriminatc

individual freedom and the greed and competrtion that

rcsulted from it. The practice of State-regulatir-rn lras
resulted in the discovery of several evils in the remedy
worse than the disease. ln the cycle of human progress
the slogan of 'freedom' has therefore been raised as
I"n:eclorrt Fit'st
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Tetia lyaktena blrunjiitlta ntaa qridha:
Kasyaswrdltanatn.
Life involves necessarily activitv and work. Work

involves necessarily some evil or other, particularly
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attachment to the fruits of activity. lf one must work,
as one must live, there is no other way to escape the
contamination of evil, except by dedication of all
activities to the all-pervading Supreme Spirit.
Kurvanneveha Karmani
Jjjiivishetchatam Samaah.
Evam thvayi nanyathetosti
Nakarma lipyate nare.
Whatever you do, do it as an act of dedication
to God, be it small or be it big, whether it is a trivial
business or is a thing of great and general importance.
This is how Brother Lawrence is said to have lived.
Even when cooking or scrubbing the floor or cleaning
the vessels, he did his work in company with his God.
He worked and he laughed with God by his side.
There is a soul in the body that function sin the
material world. He who denies the soul and identifies

it with the body and thus kills his own soul will find
the world all dark and without any light to guide his
steps.

Asuryaa naama te' lokaa andhena
Tamasaavritaah
Taanste' pre'tyaabhi gachchanti
Ye' ke' chaatmahano' janaah.
Why? Because their minds are led by desires
and willwander into eviland grief. The soulcan conquer

the wandering mind and senses. lt can control the
senses and prevent their attachment to sensuous
pleasures which leads men to ruin. Allthat one thinks
to be other than oneself moving or unmoving, near or
far should be seen and realized to be part of oneself.
The sense of separation lrom those around you should
be overcome.
Yastu sarvaani Bhuutanyaatmanye'vaa

Nupac, yati
Sarvabhuute' shu chaatmaanam
Tato' na vijugupsate'
What I have explained is a rendering of the first
six verses of the lsa Vasya Upanishad and it is also
the teaching of the Gita. The Upanishad proceeds to
explain that by the result of the life and discipline taught
therein, one will attain equanimity and reach knowledge
and the power of enjoying all that comes to one to the
best advantaqe. You will thereby, says the Upanishad.
properly enjoy the things of enjoyment for years and
years, that is, in the right way and not leading to pain

and grief.
Yaathatathyatah arthaan vyadad h aat

Saasvatiibhya:
Samaabhya:

All lndian culture is bound up with this doctrine
of self-control based on a recognition of the existence
and the functioning of a soul within and pervading the
material casement.
Civilisation in modern times has developed into

and identified itself with man's control over his
environment, man's control over nature. ln the pursuit

of this objective civilization has forgotten the prime
requisite for happiness, viz. control over oneself. We
have learnt very greatly how to control ourselves. Control

over nature and man's environment has extended
beyond all expectations and has in recent years spread

out to a dangerous field, viz. to the obtaining of
psychological power over the minds of men and women.
Humanity is reduced to the condition of material nature
and the rulers of the world have developed a technique

to control the minds of men and women even as they
have succeeded in controlling material nature. The
attempt to control the minds of men and women as if
they were raw material like coal and iron took shape
in Hitlerism and Communism.
lf civilization means happiness this must not be
permitted. lf men and women are reduced to something
like coal and iron, where are moral values, the weights

and measures by which we udge progress and
civilization? Moralvalues cannot be allowed to become
the play thing of psychological technique.
The culture of a people is essentially the
prevailing pattern of joyous restraint accepted by the
people. lf this is so, what then does freedom of culture
for which your organization stands mean? Does your
conception of freedom contradict self-restraint? I think
not. I consider the slogan of your organization means
only this - that restraint should be developed from
within in accordance with truth to replace the restraints
that are imposed by the State. Truth is another name
for moral values. Truth should not be sacrificed at the

altar of other objectives. lt is to this I think you give
the name of cultural freedom. Freedom does not mean
Ircence, absence of self-restraint. No one can be free
of the restraints by rnoral values: nothing can claim
liberation from the shackles of truth, the chains imposed
by moral values.
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Now Hitler clarmed when he was in power, and
the Communists claim that truth is not an inviolable
temple. Their activities past and present are based on
the conviction that truth is just what we agree to be
truth and nothing more permanent than that. This cannot

be accepted. When you stand for freedom of culture,
I presume you claim that no direction should be given
to culture in disregard of the respect that is due to truth,
that is, in disregard of moral values.

It may be that everything is relative and we have

to be content with truth as we know it or believe it to
be. But it is something to love what we regard as truth,
It is disgusting altogether to shape life not caring for
moral values. You know that a child grows. lt will be

in course of time quite different from what it is now.
But you love it with all your heart. You do not stint in
your lcve or in your attention because the child will
grow into a big man later on. Truth grows, but we must
love it at all stages and not regard it as an illusion.
consider that this is the meaning of the slogan of
freedom by which this organization swears.
I

Now there are some who argue that truth
continually grows: that it is not static: that it is ever a
matter for further research and therefore there is no
sense in talking about the absolute essentiality of regard

for truth or for moral values. I agree that truth is not
entirely disclosed to man, but there is such a thing
as an unalterable desire to seek the truth and unqualified

respect for what we for the time being believe to be
the truth. The opposite approach is that we do not know

the ultimate truth and therefore what the ruling party
has decided to be good for the people is the truth.

What I most dislike in Communism is the
deterioration it works in moral values and the respect

for truth. When regulations lose the life-giving
governance of moral values and when indoctrination
is deemed laMul and proper, in order that some objective

may be reached, then there is loss of freedom, which
your organization and all of us deplore. And this is what
happens when communism is allowed to rule. This is
what we have in mind when we say that Jreedom is
lost in communist-ruled countries. God is dethroned in
those countries as the first necessary step to dethrone
truth and in order that nothing may stand in the way
of whatever the ruling party decides, on such data as
are accepted by them, as good for the people. ln fact,
"the people" is a phrase that has with the communists
replaced moral values. Of all the slogans tlrat I dislrke,
I dislike most this misleading slogan of "the people".
It is sought to replace every moral value, everything
sacred. Even justice in judicial matters is, according
to the communists, justice, only when an indoctrinated
crowd shouts it. The party that has got hold of power
makes the people what they are, if not in one
generation, in two or three. And this was sought to be
done secretly before, but it is openly done now. ln fact
it is acclaimed to be lawful education. The difference
betweetr cuiture as we uncierslarrd it arrd uulture a:
developed in conrrnurrist t;ourrtries corrsisls irr tlris
that we respect truth and have regard for moral values,
which are deemed inviolable.
t0
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But for my own part, I would love it that instead
of making 'freedom'the banner of our struggle against
communism, we set up self-control, that is, the restraint
of our activities based on moral values as our battle-

standard. Not freedom which may deteriorate into
licence and anarchy, not State-regulation which may
deteriorate into tyranny, but 'self-control' is the right
slogan. As against the culture of unrestrained liberty
which is the slogan on one side and the culture of allround State-regulation which is the slogan on the other
side, lndia stands for self-control, which is neither
freedom nor regulation from outside. This is what Gandhi
stood for, what the Bhagwat Gita preached and what
was solemnly voiced forth in the ancient Upanishads.
This alone will save the world from anarchy as well
as from the slavery of totalitarianism. To cultivate self-

control, faith in the Divine rule is an indispensable
pre-requisite condition of mind; without it, we may talk

of self-control, but it is not possible. lt is only when
based on faith in Divine rule that self-control will be a
joy and a fulfillment and progressively increase, instead
of being pain and travail and remaining so all the time.

The ctrlture of lnclia is based on and bound up
with self-control. lt is the clraracteristic fundamental
of lndian thought. lt is this alone that can establish
true freedom not to be conlused with the free play of
individual ambitions. lt is self-restraint, control from
within that makes art artistic, beauty beautiful and order
orderly and enjoyable.
(lnaugural Address to the Annua! Conference of the lndian
Committee for Cultural Freedom)
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The Neuroses of the lndian lntelligentsia
Sampurnanand
The fact that Buddha and Mahavira went about preaching against the Vedas
and all they stood for is proof of the freedom of thought which was such an
important feature of the society of those days.
ln adopting as the theme of my address this
morning "The Neuroses of the Indian lntelligentsia",
am afraid I have taken on too wide a canvas. ln the
first place, the subject of my discourse seems to suffer
I

to accept reason as the final touchstone of truth.
Nonetheless, the intelligentsia, as a class, is
distinguished by its logical approach to the problems
of life: it is willing to weigh evidence and to revise its

from the fallacy of begging the question. Without wasting
time, however, on an academic discussion as to whether

opinions, if need be. lt is not guided by a priorijudgement
and is willing to hear all sides before coming to a

there is any ground for believing that the intelligentsia
does, as a matter of fact, suffer from any universal
malaise, I shall simply proceed on the assumption that

decision. lt is, above all, willing to allow the expression
of opinions contrary to those held by the majority of
its class for the time being, because it recognizes that
this is the only way in which knowledge can grow: 4t?

it is so. I may, here and there, make references to
conditions outside lndia. lt must be understood,
however, that whatever observations I might make in
this connection cannot possibly refer to countries situated

behind what is called the lron Curtain. lt is not that
the intelligentsia in those lands is whole in mind but
that the disease is different.

At the outset, I should like to emphasize that
my personal experience is confined to my own country;
it may be that in applying this experience to conditions
elsewhere I may be making very wide generalizations

qR
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This does not mean that the intelligentsia, as
such, stands lor anarchy and licence. A page from
ancient lndian history can profitably be studied in this
connection. There were certain principles which were
considered essential for what may be called the Hindu
way of life. They were comprised under the term
Varnashrama Dharma, a set of rules defining the norm
oJ conduct for the citizen. They lay down the duties
of the individual in various stages oJ his life as an
individual and as a member of society. But beyond this,
there was no attempt at canalizing the activities of the
intellect. Alllorms of belief and non-belief ranging from

not fully warranted by the facts. But, in spite of the
wide spaces that separate us, so intimate and growing
is the intellectual and cultural contact between lndia
and the West, particularly the English-speaking nations

the unadulterated materialism of Charvaka to the atheism

of the West, that there is every reason to believe that
I shall not err very tar in assuming that what I find in
lndia finds its counterpart, to a large exient. elsewhere

of Kapila and, further on, to the absolute monism of
Vedanta, were tolerated. Anyone was free to express
and propagate any opinion. Had it been otherwise,
heterodox schools of thought would not have been

as well.

The intelligentsia do not constitute a caste or
even an economic class. lt may not, therefore, be easy
to define the term, but surely one characteristic feature
of every member of the fraternity should be the capacity
to take a rational view of things. A ration view of things
implies the acceptance of reasoning as a valid source
of knowledge. lt is quite another matter that in certain

cases people may not find themselves in agreement
about the premises: it is also a fact that, in certain
irratlers, those pertaining to religion, for exam.ple, even
some of the most rational of men may not be prepared
I,'rt,t,rlorrt

allowed to flourish unscatched. The fact that Buddha
and Mahavira went about preaching against the Vedas
and allthey stood for is proof of the freedom of thought
which was such an important feature of the society of

those days.
Such freedom does not exist, and its necessity
is not recognized, in the countries dominated by the
Red Star There r--arr hc no roonr for any independent
philosophic thor,rght in those lands; all that a person
callrng himsel{ a philosopher has to do is to. interpret

the gospels revealed to mankind by lvlarx and Engels.
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One would not, perhaps, mind very much if such
restrictions were confined to the region of speculation

To my mind, the first component of the malaise

from which the lndian intellectual sulfers is utter
uncertainty and instability. Political independence has

alone. Unfortunately, they are not. Science, psychology,
history, literature and sociology allfeel the whip. Facts
yielded by research are stubborn, but the scholar and
the writer must interpret them so as to make them fit

and democracy are drawn up against each other in
preparation for a mighty war of extermination and, in

into the framework of communism. Many a scientist,
historian and literary critic has had to eat humble pie

between the two, there are any number of warring groups
owing allegiance to an infinite variety of shades of pink

and grovel in the dust before the gods who run the Party
machine to atone for what they were pleased to call
his deviationism from the straight path of Marxism. The
penance of some was accepted while others were simply
snutfed out and thrown into oblivion for ever. And this
baleful light has now begun to shine on China as well.

faith. lndia is destined to be one of the important
battlegrounds of these ideologies and the men who

Such an atmosphere can never be wholesome.
It breeds fear and uneasiness. Young men and women
brought up in such a milieu know no other religion than
communism. They are inspired by evangelicalfervour

to convert the whole world to their way of thinking;
whoever will not be converted must be liberated,
nonetheless, even if the liberation involves his physical
death. This fanaticism is understandable, even if one

does not consider it desirable. But it is strengthened
from another source. Even the highly regimented mind
of the communist intellectual is bound to be upset at
times by inconvenient facts which refuse to fit into the
pattern which he has been taught to regard with religious

awe. He knows that even the expression of an honest

doubt will lead him into serious trouble. There is an
unresolvable conflict, the makings of a serious neurosis.

And the only way he can preserve some semblance
of sanity is by plunging madly into action, by lashing
savagely at everyone who seems not to accept the
theory and practice which his own mind now refuses
to accept as wholly valid. Action is his only means of
escape from his own thoughts. There is every reason
to believe that the lndian communist has borrowed
lavishly the neurosis, along with the ideology, of his
mentors from abroad.
The neurosis from which the lndian intelligentsia,
and to a greater or less degree, the intelligentsia of
many other civilized countries suffers is of a different
nature, although it also seeks expression through the
familiar technique of escapism. Much of the indiscipline,
for instance, which has earned so much notoriety for
the lndian student is, I believe, a direct consequence
of his neurotic ntentality. ln his sttbcr.rnsciotts e{fort to
escape from himself he takes refuge in activity, the
wilder the better.
12

been achieved in an age when the forces of communism

profess them. His education and the bringing up of those
who are the present leaders of society align the young
lndian with the protagonists of democracy, but the call
of communism is no less insistent. He is treated every
day to tales of achievements of communist countries.
lndia frequently sends out goodwill missions. These
are composed generally, either of colourless individuals
or of persons whose mission in life is to decry lndia
and praise her communist neighbours. Little wonder,
he feels increasingly drawn towards communism, but

cannot, at the same time, divest himself wholly of his
weakness for democracy.

The economic situation seems to be equally
hopeless. Money may be plentiful but purchasing power
has shrunk inordinately low. Unemployment stares large
numbers in the face and the fatuous resolutions passed

by bodies like the Congress Working Committee and
the Planning Commission have no message of hope
to convey to those sliding helplessly down towards slow
death by semi-starvation. The social process is no less

gloomy. Old bonds are getting loose. The joint family
system, for example, is breaking up. The impact of
the West has given rise lo new ideas, many of which
are accepted without analysis. New social legislation
is being rushed through, not because there is any
pressing demand from a corrsidcrable section of people
but because it rs ielt that its non-existence on the Statute
Book will brand us as an inferior people in the eyes of

the West. But whatever its genesis, it cannot fail to
set up painful strains tending to disrupt the even tenor
of life. The growing chasm between the physiological
and the economic ages of marriage also produces
hysteria, melancholia and a hundred other nervous
disorders.

ls it to be wondered at that, buffeted about by
so many warrinq forces, the lndian intellectual's mind
is in.a.state {)f crlirorrir; uncertainty artcl fruslration? He

findb it difficult to retain his self-respect or selfconfidence, and this generates fear. The only way,
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repeat, in which he can retain some shred of sanity is
to avoid facing facts, to avoid thinking, to engage in
some kind of activity all the time. A person who feels
that he has not been treated fairly by society cannot
be blamed if he finds satisfaction in activities that give
him a sense of meting out well-deserved retribution.
No one wants deliberately to injure the interests of his
own country, but we have only to listen to the terms
in which large sections of our intellectuals discuss
schemes sponsored by the government. lt almost

appears that they take a malicious pleasure if such
schemes go awry, even if such failure spells a costly
loss to the nation.
Such a frame of mind is not wholesome. Honest
doubt is no doubt better than half the creeds and there
is a place in society even for the cynic, but the prospect

of a whole nation, or what comes to the same thing,

its intellectual elite, turning cynic cannot be
contemplated with equanimity. The best efforts at nation-

building will founder on this rock. lt must be realized
that there is solid truth in Sri Krishna's words: RQFII-c{I
tr{{cfr "The man who is perpetually beset with doubts
is destroyed",
Utter lack of faith is the culmination of the lndian
intellectual's neurosis. The Sanskrit word for faith is
{eqT, which is derived from eH,, meaning truth. One
can have faith only in that which one holds to be
irrevocably true. An object in which one can repose
faith is like a shield and a sheet-anchor: it gives fortitude
to face a thousand onslaughts of an adverse fate and
inspires with courage and hope not only to meet, but
to shape, the future. lf the object of one's faith were
somehow shown not to deserve trust, a void would be

created which would make life miserable.

There is nothing abnormal about the trials and
tribulations through which lndia is passing. Any country,
similarly placed, might have to face them during the
period of transition. What makes our burden so heavy
is that we are not spiritually equipped to bear it. There
is no faith and no object of faith. Along with the breaking
up of social and economic fabric, old values are also
losing their hold and new ones have not replaced them.

Religion has become a mummery and old traditions,
taking the memory back through a thousand years of
tlre nation's history, embodying its hopes and
aspiratrorrs, rts lcjeals and its experiences, are being
brttshed aside vrith a contemptuous shruq Spiritual
vacuity has become almost a OarOge of intellectual
superiority.
F'r'earlotrt
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The fault does not lie with the younger members

of the intelligentsia. They are the victims of a strange
conspiracy. The blame must be put squarely on other
shoulders.
There are the Universities, for example. Whatever

their achievements in the purely intellectualfield - and
I do not belittle them - they have failed us miserably
on what might be called the cultural front. There has
been no effort, so far as I am aware, to initiate a new
movement of thought, to evolve a new ideology, to work
for the shaping of a new culture, a new religion if you

will, which shall conserve all that is best in the old,
assimilate all that is good in the new and present a
frame-work within which the soul of the nation, anchored
firmly to its spiritual moorings, shall find the fullest
opportunity for self-expression and expansion. The
Universities do not seem to be aware of this obligation
to society. There are courses in lndian culture and
sociology in some of them, but they might as well be
courses in Sumerian culture or the culture of PreMontezuma Peru. There is no attempt to link up the
past with the present and make it a living steppingstone to the future. The subjects comprised under the
various faculties of Arts and Sciences are taught with
more or less efficiency and there is some attempt at
carrying on research as well, but there is no attempt
to coordinate knowledge, no effort to look to the needs
of the whole man, no conscious search for means to
develop the full personality, to create a balanced
individual. lt is not at all surprising, therefore that the
atmosphere of our'Universities is charged with cynicism
and irreverence.

There is another source which has failed us in
this hour of need. lf Russia, after her great revolution,
was not engulfed in a great spiritual chaos, the reason
was firstly that the philosophy of Marx was there to
fill the void and secondly because she had the good
fortune to have at the helm of affairs a Lenin with a
Gorki to assist him. The result was that, while the
country was led on Marxism, its culture was not torn
up by the roots. Even though bourgeois, the old art
and literature were given their rightful place in the
development of the new. Russia's rulers had strong
cultural affinities with the people; they were, therefore,
eminently fitted to lead them.
We are in an entirely different position. The man
who knew the lndian people intirnately because his heart-

strings beat in unison with theirs, who could speak in
a language pulsating through and through with our
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traditions and age-long ideals, is no more. He was cruelly
snatched away from us. The leadership that remains
is not attuned to the lndian mind. There is a vast cultural
chasm that separates it from the masses. The customs,
the songs, the folk-tales that appeal to the multitude
repel the national leadership. lt is one thing to tolerate,
as one tolerates the play-acting of children, the toibles
of one's unenlightened countrymen, it is another to enter
into their spirit and discern the heart throbs that lie buried
beneath the crust. lt is true, everyone speaks of lndian

culture, claiming that no one other than himself
understands what the word means. We patronize Ustads

details of every day life that it is difficutt for them to
assume that air of holiness which an ideal must
possess.
Our leaders do not seem to realize this. lt is true

that the Welfare State can materialize best through
cooperation. lndian thought has likened us, and all else
that is in the universe, to the component parts of one
organic whole, the Virat, and told us {tw( qrq{fr
,]q : cT{qqmqet - You will gain the highest good by
serving one another. But then the term has come to
us from the West, where the mind has been fed for
.

several generations on the philosophy wrongly borrowed

and send lndian singers and dancers abroad to carry
the message of lndian culture to far-off lands. But our
appreciation of these things is purely intellectual, if it
exists at all. There is no real effort to develop dance
and music, as it has been developing all through the

from biology of a perpetual struggle for existence, in
which only the fittest, namely, the most ruthless and
ego-centred, survive. Such a philosophy seems to be

ages, because it does not really appeal to our leadership.
The same is true of literature. The men who go abroad

can wholly remove it from the mind. And there is no
room in such a struggle for sacrifice. The utmost one

carry with them only the corpse of a dead tradition,
much as one might take along with him some of the
stones and pieces of terra-cotta, reminiscent of an art
that died a thousand years ago.
A Radhakrishnan tours the world and speaks to
it about the Vedantic conception of life and everyone
of us swears by the Mahatma and his message. But
all this is more or less for foreign consumption. lt has
little effect on life at home. Our Constitution has no
doubt its great points: it has, one may admit, the virtues
inherent in al the constitutions upon which it has drawn
so liberally, but it has a singular individuality of its own
in one respect: one shall search it in vain for the faintest

- the two are really not
antagonistic conceptions - or any other ideological basis.
There is no suggestion that its authors had the faintest
trace of Vedanta or Gandhism

idea of what the goal of life and endeavour should be.
It is not possible, therefore, so far as the constitution
is corrcerned, to give any direction to life, to the system

of education which prepares a man to live his life
fruitfully. There is no ideal to which one may aspire,
for which one may sacrifice one's self.

so true to the facts of life that no appeals for cooperation

can concede is that one's self-interest must

be

enlightened.
There is another concept that is often put forward
as a crowning triumph of our statesmanship, the concept
of the Secular State. I can only say that the main idea
behind this term is as old as lndian history. The empires

of Asoka, of the Guptas, and of Akbar were secular
in all essentials. The ruler professed a religion which
was also patronized by the State, but the sole criterion
for appointment to places of trust and responsibility
was talent. lt would be sheer presumption to say that
Britain is not a secular State in the real sense of the
term because it has a State religion. ln lndia, however,
the bugbear of communalism has made secularism
almost synonymous with anti-religion. ln any case, all
reference to Hindustan is looked upon with suspicion.
We talk about lndian culture and refer to its composite
nature. This is perfectly correct, but at the same trme
we cannot forget that the main current of this culture,
fed by a hundred tributaries as it has been, started on
its humanizing mission when the first Vedic Rishi chanted

his Sama on the banks of the Saraswati.

True, there is the concept of the Welfare State.

It is, unfortunately, too prosaic. An ideal should

be

something that lifts a man above himself, that is really
impersonal. The Welfare State cannot be impersonal,
because one expects to share in the welfare. Men, as
a rule, cic-r rrot sacrifice therrrselvcs for such a tlring.
Foocl and clothes and horrses. roacls and hospitals arrri
schools, are all good things, but they are such obvious
expansions in degree of the necessary, but lrumdrum,
I .t

I speak of its humanizing mission, because the
great lesson of tolerance was brought home to mankind
when the Rrshi uttered the words: qE, H( folt +gul
q(l{ - The AbsolLtte Existence is one, the wise call

it by ittarry ltartr.res. Cutrld tlieru be a bettcr rltellloci cf
inq itren to rrtake coopet'atiorr , rather thati
cotnpetition, tlte rule of lrte tltan telling them that tltey
are all rnseparable uttits itt the cosmic body of Virat?
teacl-r
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The Upanishad tells us 6dlie *.i1q fio-dlRQq tn
w{r {l( Fur +gw qqr{ : - One should live one's life
engaged in action - and then says explicitly er$l gfrw
: - enjoy through renunciation. What wiser code of
conduct could one have? Do you not help to life a man
out of despondency, by reminding him that he is not
a bond-slave to a blind fate but a shaper of his own
destiny, one of the wgct< gTr - sons of lmmortality,

'

one with God himself in essence?

I have no intention to preach Hinduism here but,
at the same time cannot help pointing out that some
of the finest elements of lndian thought have received
their inspiration from sources which have no other name
than Hindu. We could well base our culture of tomorrow
on these elements which are the warp and woof of our

nation's life. They have to be brought to the foreconscious and once again made potent forces. An appeal
in these terms will evoke warm response and endow

our live with the inspiration of a living mission. They
envisage the building up of a new humanity, practicing
tolerance and goodwill, each carrying for all and all for
each, in which men shall love their neighbours as
themselves because everyone will have the conviction
that in reality his neighbour is none other than himself.
This message will not be confined to one race or

religious sect or country or political dispensation. {qr
Erqq' +FqTufr' qr+qrF{ qi*q , Carry these words of good
cheer to all men.

We who are looked upon as the leaders of the
people speak to them in a language borrowed from the
West, because we know no other. There is, moreover,
the fear, groundless but nonetheless potent, that to speak
rich in associations gathered in forty centuries of usage
is to open the flood-gates to Hindu communalism. The
result is what might have been expected.

The Young intellectual who takes his cue from
learnt just enough to despise what comes from
has
us

t
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the past. Religion is to him a silly mumbo-jumbo and
the intellectual life of those days a record of superstitions
and extortionate priest-craft. But the mind cannot feed
on distrust and contempt alone: we have not given him

fill the void we have thus
This
is his malady. He cannot
thoughtlessly created.
anything positive to

get much enlightenment from abroad, because, it seems,

the West is itself in a state of ideological flux. The
old laissez-falre is crumbling in the realm of the spirit,
no less than in the field of economics. Forceful
regimentation along the lines that might appeal to a
political party will be harmful in the extreme, but it is
being increasingly felt that the denial of the claim of
the spirit, the Higher ego, in man for the sake of material

prosperity has been disastrous. Without a definite
conception of the goal of human endeavour, even the
quest for knowledge becomes a dangerous weapon. One

can see before one's eyes how the most powerful
nations, in which there has been the fullest opportunity
for intellectual development are hurtling down the path

that will lead to the destruction of civilization, if not
of the human race itself. The West, therefore, which
is itself in the grip of a tremendous nervous strain, is
not in a position to guide anyone to mental balance.
We have to set our house in order ourselves.
Our leadership must take an active part in shaping the
cultural life of the people. This is the only way to life
the lndian intellectual out ol the abyss of imperialism,
frustration, cynicism and utter lack of faith in which
he finds himself at present. Then only will the
intelligentsia be able to pull its weight in the all-round
development of the nation and of humanity.
(Presidential Address to the Second Annual Conlerence ol
the lndian Committee lor Cultural Freedom).
DR. SAMPURNANAND was a leading member of the old
lndian National Congress, highly respected for his learning
and erudition. He was a Chief Minister of U.P
lFreedom Firsf October
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Bankruptcy of ldeas
lndia, boasting of the highest savings rates in the world, more than a millennium's tradition ol agriculture,
trade and industry has today joined the ragged ranks of despotic, destitute socialist countries. This denouement
takes place amid the loud collapse of the idea that we are a nation The beggaring of the country and its

drowning in blood are the backdrop oJ the end, by mindless assassination of the dynasty that had ruled
lndia practically uninterrupted since lndependence

-

Tanmay Datta.

[Freedom First, July-September 1991]
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When a patriot succeedsn
the timid join him because it costs
nothing to be a patriot.
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The Art of Non-Conforming
/\

Malcolm Muggeridge

It has been said that, under Malcolm Muggeridge, "Punch is being jerked into reality, the only basis for
humour". His earlier journalistic assignments were with the Manchester Guardian and the Daily Telegraph ...
Originalty an educationist, Mr. Muggeridge came to lndia to teach English literature in Travancore and
later revisited the countryas one of the editors of the "Statesman".
He is "a man who has laughed a lot, seen the world, measured and analysed affairs front Washington
to Tokyo, with stops at Moscow and Calcutta".
Mr. Muggeridge is a member of the lnternational Executive of the Congress for Cultural Freedom, and
"Freedom First" is proud to have secured the exclusive rights for publication in lndia of this article, which was
originally published in "Vogue" magazine in the U.S.
lf I were to write, as I have sometimes thought
I might, the Confessions of a Non-Conforming Man,
they would begin with an assertion that the midtwentieth century, far from being a period of
enlightenment, has been notable for credulity and
servility to a quite exceptional degree. lt would be
necessary, I should go on, to go back at least to the
Dark Ages to find a generation of men so given over
to destruction, superstition, and every variety of
obscurantism. Over large parts of the world the
institution of slavery has been re-established in a
particularly cruel and callous form. At the same time,
huge areas, formerly dependencies of Britain and other
West European countries, are rapidly and evidently
falling into chaos and ruin. Two atrocious wars have
laid waste and impoverished Western civilization, whose

leaders have been constantly outwitted, and whose
assets, moralas wellas material, have been recklessly
squandered. At the same time, amidst these horrors,
and confronted at every turn with evidence of his
ineptitude, Twentieth Century Man has continued to
pin his hopes on the untenable and obsolete doctrine
of progress, convinced, apparently, that in him the life
process has attained its apogee. So ludicrous a
spectacle has rarely, if ever, been seen on earth.
Questioning, thus, the basic assumptions of the

age, the Non-Conforming Man cannot but find its
pretensions particularly derisory. lronically, ignorance
seems to grow with education, and freedom seems to
decay to the accompaniment of protestations of devotion
Lo its cause. Charlatanry, he observes, flourishes as
perhaps never before, and decay of belief in a deity,
or in any transcendental concept whatsoever, leaves,
not a vacuum, but a capacity and a readiness to believe

in anything, however nonsensical. He notes that
established pundits, in such circumstances, grow ever
more reckless in their assertions, and dictatorships even

more unbridled in the cruelties and lies whereby they
maintain themselves in existence. Nor can he hide a
smile when, for instance, the absurd Webbs are
sanctified for detecting a "new civilization" in the
Kremlin's cruel empire; when a new dawn is seen in
the eerie light which atomic explosions cast into the
sky; when the outworn and outmoded conclusions of
a Karl Marx provide a dogma, and the partial, and often
superficial, conclusions of a Sigmund Freud have, like

Marx's in the field of history and economics, been
furbished up into a philosophy of life which they were
in no wise fitted, nor, indeed, in Freud's case intended,
to become; above all, when, while mental homes, slave
labour camps, and psychoanalysts'waiting rooms alike
fill to overflowing, politicians of all parties and exponents
of all ideologies vie with one another in proclaiming the
coming to pass of the most forward-looking, peaceloving, humane, prosperous and enlightened era the
world has ever known. Civilisation presupposes the
integrity and inviolability of each separate human being,
and it is contemporary neobarbarisms like Fascism,
Nazism, and Communism, which have sought to destroy

the individual in favour of the collectivity. lnstitutional
Christianity, even when least practiced, has clung to
the concept of separate souls, all infinitely and equally
precious in the eyes of a Creator, who has numbered
the hairs on each head, and who knows when each
sparrow falls to the ground. By contrast, the materialists,
ttre power-worshippers, the demon-demagogues of our

time, insist that the rndividual men and women are no
account, and have no destiny of their own to work out
apart from mankind's.
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Against such a trend, the impulse not to conform
constitutes a kind of resistance movement, whose
practitioners, as the claims of collectivism augment,
are liable to be forced to become masuisards, living
cautiously on the fringes of society, and only
occasionally and discreetly disclosing their true attitude
of mind. Yet how important, how necessary they are;
without them, collective assumptions may pass
unchallenged, and there may be no one to puncture
the pretensions of established authority.
The Gadarene swine raced as a herd for the cliff
over which they were to hurl themselves to annihilation,
but Bunyan's Pilgrim proceeded alone, or at most with

one companion, along the difficult way from the City
of Destruction to the Delectable Mountains. The basic
failure of our time, future historians may well decide,
has lain in the too ready acceptance of current
orthodoxies, whether through fear of being suspected
of rebelliousness and consequently punished, or just
as a result of succumbing to mass persuasion. The
independent, non-conforming mind is visibly becoming
rarer. Conformity is more and more the order of the day,
inevitably bringing with it that subservience to prevailing

fashions of thought, values and behaviour, which
prepares the way for - to use the sombre expression

originated by Belloc more than four decades ago
Servile State.

-

the

To a civilized and free mind, any enforced
orthodoxy must be abhorrent. lt is inconceivable that
the last word should ever be said about anything, or
that history should ever reach any sort of finality. Nonconforming is a recognition that Man and all his works
are inherently imperfect, and therefore susceptible to
criticism, if not ridicule. lt is tremendously invigorating,
adding a quite special spice to life. As a habit of mind,
it is greatly to be recommended.

We know from the past that mass or mob
judgements have nearly always been mistaken. As
Hitler and other demagogues have abundantly shown,
unhappily the democratic process can be perverted
to bring about its opposite - enslavement - by means
of substituting collective judgements for the summation
of individualjudgements on which true democracy must
ever rest. True democracy, in tacl, requires a nonconfornring citizenry. lts worst and most dangerous
allergy is the impulse to conform. The greatest and
most enduring achievements have been due to
indtvidual skills and insiglrt. Why, then, slrould we
suppose it to be otherwise today? Shakespeare, rightly,
1.9

always made the mob ignoble, cruel and unstable. His
mobs laud a Coriolanus or a Caesar one moment, and
shout for his blood the next. On Golgotha, likewise,
the mob easily forgot the first Palm Sunday, and called
for the release of Barrdbas, obedienily echoing the cry:
"Crucify him!" ln such circumstances, the temptation
to conform is very great indeed. Even one of the
Apostles, Saint Peter, succumbed to it.

Nor is it only on dramatic occasions that this
temptation presents itself. ln, for instance, matters of
taste it is constantly operative

-

whether to follow inerfly

a prevailing popular fashion, or, what is even more
insidious, to go along with some dreary little avant-garde

coterie, irrespective of one's personal judgement or
predilection. Yet what exhilaration, what a sense of life's

salty tang, when the decision not to conform is takenl
What a wonderful sense of freedom on becoming

released from the necessity of repeating, let alone
believing, the vast rubric of the Century of the Common
Man. lt is like driving monotonously along a turnpike
road, mile after weary mile, and then suddenly realizing
that all around are expansions of delicious and varied
countryside to which access is readily available.
Jonathan Swift, a Non-Conforming Man, if ever
there was one, devised his own epitaph, which was
to be set forth on black marble, "in large letters, deeply
cut and strongly gilded". lt was to say to any traveller
who visited his tomb in St. Patrick's Cathedral, Dublin,
that Swift was now lying where "his furious indignation
can no longer lacerate his heart" (ubi Saeva indignatio
ulterius cor lacerare nequit), and that the traveller should

seek to "imitate, if he can, this strenuous defender of
manly liberty" (mitare si poteris strenuumpro virili liberate
vindicem). The words are immensely touching when one

thinks of their writer's splendid attainments, and of the
many disappointments which befell him. By the time
the epitaph came to be used, his furious indignation
had become unsupportable. ln his last few years, poor
Swift was mad. lt is a danger which besets the nonconforming temperment, liable, as it is, to set up internal
slresses and strains. ln the same way that slum children,
removed to the English countryside to get them away
from the blitz, moaned and groaned for the pavements,

the noise, the teeming squalor of the streets whence
they had come, so individual morale can collapse in
withdrawal from that spiritual slum, the collectivity.
Another danger of a like nature is exemplified
in the character of Don Quixote, whose c.reator,
Cervantes, like ourselves, lived in a period of deep social
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change calculated to disconcert and bewilder. Don
Quixote made the fatal error of taking flight from reality.

His refusal to conform with a zeitgeist, and an
environment to him both incomprehensible and
distasteful, led him to withdraw into a past, which he
deluded himself into believing was still extant. Absurdly
accoutered in rusty armour, and mounted on his
scraggy nag, Rosinante, he rode forth into his own
fantasy, with disastrous consequences for himself and
for others. lt is not difficult to think of his equivalents,
today - those leanfaced humanitarians, for instance,
who munch nuts and still believe, with Rousseau,
despite all the evidence to the contrary, that human
beings are naturally good, and have only to be left to
their own devices to create an earthly paradise.

lf, however, the Non-Conforming Man may
become enrage, as in the case of Swift, or fall into
undue eccentricity, as with Don Quixote, or even into
despair and madness, at his best he exemplifies true
sanity. A good example is Paulinus, who, aware that
the Roman civilization had collapsed, chose to tend
a particular shrine, to keep alive one clear lamp amidst
gathering darkness. His serenity when his world was
falling to pieces around him finds expression in his
writings, and is a source of comfort and inspiration
still. This is non-conforming at its very best - a refusal
to be swept along by contemporary follies and vain
hopes; likewise a refusal to surrender to the terror and
hopelessness generated when human societies and
institutions take on unfamiliar shapes, and emit strange
sounds, like furniture in a child's bedroom when the
light has been put out. A Non-Conforming Man today
is in a very similar case to Paulinus. He, too, has seen
the treasures of civilization sacked, and, what is worse,

perverted, and the barbarian sweep forward in a
seemingly irresistible rush; he, too, has come to doubt
the applicability to contemporary circumstances of the
values, belief and loyalties which guided the conduct

of his forbears; he, too, has been disconcerted and
appalled by the apparently limitless capacity of his
contemporaries to be deluded, and to content
themselves with bread and circuses when their very
existence is threatened. And he, too, must choose his
shrine, must light his lamp, and keep it burning.

There is one last aspect of non-conforming
which, naturally, appeals to me personally. Nonconforming is the basis, the very fount of all humour.
A totally conformist society never laughs - laughter
itself being a kind of criticism, an expression of the
immense disparity between human aspiration and
human performance. As such, it is intolerable to all
orthodoxy-enforcers, from Torquemade to Stalin.
The circus clown is made to look different from
his fellow-performers. He falls over, he stands on his
head, he grimaces and rides absurd bicycles. Yet what

would be a circus without him? How especially the
children would miss him, however, daring the trapeze
artists, however majestic the lion-tamer! lt is worth
noting, too, that Shakespeare's fools are given some
of his most sagacious and poetic lines. The nonconforming Fool proved, in the end, King Lear's most
tender, understanding, and faithfulfriend, when all the
conformists had abandoned him to his fate.
(Copyright reserved by the Conde Nast Publications lnc.)
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Will Durant's Advice to Youth
Make friends with great poets. Acquaint yourselves with the world's supreme art - Egyptian, lndian,
Greek and Roman architecture and sculpture, Arabic mosques and decoration, the Gothic cathedrals
and the renaissance paintings. Study the great statesman from Hammurabi and Moses to Winston Churchill,
Franklin Roosevelt and Nehru. Sit for a while at the feet of great thinkers - Confucius, Socrates, Plato,

Aristotle, Epicurus, Marcus Aurelius, Francis Bacon, Spinoza, Newton, Kant, Schopenhaur, Darwin, Nietzche,

Einstein. Enjoy the great prose writers - lsaiah, Jeremiah, the authors of the Proverbs and the Psalms,
Demosthenes and Cicero, Rabelais and Montaigne, Milton and Swift, Voltaire and Rousseau, Hugo and
Balzac, Tolstoy and Dostoevsky, Emerson and Anatole France. Follow man's odessy with great historians
Flerodotus. Tlrui:rdides, Tacitrrs, Gobbon, Froucle anci Tainc;
hiii;rbly,vith ilre greal saints Btiddha,
"Valli
Jesus, A.ugustine, Francis of Assisi, Gandhi. lshall not hold
you cducatcd unless you make many of
these getriuses your friends. Cultivate thern, and you will be rrrolded by the colnpany you keep.
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Our Dedication
Nicolas Nabokov
Givilisation is one and we have together to study the various aspects of it
and preserve the verities of the civilization, yet always recognizing the total
and complete freedom of the creative mind responsible only to its
conscience for its beliefs.
The other day, when driving through the Deccan

plain, I thought of how much in many ways lndia
resembles the plains of Southern Russia and how much
also the kindly, generous people of lndia with their open
faces, with their open looks, with their interest in things
human and in human beings all over the world, resembled
those Russian people whom I have known in my

childhood, the peasants of our village, the townsmen
of our very smallvillage town, the boatsmen who were
toiling and taking the boats down the river. Sometimes
even the shouts in lndia made me think of the shouts
in Russia. I remember my country as an open country;
as an open field which was waiting for a shower to come

and sow the grain. You know the showers that came
and the grain that they sowed.
I left my country long ago and somewhere in lndia

I touched again the soul of my country. lt made me
feel doubly frightened and doubly aware of how
dangerous an open soul is in our times -- what dangers
surround it, what can happen to it, how difficult it is
to keep an open soul, an open mind, an open face, a
smiling eye. I therefore take this occasion to warn lndia
to stay away from the fate to which the people of Russia

have been subjected and are still being subjected.

I

am sorry to speak here in this way after other people
have spoken here in anotlrer way. I speak out of my
conscience. I cannot speak otherwise.
It is all tied up so closely in my mind that instead
of sitting quietly and writing music and teaching nice
American boys and girls the rules of music,
the world, sit in an office in Paris, organize
speak about things I do not know much of,

It occurred to me that the other day in Japan I
said that some nations blow up the bomb for war and

other nations blow up the bomb for peace. And a
Japanese stood up and asked me whether I could name

the nations. I did not know what to say. The thing is
that we are surrounded by dangers and sometimes
we do not know these dangers.

I remember so well the face of a Czech
statesman, an easy-going, sweet man, Masaryk. I know

that face. I know how that man believed that really
nothing bad could happen and it was barely three months
before the man was thrown out of the window or forced

to commit suicide.
What a strange time we are living in, what a
curious time, of mirage and wishful thinking, believing
that things might straighten themselves, even without
our giving a single knock at the door. What a strange
time, when masses of people in Germany believed until
the last moment that Hitlerism was a good thing. The
Jews in Berlin were saying that Hitler was a good man
in 1932. Why am lspeaking this way? lt is simply
because I believe that in our time everybody is surrounded

by dangers. The dangers spring not only from the
totalitarian way of life of the totalitarian power. The
dangers flow from a fear to study a question to the
bottom and look things into their face as they are and
not as they seem to be. How many people do not want
to see things as they are and try to see things as they
would like them to be?

I skit around

We should stand on our opinions, on opinions

conference,
and discuss

formed on knowledge and on a clear facing of the facts
as they are. Ours is not a mass movement and here

matters with economists and scientists. lt is all partly

we should never be misunderstood. We are not a
movement ol large masses like a labour union. We
arc much more a band of people who respect each

and greatly related to the mind of man in the 20th
century, where wc are suddenly faced with the negation
of all that which in the 19th century, people took for

granted - the freedom of tlre mind, the lreedom of
thought and the freedom of creation.
F' rcetlo

t

other's beliefs and who claim the right to be a dissenter
wlren it is necessary to be a dissenter. To be a dissenter

is not necessarily a good thing. But in conformist
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societies it is a necessity. Our work cannot only be
negative; it militates against the very spirit of man. Our
work should be concerned with the positive advancement
of our civilization. And here we cannot speak of Western
or Eastern civilization. The time is passed for such

distinctions. Civilisation is one and we have together

many of us in the West still complacently regard the
music of your country as a kind of exotic affair. I am
aghast at the amount of misconceptions that exist in
the world. lt is as if we were living on fifteen different
planets, We have got to learn about each other. And
only then can we compare and judge.

to study the various aspects of it and preserve the
verities of the civilization, yet always recognizing the
total and complete freedom of the creative mind
responsible only'to its conscience for its beliefs. You
will say to me: But are we not doing this? And I will
answer no. lf we had been doing it, we would not have
tyranny in the world. So long as tyranny exists, we are
a necessity, our organization is a necessity. This
believe, to this I am dedicated and, I believe, all of
you who come here are dedicated too.
I

How do we go about our cultural affairs? I think
the only and best way to go is to keep alive, in the
smallest community and in the largest, free discussion,
free study of specific problems in various fields of the
mind. These groups, by studying problems, by providing
a very thorough research upon them, can influence very

much, can eradicate misconceptions, can help the
establishment of true and solid facts. I give you my
theme, music. lt is a shame and a scandalthat Western
musicians do not know the practically anything about
the music of lndia. lt is a shame and a scandal that

The independent thinking is dwindling. I wish
could properly convey to you the importance of what
we are doing. How important it is and how necessary
I

it is to have meetings like the one we had in

the

afternoon, exchanging opinions with excellent minds
in an atmosphere of complete freedom. The ICCF is
not a mass movement. The ICCF is not a political
movement. lt is a movement dedicated to a free culture.

We are dedicated to the idea of freedom. We are a
movement dedicated to the mind of man, to its free
development unfettered by politics or any other
consideration.
(lnaugural Speech delivered at the Third Annual General
Meeting of the lndian Commitlee for Cultural Freedom held
in Bombay on December 17 and 18, 1955. Mr. Nabokov, the
Secretary General of the Congress for Cultural Freedom and

a music critic and compose ot high repute was botn

in
Russia, which he had to leave early in life as a result ol the

revolution).
{Freedom Flrst February 1956}

National Minorities
People would get on better together if they stopped talking aboul national minorities, George Orwell
used to say that we are delined by the words we use, particularly in politics, and minority is not a nice
word. lt is not nice lor the simple reason that it implies comparison with a majority - and such comparison
is unnecessary and superfluous.
I would like to take the Swiss example, Switzerland is made up of three main language groups - German,
French and ltalian. The German language is spoken by more than two-thirds ol the population. lt is by far
the largest of the three groups, and the ltalian speakers make up by far the small groLlp. But they are all
equal. The three languages have equal rights, as do those wlto speak thent.

This avoids any suggestion of comparison. There is never any feeling that any language group is a
less valuable component of the country than any other. There is no suggestion that one ol them is a minority

to be considered over and against a majority.
Though there are countries of many diflerent sizes, they are all sovereign and have equal rights. They
all, for example, have one vote in the United Nations General Assembly, and they may all be elected to the
Security Council. No one would suggest that Fiji or Haiti has less rights as members of the international
community than lndia or Nigeria because the latter are much bigger and more populous.

So it should be with ethnic, language or any other groups within a country. A tribe with ten members
is as valuable a part of sociely as one with 100,000 members Neither one ol the them should be as described
as either a minority or a majority.
lan Tickle
fFreedom First, April June 19931
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Philosophy of Freedom
M. B. Shah

The main problem facing mankind today is freedom versus
totalitarianism. All other problems and issues are either subordinate to this
problem or merge in it.
The function of philosophy is to find out
fundamental postulates from which a particular

of thought or values is

derived.

the

cultural instrumentalities and the full enjoyment ol the

system results of such activity". (Bronislaw Malinowsky

in

Freedom and Civilisation).

The task of the philosophy of freedom is to
explain the basis on which the value of freedom is
founded.

Freedom has two sides, one positive and another
negative. Negative freedom is freedom from the forces
crushing man's assertion of individuation from the rest

of the nature including the human society. Positive

ln nature itself there is neither freedom

nor

bondage. Freedom is a human value.

The primary urge of every living organism is to
grow,
exist,
develop and perpetuate its species. ln order
to satisfy this primary urge, the living organism has
to act on its surrounding environment. ln the sub-human
animal world, this urge leads to mechanical adaptation

to the environment. However, as man has a better
organized neural system endowing him with the powers

ol

memory, reflection and transmission of his
experiences to his like species, the primary urge
expresses itself in conscious action and reaction to
his environment. ln course of this action and reaction

on the environment, man gathers experiences and
knowledge of his surrounding nature. This knowledge
becomes a powerful lever in man's further progress.
However, man as an individual is powerless to struggle
against the mighty forces of nature. Hence. his cooperation with other human beings which ultirnately
results in the development of society and all its various

freedom is one which creates the necessary conditions

and affords proper opportunities for "the realization
of his individual self, i.e. the expression of his
intellectual, emotional and sensuous potentialities".
(Erich Fromm in The Fear of Freedom).
ln the course of his struggle for the satisfaction
of his primary urges, man has to struggle against nature
to secure his physical requirements like food, shelter,
clothing, etc. The overpowering of natural forces has
been attained to a very large extent and man has now
come of age with the help of scientific knowledge and

technological advancements. Likewise, in the course
of history, man progressively liberated himself from
the controlling forces of church, state and social slavery.

With the ushering in of the industrial revolution, a
powerful ideology of liberalism and economic laissez
faire made man a completely individualistic person to
care for himself.

organizations, political, economic, social, cultural,
spiritual and the like.

However, this very process of individuation from
the original ties working for his security and oneness
with nature and society made him also an atomized
individual to make his way wherever he could single-

With the help of these organizations growing up
in the course of the satisfaction of his primary urge,

handedly.

man embarks upon the attainment of freedom. Freedom

With the Declaration of the Rights of Man in the
great French Revolution, man's inherent dignity was
asserted. Democracy, the greatest invention of man's
genius. was ushered in and put on a practical
experimental plane. However, in practice, it turned out

can be defined as "the progressive disappearance of
all restrictions on the unfolding of the potentialities of
the individuals as human beings and not as cogs ir.r
the wheels of a mechanized social organism". (M N
Roy in lhe Prrnciples of Radtcal Democracy).
Functionally, freedom means "the conditions necessary
and sufficient for the formation of a purpose, its
translation into effective action through organized

that democracy was working in the social and economic

frames which were not conducive to the assertion of
human dignity and realization of the best potentialities
in man. Man was not considered as an end in himself
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to be respected and cultivated but an economic entity
driven by his animal passions and selfishness. ln these
circumstances, the ideals of fraternity, equality and

liberty were negatived in practice and man became
of
uncontrollable economic and social forces. Man of flesh
and blood ceased to be an entity, an end in itself.
lnstead of security and co-operation of society, man
became isolated from society and a dichotomy was
created between man and society. The issues were
posed like man versus society, freedom versus
organization, etc. instead of man in society, freedom
with organization and the like. Thus all the values of
man like love, brotherhood, creativity, etc. were nullified
in practice.

a lonely and powerless creature at the mercy

lndividual man not endowed with the biological

superior capacities to make room for himself by
elbowing out others and also man with principles and
scruples was relegated to the devil's care as goodfor-nothing. The result was man's loss of confidence
in the utility of freedom and democracy, the loss of
confidence in himself and in society. Ultimately,
helplessness, resignation, frustration, destructiveness,
submissiveness and such other anti-human and antisocial characters took hold of man. Man became afraid
of his own freedom and was prepared to surrender
the same in search of security though it may be an
illusory one. Man preferred to be either a slave, master
or an automation rather than a free, spontaneous,
creative, acting and loving person.

ln this situation of frustration, resignation,
submission and destructiveness all sorts of totalitarian
and authoritarian ideologies like fascism, nazism,
nihilism and communism drawing their inspiration from

extra-human forces possessed man. All these

movements exhibited and exhibit the symptoms of the
sickness of society and the spiritual and cultural crises
of mankind. They all promised panaceas and liberation
from anxiety, isolation, frustration, resignation. ln the
search of security from this burden, man surrendered
his freedom and self to these authoritarian and
totalitarian ideologies. After the defeat in the last world
war, fascism and nazism have been weakened to a

very large extent, though they are not completely
annihilated. However, on account of the combinalion
of certain factors, communism has come out as a
nightmare to the free world. lt has expanded its control
over vast areas and populations. And with the
resources at its command, it is threatening other parts
of the lree world.

Therefore, the main problem facing mankind
today is freedom versus totalitarianism. All other
problems and issues are either subordinate to this
problem or merge in it.
However, if totalitarian onslaughts are to be
fought out, democracy will have to orient itself to
positive freedom and will have to overhaul its social,
economic, cultural and spiritual set up with a view to
give full scope for the assertion of the human self,
i.e. for the full realization of emotional, intellectual and
sensuous potentialities of human beings. lts new set

up will be of a kind in which man's individualism is
integrated with society on a higher level of co-operation,

equality, liberty, creativity and love as between free
men. The economic-man will have to end and a new

rational and moral man will have to rise to take his
place. The whole social set up will be based on the
principle that he is the measure of all values. All
collective endeavours will be measured in terms of the
actual benefit conferred on constituent units. The
position of the individual will be the measure of the
progressive and liberating significance of any collective
effort or social organization.

As Erich Fromm states in his Fear of Freedom,
"The victory of freedom is possible only if democracy
develops into a society in which the individual, his
growth and happiness, is the aim and purpose of
culture, in which life does not need any justi{ication
in success or anything else, and in which the individual
is not subordinated to or manipulated by any power
outside himself, be it the state or the economic
machine; finally, a society in which his conscience and
ideals are not the internalization of external demands,
but are really hls and express the aims that result from
the peculiarity of his self. These aims could not be
fully realized in any previous period of modern history;
they had to remain largely ideological aims, because
the material basis for the de'relopment of genuine
individualism was lacking. Capitalism has created this
premise. The problem of production is solved in
principle at least - and we can visualize a future of
abundance, in which the fight for economic privileges
is no longer necessitated by economic scarcity. The
problem we are confronted with today is that of the
organization of social and economic forces, so that
man - as a member of organized society - may
become the master of these forces and cease to be
their slave"
Mr. M. B. Shah was a rationalist and a businessman.
lFreedom First December 1 9551
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Philosophy of Freedom
Adam Adil
It should be clearly understood that economic freedom is not the
necessary condition of political freedom.

Man in every age has craved for freedom. The
idea of freedom is his highest aspiration. He raves
to be free in every sphere of life and to him a sacrifice
is too great for the achievement of freedom. ln fact,
the ideal of freedom has invested in man an eternal
spirit of self-sacrifice, and Mr. Jawaharlal Nehru, in
Discovery of lndia remarks rightly "because of that
much may be forgiven to man, and it is impossible to
lose hope for him". lt is in the nature of things that
man needs freedom for development of his personality
and in the absence of freedom his spirit contracts and
decays.
Political freedom constitutes the most important
aspect of the general content of freedom. lt was natural
that thinkers and philosophers from Plato and Aristotle
downwards to Locke, Mill, Voltaire and Laski have
thought about political authority and political obligation;
and poets like Dante, Wordsworth, Byron, Tagore, lqbal

and others have not only written and sung of political
freedom, but have taken part in political revolutions
for realizing it.
Though often in history reactionary movements
constituting the very negation of freedom have risen
and violently shaken the world, the advancing march
of the torch of {reedorn has proved an eternal process
and rendered the spirit of man immortal and deathless.
ln our times, fascism arose with menacing ambitions.
It clashed against the spirit of man who held fast to
the ideal of freedom, took a toll of several million lives,

but was vanquished and finally vanished as an
ephemeral mirage. Today, totalitarian communism has
reared its head. lt too must pass although it threatens
to overwhelm the whole world. Perhaps humanity will
once again be called upon to offer still greater sacrifice
ir-r order to bring about the annihilation of totalitarian
communism. The spirit of man with its ideal of human

freedom shall survive with greater resplenderrce.
The concept of human freedom is essentially the

concept of the freedom of the individual. ln the words
of Spencer "there is nothing higher than the individual
in the world's history". Obviously, to deny freedom to
the individual is to deny the values of the individual;
hence it is a crime against humanity. The freedom of
the individual thus constitutes the fundamental basis
of any progressive political thought, though it is generally

agreed that in a complex social structure individual
freedom has to be limited within certain disciplines to
ensure real personal freedom and systematize the
development of human personality.
The English Revolution of seventeenth century
as well as the French and American Revolutions of
eighteenth century were aimed at freeing the human
personality of all the chains which were fettering it to
the point of death. John Locke and Rousseau had
prepared the philosophical background for those
Revolutions. Locke's was a matter of fact treatment
of the political problems while Rousseau had adopted
an abstract and logical approach to them. The existence

of civil society, Locke thought, was a matter of
convenience, and to him the stabilization of
parliamentary authority was the best method of
safeguarding the liberty of the people against the
onslaughts of arbitrary rule. Although, some times
Rousseau appeared obstruse whenever he touched the
questions about the protection of liberty from the
incursions of absolutism, he set forth most clearly the
thesis that only in civil society, dominated by a sense
of original social contract, does man rise above the
level of an instinctive life of animals.

ln short, political philosophers have built the
fundamental idea that the political community exists
primarily for the betterment of the lives of individuals
cornposing it; and that it mrrst develop into people's
sovereignty which is the only guarantee of the freedom
ol all; and that if rt does not so develop it must forfeit
the confidehce of the people and ultimately collapse
into tyranny and chaos.
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Apart from some shining examples of individual
freedom in ancient lndia and some other parts of Asia,
for the first time in modern epoch the English and the
Dutch took a mighty leap towards freedom from
arbitrary rule. They were followed by America in 1788
and France in 1789, when the sovereignty of people
in both the countries asserted itself successfully against

the forces that constituted the denial of freedom. The
general effect of the success of the French Revolution
was overwhelming throughout the Western as well as
South Eastern Europe. Not only the liberation of the
individual became a bye-word, but was considered to
be a reality emerging from the process of history. Such
were the hopes of thinking minds in Europe at a time
when the arbitrary rule was overthrown in France. And
Wordsworth could sing: "Bliss was it in that dawn to

live; and to be young was very heaven".
But with the advance of the nineteenth century
it was realized that the dreams of the social thinkers
of the time of the English Revolution of the Seventeenth
Century and the American and the French Revolutions

of the eighteenth century had not been fulfilled
completely. Hence new social theories which sought

to establish that popular sovereignty, such as the
representative government and the rule of the law were
not themselves enough to secure the real freedom of

the individual. The torch bearers of the French
Revolution in 1848 and of the Chartist movement in
England demanded that "the political liberty should
mean something more than the freedom of those who

owned the capital to exploit those who did not own
it". This demand has become increasingly formidable
since then. This meant that political freedom should
be concomitant with economic freedom such as the
"freedom from want" and "freedom from exploitation".

But certain leftist parties, particularly the
Communists have tried to stress only the economic
freedom to the exclusion of political lreedom, and
wherever they have come into power they have denied

political freedom altogether. Even their slogan ol

economic freedom is a pretence. Actually, people under

Communist rule are neither politically free nor
economically freed.

The communist threat to political lreedom has
made it once again imperative to stress that political
freedom constitutes a value by itself independenily of
economic freedom, although both kinds of freedom
should be simultaneously realized to render the lives
of individuals rich and abundant.

It should be clearly understood that economic
freedom is not the necessary condition of political
freedom. The moment economic freedom is regarded
the condition of political freedom, it sets in motion the
tendency of suppressing the political freedom in the
name of economic freedom as it has happened in
Communist countries. Hugh Gaitskell, the leader of
the British Labour Party, was right when he once stated
"some of the most enthusiastic supporters of "economic

freedom" have argued that it is not merely desirable
because of its economic effects but also a necessary
condition of politicalfreedom. They claim that, although
the two types of freedom are conceptually different

they are in practice related. I regard this doctrine as
nonsense - and dangerous nonsense at that!".
Care should also be taken that human freedom
expressed through democratic practice should not lead
to what is generally termed "the tyranny of the majority",

denying the grace of living to a minority which adheres
to a particular political or economic point of view. Mill
and Renon, therefore, laid greatest stress on this "grace
of living" for each and all being regarded as an essential
ingredient of freedom. ln a democratic society political
minority should always enjoy the right of growing into
the majority. Then alone democracy and freedom can

be full and perfect.
MR, ADAM ADIL, a lreedom fighter, was Freedom First editor
and a democratic socialist.
[Freedom First July 1957]

It is amazing how prime ministers, like old married couples, become indistinguishable from each
other. lt is not just the balding pate and pouting visage I am thinking of, but the host of astrologers
and pujaris who continue to flock to 7 Race Course Road irrespective of the change of guard.
Sheela Ready in lh'e Asian Age
2 l st August, 1 996'
'l
IMany Voices, Fteedom First, September 996]
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Towards A Fuller Democracy
Jayaprakash Narayan
There is something in the human spirit that refuses to be suppressed or
oppressed for all times. And therefore I am an optimist. I believe in the
future of democracy, in the future of human freedom and human dignity.
ln the past few weeks I have been speaking
about parliamentary democracy and there has been
some controversy in which even the Prime Minister has
taken part. I am a critic of parliamentary democracy
and I am anxious to see it replaced by a better form
of democracy. But let me clear at the outset the
misunderstanding that I am an opponent of democracy
because I am a critic of parliamentary democracy. lt
is far, far away from my mind to lend any support to
any form of authoritarianism or totalitarianism.
against man.
deny him freedom and

I think that totalitarianism is a crime

It is an insult to man to

democracy. lt is in the very nature of man that he should
work for freedom. There is something in the human spirit
that refuses to be suppressed or oppressed for all times.

And therefore I am an optimist. I believe in the future

of democracy, in the future of human freedom and
human dignity. I should also like to make it clear that
I have no doubt that of all the different forms of
democracy, democratic political organisations that
history has known so far, parliamentary democracy is

the best in spite of its shortcomings. But that does
not mean that we should shut our eyes to its defects,
should not try to remove them and improve upon what
we have today.
First of all, parliamentary democracy is not full

democracy. lt is inadequate democracy. What do I
mean by the statement? There have been many
definitions of democracy, some scholastic, some
academic, some scientific. But I should like to take
the popular definition which Abraham Lincoln gave:
democracy is a government of the people, by the people
and for the people. Now it is possible to conceive that
a parliamentary democratic government is a government
for the people. lt may even be a government of the
people in the sense that it is elected. But I thrnk you
would agree that no example of parliamentary democracy
exists today or has existed before which would satibfy
the third part of the definition, namely, government by

the people. lt may be a government with the consent
of the people, but it is not a government by the people.

There is another aspect of this system of
parliamentary democracy. Under such a system political

parties are formed and the parliamentary democratic
system becomes inevitably a party system. Either we
have a two-party system which we have more or less
in the English-speaking countries, or we have a multiparty system which we have in Western Europe,
particularly in France and Germany.

The idea of one-party system is foreign to
parliamentary democracy. There must be at least two
parties - one in government and one in opposition or more than two parties. Political parties no doubt rise
from the people. No doubt, they have their own following
among the people, but yet they are not the people. Every

political party claims to represent the interests of the
people better than every other political party. Out of
this party system we get party machines which are highly
organized, highly centralized - party machines which
have their own funds and their own means of propaganda.

The people are given the opportunity to elect their
representatives but as a result of the working of the
party system these choices which are given to the
people become very much limited. When there are highly
organized parties with funds, highly publicized leaders
and so on, it is very difficult for independents to win
elections and in all organized parliamentary democratic
systems the number of independents fighting elections
is very small. The choice of the people in the selection

of their representatives is limited by the virtue of the
fact that political parties which are organized set up
candidates and the people merely have to select from
them. As a result, elections for a poor country like ours
have become very costly and everyone is conscious
of it. But yet no solution is found. No doubt, there are
certain fixed limits to the expenditure which a candidate
might incur. But all know that the rule is observed more
in breach than in practice. When elections become so
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expensive, is it possible for the people to exercise their
choice in the selection of their representatives? Parties
with large funds organize and manage elections and
win the people's votes. Has a poor candidate any chance
of winning an election under these conditions? Has a
poor man's party any chance? These are serious defects

which it is necessary for us to consider.
Let us take another aspect of this. The theory
is that a voter is expected to express his opinion on
the issues that are placed before him at the time of
elections. ls it possible for ordinary voters in any country

to be able to express their opinion intelligently on all
the complicated issues that are placed before them?
And when we come to our own country with the

parties are waiting to embrace him with open arms
because he happens to be a person of some ability.
We have a welfare state. What do we find? We

find in the world a trend towards more and more
centralization, more and more power for the State, for
the Government. ln the Welfare State as well as in the
Socialist State or in the Communist State, the trend
is the same. People are becoming irresponsible in the
sense that they are not prepared to shoulder the
responsibility of citizenship themselves, the responsibility

of community life. They are content to cast their votes,
they are content with throwing their votes to whoever
they wish and then be satisfied with that. They have

most of them illiterate,

performed their duties as a citizen and therefore nothing
remains for them to do, the rest is for the State to do.

most of them are such that they have not travelled
beyond their district - is it possible for such persons
to express their opinion on international alfairs? ls it

centralized order of society democracy has much of

backward electorate that we have

-

possible for them to give an intelligent answer? We must
take all this into consideration and find what system
would suit our conditions better.

Now I should like to ask you whether in a

a chance. Pandit Nehru or Mr. Macmillan or

Mr.

Eisenhower may be a democrat and a good democrat

at heart. But the whole of the social organization

is

voter who is called upon to exercise his vote is not in
a position to express his views intelligently. When

such that power is concentrated at a few centres. How
could it be possible, in spite of their best feelings, for
democrats to function as democrats or to give their
people a democratic way of life? As all of you know

was studying in the U.S., an American University

the trend is more and more towards statism.

I think even in highly advanced countries every
I

conducted a sample survey and it was found that 17%
of the citizens did not know who their President was.

I am talking of the twenties, many years ago. I

am

sure the Americans have advanced since then; but at
that time, 17"/oof them, according to the sample survey,
didn't know the name of the President. lf you ask
citizens of lndia who their President is, I don't know
what the percentage will be. At an examination held
in Kanpur for subordinate civil service a question was
asked: who is Dr. Rajendra Prasad? And you would be
surprised to read the answers - some made him an
eminent physician, some made him Conrtnander-in-Chief

somewhere, and so on and so forth.

that Bombay city has its own Tamany Hall, a few
political bosses manipulating corruption and all kinds
of nepotism. When you have this party system, you
are not so much concerned with what is right and who
yt-rut

own party has. lhave seen i[ lrappening in the political
field in our country - one political party boss is expelled
from his parly for defalcation of money and otlter political
28

or

itself is working for centralization, i.e. the inevitable
result of scientific developments would be more and
more centralization. Society would become more and
more complex, technology would become more and more

complex, requiring more and more centralization and,
therefore, in this scientific age the question is asked
whether democracy can really function? The vital
decisions in a centralized society are taken by a few
people, decisions which affect the lives of millions of
people. Would you call that democracy? This is called

the age of planning in a democratic context, or of

The party system has other glaring defects which
you all are acquainted. You have heard of the Tamany
Hall. Every country has its own Tamany Hall. I am sure

is right; you are only corrcerrred witl r wl raI strettgtlt

Apart from the welfarism, socialism

communism, it is commonly believed today that science

democratic planning. What democracy do we have in
the planning of our country? The Planning Commission
has its committees, has its experts to prepare plans
that are placed before the country, some discussions

are held, some people write learned articles. ln the
Development Council there is some discussion, some
minor changes are made and then there is the national
plari. Thus science and socialist planning, all these ai'e
taking us towards this over-centralisation of life thc
trend of development whrch rs inimtcal to the trend o{
denrocratic planning.
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Freedom o Human Rights o Democracy
You will ask then what is to be done? I shall like
all of you friends to think about it. What is to be done?
There is one attitude of mind which resigns itself to
the so-called forces of society. There are these social
forces at work; there is no use swimming against the
current, pitting ourselves against the trend of events
- all these things are going to happen and let us try

fellow human beings, for the society at large, then and
then only the fullest possible development of democracy

can be possible.
I am pleading not only lor an economic change,
a social change or a political change, but a change in

the entire outlook on life, in the fundamental value:
of life. You might say it is not possible, it is againsr
human nature. Well if you say that, I can only reply

to save of democracy as much as possible. The other
view is that there are certain objectives, certain aims
and values in life which one is not prepared to
compromise. Each one is prepared to fight for them
in the extremest circumstances. Such an attitude of
mind is a revolutionary attitude. lt does not accept

compulsion in human nature which makes the individual
look to his own self-interest. I grant that there is a natural

things, it fights against them.

biological urge of self-preservation and these variouv

that I do not accept that view, even though I may be
in the minority of one. I do not think that there is any

interests that we have

Democracy is a way of life, is a habit of life, is
an attitude towards life. Democracy embraces the whole

of life. You cannot bring about changes in the political
structure and leave the economic structure as it is and
hope by those political changes to create a better
democratic system. The whole of life, the whole of social
life must be transformed to make it more and more

democratic.

-

whether they are social interests,

political interests, class interests or whatever they are
- they have their roots in that biological urge of self-

preservation. I won't deny that. But I would still like
to plead and like to convince everyone that the individual
self-interest can be really lullilled only in a society in
which the individual has come to realize that his selfinterest is identical with the larger interest.

lf you win at the cost of another, the moral law

The picture of human society today is such that
every man is more or less at war with every other man.
We hear a lot today about the cold war, the cold war
may in the end prove to be more harmful than other
forms of war. But are you aware that we have in society,
in our daily lives, a perpetual cold war going on? I am
at war with you. You are at war with me. That is how
life is organized. I do not think that socialism or
communism has made much difference to it. Today the
basis of our life is our own individual self-interest. Our
selfish interest is the motivating force. The individual
self-interest naturally embraces the interest of the family
- a small family of the individual. We are trying to do

all that we can for ourselves - for our little family.
do not think that as long as this cold war is going on
it will be possible for us to enlarge the frontiers of
democracy very much.
I

When man is at war with man, there has to be
some institution, some force, some coercive power to
keep people under reasonable control. Those who are
using their coercive power may come from various
classes or groups. They may have various interests.
That is a difierent matter. A picture of full democracy

can only be realized, a full democracy can only be
possible when we have transformed the very basis of
our lives. lnstead of 'living for ourselves or for our little
family, if we begin to live for our neighbours, for our

is bound to catch up and wreak vengeance

- and
therefore you see empires fallings, wealths disappearing
and all sorts of things. That is the way of life today.
The Americans may be at the top of the world, the
Russians may be at the top of the world; but in this
way of life which is organized on this particular basis
there is absolute certainty that they will not be at the
top for all times. Great empires have come and gone.
There is complete assurance of everyone's success
when everyone thinks that his success and the success
ol others are identical, when this cold war between man
and man, between groups of men - whether they are
classes, races, associations, trade unions, or nations
- has ceased.

I think this age of science has made it more
possible than ever before for this kind of a revolution
to take place successfully; it has brought the human
race together, it has brought education to a large number

of people than ever before; it has opened the minds
of people to scientific truths. This age of science has
made it possible for everyone of us to appreciate that
if the cold war did not end, no matter what was done,
some sort of shooting war is bound to emerge and that
would be the destruction of the race. How it is to be
stopped is for everyone of us to think about. We should
begin with our own lives if we believe in democracy.
We have everyone of us neighbours. We can practice
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this idea with our neighbours, in our neighbourhood.
This is a change in the inside of us - the inner
change that is necessary for the development of
democracy, for the development of a society in which
coercion, outward coercion, has been reduced to the
minimum. A fully democratic society is a society in
which there is no outward coercion. Suppose it is an
ideal dream - the State will never wither away, the
stateless society is only an ideal to be worked for;
suppose we do not arrive at it; but to the extent to
which we are able to make progress, democracy has
progressed. Therefore Gandhiji said (it was not his
saying, he merely repeated it), "That Government was
the best which governed the least". Today all of us want
the Government to govern most, and we want freedom
also - these are two inconsistent things. I shall like
to place before you a view of socialorganisation which
is very much different from the present picture.
We have the tood problem in lndia, a very serious

problem, perhaps the most important problem in the
country. The people must be fed before we have steel
mills, before we have anything else. But whose task
is it today? Whose job is it today to solve the problem?
It is the job of Shri Rajendra Prasad and the Government

of lndia. lt is the job of Shri Yashvantrao Chavan and
his Government in the Bombay State. That is the picture
that we have today. The fundamental problem of life
which touches each individual is to be solved at the
top by a few people. We have a picture of society in
which the individual is at the centre, then around him
is the family. The family is the rock-bottom on which
social life is based. lf the family is destroyed, I don't
think there will be human culture or civilization. The
individual and his family around him, and after that -

what do we have today? The great society. The individual

with his family is plunged into this vast ocean. The
individual is frightened of this ocean. He is in search
of security and in that search of security any rogue
that comes along is able to win him over to his side.
Any dictator comes along and promises to give him
security and food, and he follows him. The frightened
individual is not in a position even to look after the
primary needs of his life.
We say the next group around the family should
be a community. ln human history, ninety nine per cent

of the people have lived in small communities. Man
is a small community anirnal. ln Bombay city. we are
lost and it is a jungle where in the same chawl, in the
same tenement house, in the same apartment house,

one neighbour does not know the other. Human beings
were not meant to live like this. Man is a social animal;
he must have a community. That community is the
natural community for the human being which is small
enough, in which everyone is able to know everyone,
everyone is recognized by everyone else - a face-tolace direct community, as sociologists would call it.

That should be the community, the next social

organization around the family. You might say, well we
have these communities today. ln lndia, eighty per cent
of our people are living in villages which are small
communities of this nature. But it is not enough to have
this small community. Something else should go with
it and that is very important. This primary community,
next to the family group, must be so organized that

the primary needs of the people living in those
communities are satisfied within that community,
satisfied as far as possible. The picture that emerges
out of this social philosophy or this sociology would
be a picture of agro-industrial communities. The
members of the community produce their own food, their

own clothing, their own shelter, are able to look after
their primary education and primary health services.
It is not an immediate community in which human

beings are living today, but a distant community or
distant centres which are responsible for giving
employment, for giving clothing, for giving lood. When
this kind of thing happens it is inevitably a top-heavy
organization. lt is bound to lead to restriction of
democracy. So the individual, then around him the family
and around him this primary community - this should

be the picture. There may be certain needs of this
community which cannot be fulfilled within the
community itself; there will be other communities of
this kind around this community

- all those should form

a still wider circle of communities. You might call

it
Taluka Community, you might call it District Community,

though a District may be too large. Say, this primary
community has a little rivulet flowing nearby and it wants
to dam this in order to irrigate the land. The man-power

that is available and the resources that are available
in the primary community are not enough lor the task,
so a hundred communities may join together and put
up the dam. There may be still other needs which even
a hundred or a thousand of these primary communities
cannot fullill. For that a still wider circle of communities
mav be necessarv. ln this wav from the bottom you
qo on building up.
Between thdse conceptions, between what I have

placed before you and what we have today, there is a
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world of difference. What I have just now told is the
picture of a new society as visualized by Gandhiji. He
said that at the innermost circle, or at the lowest level,
the people should exercise the utmost power and at
the highest level the least power. As you go along, we
have the primary needs - we must have food, we must
have clothing, we must have shelter, these things we
must have before we have the railways, the postal
services, or the aeroplanes and what not - for these
primary needs the primary community itself, or the
members of the communities around, are responsible
in this system and they exercise the utmost power in
that regard. As you go along upwards and reach Delhi,
Delhi in this conception has very little power. lt may
have some powers of defence, currency and may be
one or two other powers

-

a situation very much different

from what we have today. Under the present system
also we have a Parliament, a State Assembly, and then
District Boards and Village Panchayats. But the whole
Gandhian conception has been turned upside down. The

Parliament has the utmost power and the Village
Panchayat has nominal powers, farcical powers. This
is a travesty of democracy.
We have a movement going on in the country
today for the abolition ol cold war between man and
man. Bhoodan has now developed into Gramdan.
Gramdan means a village collectively owns all the land
of the village. lndividual ownership has ceased to exist
not by compulsion, force or legislation, but people have
voluntarily agreed to pool their lands together, and say
all this land belongs to us. And what has happened?
All kinds of conflicts have disappeared. Land is the
chief source of livelihood in the village and when land
becomes communized, then the cold war gets completely

abolished or at least ninety percent of it is abolished.

It is possible to develop a community which is
fully cooperative. And there in a village, it is possible
for villagers to plan for their food, to plan for their
clothing, for their employment, for the type of machines
and technology that they need. lt is possible for such
a village to manage its affairs without the intrusion of
political parties. They will follow the principle of
unanimity. ln taking decisions whenever there are
differences of opinion, no decisions are taken. As
everyone is not working for his own interest, there is
no tug of war; the idea is to think and to plan for the
development of the community as a whole and,
therefore, though difference of opinion are bound to exist,
ii iq no ,qSibla fnr thoqo fiffopnn^oc
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When a group of Quakers meet and if a difference

of opinion occurs, they have a quiet time. For twenty
minutes or thirty minutes they sit quieily and some
solution is worked out. lf not, they meet again a month
later or six months later. You have such societies in
Europe - they are not very many, they are few. But
look upon them as the outposts of Sarvodaya. They
I

are independent, they have nothing to do with Gramdan.

They grew out of the soil of Europe itself. ln France
they call themselves communities of work. These
communities take their decisions unanimously, hold
elections unanimously. When such a system is created,
parties will have no place. And if in all the villages of
lndia, if we have partyless system working, it will bring
about a revolution in the political structure of the country.
The Constitution and everything will have to be changed
with this building from below. Without a revolution, inner
and outward revolution, it will certainly not work; but
at least at the lower level it can work. Such a democracy

is nearer to the people. lt is like the direct democracy
that was practiced in Athens. All citizens gathered in
the market place. Discussions were held. Decisions
were taken by the people as a whole. ln that way, whole

village assemblies can meet and take decisions,
decisions not about trifles - not about levying a tax

on bullock carts or about putting up a lamp here or there
and things of that nature, but real vital questions about
food, about clothing, shelter and education and, if you

please, about employment.
It is possible for the community to try and plan

for these things. lt is possible for them to plan for
regional cooperation and that way they can go up. You
might say that, well, all those small communities will
become isolationist, they will begin to think of their own
interests, and not the interests of others. Without that
inner change, there is every fear and every danger of
these communities disrupting the entire life of the nation
or the life of the world. But with the inner change, when
the conflict of interests goes away, there is no reason
to suppose that a particular village, which has organized
its life on this basis, will think of its own interests as
independent from the interests of other communities.
The interests of one village community and the interests
of other village communities are not in conflict.
I should also like to plead for the reorganization
of our economic and political life on the basis of what

may be called vertical decentralization. Today, the State

performs so many functions. The original function of
rho ^|ain,i,.^ r^ !^^r, ?.1-t^f tr-q ft,,,e it,l-tlXt lf thl pf^p!who are non-conformists, who are law-breakers, to look
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Freedom o Human Bights o DemocracY
Friends, I have placed before you a few tentative

after law and order. Now the conception has developed
into a Welfare State, a socialist State, or a total State.
There is no reason to believe that only the State can
run railways, that only the State can run post offices,
that only the State can run life insurance, steel mills,

ideas about the development of democracy not only
in the lndian context but in the context of the world.
Ol course, it is not given to us, it is not possible for
us to think in terms of the whole world today. We may
think, but as far as practicing is concerned, we can
do it only in our homes. I hope that all of you will give
very serious thought to these ideas. I hope that all of
us will be able to put our hands together to create a
democratic order of society in our country which might
become a model for the rest of the world.

etc. True, they should not be run for private profit
because that conflicts immediately with the fundamental

idea that I have placed before you. But can't they be
run by other agencies, by the people, and at the same
time, be independent of the State? Why can't we have

autonomous bodies running our railways? lnstead of
one autonomous body, why can't we have six or ten?
Cannot the people throw up new and different kinds
of organizations to manage their business? Things have

to be administered, there is no doubt. But why the

(Substance of a lecture delivered in Bombay on March 11,
1958 under the auspices ol the Democratic Research Service,
then the publishers ol Freedom Firstl

Government alone should administer these? Why is it
necessary for the Government to run the educational
system or the health system? Why can't the people
do it? After all, where does the money come from?
Money comes from the people. Where do the officers,
experts, teachers and doctors come from? ls there a
factory in Delhi which manufactures doctors and
teachers? They all come from the people. Then why

lFreedom First June 1958I

Time for Good Citizenship
Now that the elections are over, the public can
expect the political parties to turn their backs on them.
lssues which vitally touch the life of the common people

such as primary education, good roads and other
infrastructure facilities, water supply, public health
services, a responsive and honest administration,

must we go to one centre and have everything run from
that centre? I am not pleading for the preservation of
the village as it is. The village as it is must go. But
the village must be preserved in one sense - in the
sense that it is a small community; it must be
developed not only as an agrarian community but, as

efficient public distribution system for weaker sections,

were mostly ignored by political parties during the
election, and may once again get low priority in their
pursuit of power.

I said, agro-industrial community and these primary
communities should not be very large. We are all
products of culture, but we are also products of nature.

The lack of vision and corruption, as also
incompetence of politicians, ably supported by an equally

venal and tardy bureaucracy have earned the country
the rank of the eighth most corrupt nation of the world,

while it remains as one ol the poorest.

The Sarvodaya order of society is not a national

order of society. Nationalism has no place in the
Sarvodaya picture of society. No kind of parochialism
has any place in that society. They are outdated ideas.
The citizen who lives in Sarvodaya society is a world
citizen. But if we conceive of the world order as being
maintained by the World Government functioning from,
shall we say, New York, Moscow, Geneva or from
wherever it is, a World Government functioning from
the centre and planning for the whole world, can you
imagine what kind of an oppressive world community
that would be? I don't think it would be acceptable. A
wot'ld order is possible only when we have this siructure
which I have placed before you. When the utmost of
the needs are satisfied at the lower levels, and a few
things are left for the top, only when the world order
sits lightly on the individua!, r..,i!l it be prssiblr lcr t!.r
individual to accept it.

lnstead of looking up to politicians and
bureaucrats, it is time to try another solution - form the
end of citizens, particularly the educated ones with the
advantage ol a full stomach. Every citizen can strive
as a producer to give one's best, whatever be one's
avocation or prolession, as a consumer fight for one's
right of choice, value for money and above all

accountability of vendor of goods, and services; and,
as a social being, give a part of one's money, talent
and time for enhancing the quality of life lor the less

privileged through innumerable avenues of public
service.
The salvation for the country can only be through

service and sacrifice. There is no substitute lor good
citizenship.

M. R. Pai

I

lFreedom Fr'rst, Aprit-June 19981
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Universal Declaration of Human Values
Abe Solomon
lntroduction
The adoption of the "Universal Declaration of
Human Rights" by the United Nations General Assembly
on December 10, 1948, was an historic event. lt was
the successful culmination of the efforts of H. G. Wells
in the 1940s for the diffusion worldwide of a declaration

of "The Rights of Man" for the world citizen. The
"Universal Declaration of Human Rights" is the most
important and far-reaching of all U.N. declarations and
a source of inspiration for national and international
efforts to promote and protect human rights and
fundamental f reedoms.
The basic philosophy and concept of humankind
on which the Declaration is based is stated succinctly
in Article 1 of the Declaration which reads: 'All human
beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights.
They are endowed with reason and conscience and

should act towards one another in a spirit of

are founded have not been clarified and universally
accepted and internalized by the people. Besides, in
many countries, the traditional values, social
relationships, and modes of thinking, which are a part
of the ethos of these countries, are in conflict with the
values that form the basis of the "Universal Declaration
of Human Rights". ln these countries, there is a need
for social and cultural change, which is the task of the
human rights and liberal movements in those countries
to bring about.

It is evident that the "Universal Declaration of
Human Rights" is founded on secular humanist values.
It is only when a majority of the people all over the
world intellectually and emotionally accept these values
that the human rights mentioned in the Declaration can
become a reality. lt is, therefore, necessary to have a
Declaration stating that the basic human values on which
the "Universal Declaration of Human Rights" is founded.

brotherhood

Unfortunately, the human rights that this
Declaration spells out are largely violated by
governments and people all over the world. They are,
no doubt, many and complex reasons - social, political,
economic - for this state of affairs. But the failure to
uphold and implement these human rights is mainly
because the basic human values on which these rights

The development of human, moral and ethical
values is the criterion of social and cultural progress.

It is only when a majority of the people in the world
become committed intellectually and emotionally to the
basic human values of freedom, truth, reason, and
compassion that we can hope for a free, just and
peaceful world.

DRAFT DECLARATION
PREAMBLE
Whereas, the realization in practice of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights depends on the
intellectual and emotional acceptance by the people
of the universal human values on which these rights
are

founded,

it is

essential to promote the

:

Whereas, disregard and contempt for human
vaiue> irilut resuiletl irr Lari.,,.-,tt us .rui. IiruI l)auu
outraged the conscience of humanity,
tt4

Whereas,

development and acceptance of basic human values
by the peoples of all nations to usher in a world order
based on freedom, truth, reason and compassion,
Whereas, the people of the United Nations have
in the Charter and the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights affirmed their faith in the dignity and worth of
lire it,-rtri"rirpririui, .r, ti ir.tvr; tlutuurtitra,-i tc pi-cmotc
social and cultural progress in peace and harmony' and
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Whereas, the common understanding and
acceptance of these universal human values is of the
greatest importance for the realization of this pledge,
Now therefore the General Assembly of the United

Nations proclaims this Universal Declaration of Human
Values as a common ideal of attainment for all peoples

and all nations, to the end that every individual and
every section of society, shall strive by teaching and
education to promote respect for these values and make

all efforts, national and international, to secure their
universal and effective recognition among the peoples
of the world.

ARTICLES
Article

1:

Source of Values: Dignity of the human person as an
autonomous agent endowed with reason is the ultimate
source of all values.

Article 2

:

Reason: Reason is an essential human faculty

creativity. Rooted in the individuality of a human being,
creativity can flourish only in an atmosphere of freedom.

Article 7

:

Freedom: Respect for the dignity of the human person
demands that the freedom of every human being ought
to be ensured in all spheres of life, consistent with the
freedom of all.

in

promoting the progress of humankind enabling human
beings to have a worldview that motivates their thoughts
and actions. Cultivation of rationalthinking is, therefore,

an intrinsic human value.

Article 8

:

Equality: Respect for the human person implies that
all human beings shall be treated as equal in dignity
and rights irrespective of race, nationality, belief or non-

Article 3

belief, colour, gender, age or sexual orientation.

:

Critical Intelligence: The essential nature of human
beings is to question, examine, and understand. lt is
necessary to subject all beliefs to the scrutiny of reason
and critical intelligence, in order to eliminate error. An
unexamined belief is not worth having.

Article 9

:

Justice: The principle of justice which dictates equal
consideration for the well-being of every individual shall

inform all social institutions and relations between
individuals.

Article 4

:

Truth: The aim of all rational thought is the discovery
of truth. Truth consists of beliefs about reality resulting
from rational thinking and experience. Quest for truth
is, therefore, a supreme human value.

Article 5

:

Humankind and Nature: Man being a part of nature
necessitates his living in harmony with it. Concern for
all life and the quality of the environment ought to guide
all human activities.

:

Tolerance: Tolerance of differing ideas and viewpoints
is essential for the discovery of truth. Absence of
tolerance leads to denial of freedom and the suppression
of creativity. Tolerance is, therefore, a basic human
value.

Article 6

Article 10

Artlcle 11

:

Universal Culture: lt should be the aim of all human
endeavour to evolve a universal culture based on
freedom, truth, reason, and compassion.
MR. ABE SOLOMON is the President of the lndian Secular
Society.

:

Creativity: All social progress is the result

oJ human
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It's not
She is

as

though we have anfwhere else to go.

Check your equipment and your

processes

regularly. Recycle waste products. [Jse technology

our only home. If she dies, we die.

Already, we have stripped her of her forests.

that's environmentally sustainable. On an even

gaping hole in

more basic level, don't leave a tap running when

Polluted her air and water. Blasted

a

you're not using it. Don't leave lights on when

her delicate protective atmosphere.

If we continue to live the way we do now, then
by the year 2025, aboutTlo/o of her rain forests will
be wiped out. Over 50,000 species
407o of her
seas

fenile land will

be

will

be extinct.

barren. Her rivers and

will turn toxic. Her weather patterns will spin

out ofcontrol.
But if enough concerned, aware people act now,

\frite on both sides of a
sheet of paper. Check your vehicle regularly.
there's no one in the room.

Recycle oldplastic bags. Pool your car.
Such simple things, we can all do them.

Ve

can

all teach our children to do them.

Start today. Because tomorrow, we may not
have

a

planet left to save.

there is still hope. And what is called for is not
heroic but rather very simple.
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Our Trade Unions
Will They Face the Challenge of the Eighties?
V. B. Karnik

A significant change must take place in the role that unions play. ln the
Eighties, they cannot be merely combative organizations, constantly
engaged in struggle for securing petty concessions.
A new decade has begun, the decade of the
Eighties. The challenges that trade unions will have
to face are not likely to be qualitatively different from
those faced earlier, but they will be more pressing and
complicated. They will acquire that character because
the economic situation is likely to be increasingly difiicult
and the problem of unemployment to weigh upon trade
unions very heavily.
Trade unions grow when the economy grows, not

only statistically but at a rate higher than that of
population. Growth must be able to provide for at least
a slight improvement in the conditions of the people,

and for employment opportunities to absorb not only
the new entrants into the labour force but also a fair
percentage of those who are already unemployed. Care

will have to be taken moreover that the new wealth that
is created is not monopolized by those who are better
off but is widely distributed amongst those at the bottom.
There is little prospect of the economy growing at that
rate in the eighties and much less prospect of widening
the employment opportunities and equitable distribution

of newly created national wealth.
There are indications that the burdens on workers
and other toiling millions will increase since vast sums
will be needed for developmental expenses. They are

likely to be raised through fresh taxation and deficit
financing. Both will hit workers hard. Prices will increase,
scarcities willappear, and living conditions will be harder
than what they are at present. Growing population and
unemployment will make things still harder.

These conditions will place trade unions on the
horns of a dilemma regarding the policy to be adopted.
Will it be a policy of constant struggle and confrontation
against the Government and employers, without worrying
about the resulls? lt may appear heroic, but will prove
self-defeating in the end. lt will antagonize society, isolate
F.reedc;m

the unions and provide an opportunity to the Government
to damn them as anti-national and anti-social. Constant
strikes hamper production, create bottlenecks and slow
down industrial progress. Workers do not like unending
strife. They leave unions following that course and flock
to others working in a different way.

Or will it be a more prudent policy of securing
as much as possible through negotiations and cooperation, building up strength, widening the bases and

winning the support of public opinion? Will it pay more
attention to changing socio-economic policies than to
winning a concession here or a concession there. There
will be little glamour in this cautious, painstaking course
of action, but it will secure more benefits to the workers
and do no damage to public interest. Strikes are not

excluded, but they will be resorted to only when
absolutely necessary and only after exhausting all other
means.

Trade unions can follow this course effectively
only if they extend their organization to unorganized
workers in cities and also to agricultural labourers and
artisans in rural areas. That will give them a strength
which cannot be ignored. They must at the same time
get involved I rural development and all associated
activities. This will be a departure lrom the beaten track
of trade union work, but it will be necessary if trade
unions are not to be swept away by the rising tide of
poverty and unemployment.
Workers and their trade unions are under attack
at present because they ask more and more for those

who are already much better olf than agricultural
labourers, the rural poor and unorganized workers. Some

critics go to the extent of calling farmers a privileged
class. This criticism is far from truth. lndustrial workers
irr cilies by arrd large. are only a little better off than
their brethren in villages. And the little additional benefit
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that they enjoy as the producers of vast wealth they
usually share with their poorer brothers, cousins and
other relatives. An unemployed relative or two usually
stays with an industrial worker, and from month to month
he has to remit funds to the village for the support of
his parents or his wife and children who cannot live
with him for lack of accommodation. The criticism,
however untrue, is likely to become louder and fiercer
I the present decade. Trade unions can justify heir
demand for improvement of the conditions of industrial
workers only by combining it with an equally strong
demand for the improvement of the conditions of all
poor people. And a mere demand is not enough. lt must
be accompanied by active efforts to organize the poor
in cities and villages.
A significant change must take place in the role
that unions play. ln the Eighties, they cannot be merely
combative organizations, constantly engaged in struggle

for securing petty concessions. They will have to be
more constructive in their approach. They will have to
widen their horizons so as to include in it not merely
their members but also the large masses of unorganized
workers and the poor in the villages. They must also
be prepared to shoulder responsibilities so that the
policies that they advocate are properly implemented.
This will bring about a qualitative change in the outlook
and functioning of trade unions.
Trade unions should now shift their emphasis from
monetary to long term non-monetary demands such as
housing, education, particularly technical and vocational,
old-age pensions, promotions, etc. They should also
demand a larger voice in the determination of the terms
and conditions of employment and in the management
of the undertakings. They will, of course, have to equip

themselves for discharging these new responsibilities.

The unions will also realize that patient negotiations
and reasonable arguments, accompanied by pressure

of public opinion, are more useful for gaining their

to perform this wider role. lt must take an active interest
in the plans for economic development, and in all actions

of the Government in the social and economic fields.
The age is long past when it could confine itself to
collective bargaining over wages and allowances. lt

must enter the wider lield of social and political life,
and seek to rnfluence lt in the interest of a better deal
for industrial workers and the producing masses as a
whole.

Trade unions must adopt a positive, and not a

negative

or oppositional attitude towards

the

Government. Opposition, even a fight, may become
inevitable when the Government does anything which

is against the interests of workers. But it can do,
particularly in a democracy, many things, which is of
advantage to workers and others. Those must be actively

supported, and constant pressure must be exerted on
the Government in order that it may follow that path
more vigorously. This can be done only if there is an

attitude of critical co-operation, critical in the sense
of readiness to criticize whenever necessary.

The Eighties will pose similar challenges to
employers and the Government. Their response to those
challenges must be helplul if worker's responses are
to prove useful and rewarding. Employers must give
up their hostility to trade unions and must accept them
as equal partners in building up enterprises. They must
hold constant consultations with unions and should not
ordinarily introduce any changes without securing their

consent. Disputes, wherever they occur, should be
settled in negotiations across the table, and resort to
an external authority should be an exception rather than
the rule. Workers'demands for higher wages, dearness
allowance or bonus should be regarded as legitimate,
and all efforts should be made to settle them as early
as possible. Apart from wages and fair conditions of
work, workers should be treated with respect, and their
dignity as human beings should be preserved.

demands than strikes and demonstrations.
Government has two roles, one as an employer
Long-term demands of workers and amelioration
of the conditions of the masses can be best secured
tlrrough legislation and through governmental actions

and the other as the sovereign authority. As an employer,

and policies. The movement must, therefore, turn its
attention to politics, to larger issues facing the country.
It should try to influence the actions and policies of
the Governrrrerrt. Tlris carr be dttne without loirrirrg arry
political party and without losing its independence and
autonomy. The movement will stultify itsel{ if it fails

of behaving like a model employer and of setting

38
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it cannot claim any privileges not available to other
employers. On the other hand, it has the responsibility
standards for others to follow. lt should, in particular,
set up high standard in the matter of labour-management
arrd co-<-lperatiort.

As a sovereign authority, the eighties will prove
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Freedom o Human Rights o Democracy
a very difficult period for the Government, whatever
its colour. For the economic development that is taken
in hand, huge investments and heavy mobilization of
resources are needed. Benefits will not be available
immediately. The task cannot be accomplished in a
democracy without enlisting the co-operation of all
sections of the PeoPle.

social activities. The point to be noted, however, is that
unions are not the only guilty party. The main offender

The co-operation of the trade union will be crucial
in that respect. lt can offer not only its own co-operation,

Recognition of a representative union (the
representative character being determined by a secret
ballot open to all employees) as the sole collective

but can also secure the co-operation ol millions of
others. This can be enlisted only through a meaningful
dialogue with the movement. The dialogue must be
continuous and must embrace all sections of the
movement. lt must taken into confidence and consulted
from time to time on all issues of social and economy
policy.

There is a good example of such a dialogue in
Great Britain. Some years back there was the Social
contract. lt gave some good results, but later fell into
disuse. Another effort was made later and it resulted
in an agreement between the British Government and
the British Trade Union Congress. A similar agreement
was arrived at recently between the AFL-CIO and the
U.S. Government. lt is called the NationalAccord. Here
is something that authorities in lndia can copy with
advantage. There will be many other challenges, but
they will generally be of the same kind as faced earlier.
They will be such as inter-union rivalries, democratic
functioning of unions and others. They will have to be
tackled properly, taking care at the same time to reduce
tensions rather than to intensify them.
lnter-union rivalries have plagued the movement

since long. They are responsible for many work

is the Government. lt has failed so far to provide an
expeditious machinery for evaluating the claims of rival
unions, and for granting the status of a recognized body
to a representatrve union. Secret ballot is the best way
to ascertain the support enjoyed by a union.

bargaining agent and bonafide collective bargaining with
it should be the basis of the industrial relations system
all over the country. Recognised unions should enjoy
the rights of check-off the union shop. That will put
an end to inter-union rivalries and enable trade unions
to grow as strong and responsible organizations. The

movement would be well advised to secure the
enactment of a law to provide for it as one of the main
objectives of its work in the decade. lt must also ensure
that unions forming it function in a democratic manner.

It is difficult to foresee all the challenges that
the new decade will pose. The situation is fluid and it
may change in many directions. lnternational
developments may force a big change; internal
developments may also, under some circumstances,
knock the bottom out of the basic assumption of this
argument. However, apart from these contingencies,
trade unions would be well-advised to follow the path
of conciliation and co-operation, to avoid the alternative

path of constant conflict.
MR. V. B. KARNIK, an eminent Trade Unionist was closely
associated wilh Freedom First and was its editor lor well
over a decade.

stoppages, and also for some violence and other anti-

lFreedom First April
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WE SUPPORT
We al Freedom First fully endorse and support the lollowing statement issued by Bittu Sahgal, Tariq Ansari, Bal
Mundkar and four others (Ihe Times of /ndia, August 1B).
"ln a time characterised by a dismal lack of integrity in public life, individuals such as Mr. J.B. D'Souza and Mr Dilip
Thakore emerge as lone warriors. They have chosen to appeal for lustice and the restoration of democratic principles
when most of us prefer to turn a blind eye to the dilemmas that beset our society and country. But it seems we have
no time for these old-fashioned values today. As a result of the general lowering of ideals, we are caught off guard by
the rare individual whose standards are unusually high.
"Yet, if we fail to rally round a person who wears courage of his convictions boldly, we are undermining the quality
of our own lives by helping to erode the basic values by which any civilised society lives. Considering Mr. D'Souza and
l'4i. Tltakore have taken an issues thal affecis u: all, the,.,ery least \.,e aan give them is our pL.tblir,: support".

lFreedom First, October-December 1993I
I,.reedont I'irst 50tlt Artrtiuersary Issue October-December 2002
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Every bean that goes into Coorg Pure Cotlee is born lrom the lreshness

ol Tata's Collee plantation - the largest and linest in Southeast Asia.
All the mountain lreshness ol Coorg Country is brought out by
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Roasl-nraster

Roasted iusf right Ground and blended, wilh great care and high art

So when you taste a cup ol Coorg Pure Coflee lrom Consolidated Coffee,
you tasle lhe sunshine, you taaste the mountain breeze,

you taste the full dark poetry of pure colfee
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Liberalism

The Evolution of the Liberal ldea
Otto Count Lambsdorff

ln Europe we have a number of liberal parties
with a wide spectrum of political views. There is hardly
(because we are individualists) one Liberalwho shares
100% the views of a fellow Liberal and that is true of
Liberal parties as well. lf, for instance, we take a look
at the Swiss or the Dutch Liberal Party and at the same

party from that consequence or insight. lt makes it

time we dealwith British Liberals we willfind a relatively
wide divergence of views that practical problems impose
on them: from economic policy to education, not to speak
of European security.

difficult for all of them to accept majority decisions. But
we have to see that if we want to exercise influence
and if we want to play a political role then we must follow
the democratic rule of discussion and decision by
majority. Otherwise liberals cannot play a role in politics.
Without that kind of discipline which we have to learn
and certainly some of our liberal friends in my own
country and in other countries have to learn, we cannot
do what I feel is our duty as liberals, namely, to create

The lndividualism of Liberals

try to bring liberal ideas and fundamental liberalaspects

Political Liberalism in Europe, over the last 100
years, has always lived with the danger of splits within
Liberal parties. ln Germany before and after World War

decision-making.

l, we had two Liberal parties with the result that Liberalism

virtually had no political influence at all. ln recent years,
the Free Democratic Party, the liberal political party has
survived two splits since 1949. ln both cases those who
left and formed a new party finally ended up in political
obscurity but that has to do with the special German
aspect of our electoral law that the party which does
not collect 5"/" ol the general vote gets no seat in
Parliament. lf you have 4.9% you have zero seats. lf
you have 5/" in a general election in Germany you have
25 to 27 seats in Parliament.

This rule was introduced in the Federal Republic
after our bad experience between 1918 and 1933 when
we had 136 parties running for Parliament and almost
as many in the German Parliament with the consequence
that we always found what we call a negative coalition
able to topple a government but not a positive coalition
based on agreement on certain fundamental political
ideas. This tendency to split and to disagree certainly
has ntuch to do with the strong individualism of liberals
als sl,rrrri ltlt rr il5, fr. r; Jt.rl iiir-;-rl f leeillytr iltt
for personal freedom as well. That makes it difficult for
all of us, and I don't think one can exclude any liberal
Lil-rer

1

a platform not just for theoretical discussions but to
into day-to-day politics and participate in political
A LiberalAchievement

A question which is very often asked is, does
Political Liberalism have a function in 20th century
Europe, the United States and in Canada? I would like
to state one major and, I think historic success which
liberals have fought for and gained, namely constitutional

rights in our political society. Without liberalism in the
19th century what we have now reached and believe
in, would not have been accomplished. That is certainly
to the credit of the political liberalism of our grandfathers
and great grandfathers. At the same time is
responsible for the present weakness of political liberalism
because none, neither conservatives nor socialists doubt

it

that constitutional rights have to be secure and cannot
be denied.

That leads to the question - what do the liberals
want to do these days? Are liberals necessary? My
answer is we know that we do have many liberal-minded
people in conservative and socialist parties who are in
agreement with us whether in matters of education,
human rights or constitutional rights. This has, in fact,
lteelr a t-rritrt of dis.rr,tssir,f; in rnyr r-or !ittfy that these
liberal-minded people in other parties would not have
any liberal-minded influence in their parties if there had

I,'raedottt I,'irsI 501lt t\tt.rt.i.ut,rstt't' Issuc Oclobt,t'-Decembcr 2()()2
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not been a Liberal political organisation. Liberalthis time
with a capital 'L.

The Free Market EconomY
This is equally true in my own field of economic
policy. Basically liberals all over the world favour a free
market economy with slight disagreements but no basic
disagreement. Curiously enough, this position is
described in British and US papers as conservative
economic policy. Everyone who stands for a free
economy, for non-intervention, for non-protectionism is
called a conservative in the economic sense' The truth
is that conservatives and conservative parties did not
have any substantial economic theory or economic policy

of their own. They had to adopt the liberal policy' And

the free market economy is basically a liberal idea,

We in Germany describe the free market economy
as the social market economy because we do not deny

the social responsibility of a free market economy
system, because we do not advocate laissez faire ol
the second half of the 19th century. I feel that this is
basically a liberal idea, a basic liberal truth. Perhaps
should add that the basic idea of a {ree economy in
the liberal view is of course efficiency, full employment,
the well-being of people and the attempt to overcome
I

poverty. But there is, in my view, more behind it. ln
the long run, only in a free economy can you live as
free men. ln my view, without a free economy, you will,
in the long run, not live in a free society.
OTTO COUNT LAMBSDORFF

is head of the

Friedrich

Naumann Foundation, devoted lo the promotion ol Liberalism

and Liberal values worldwide'
lFreedom Firsf, July

developed by liberals introduced by liberals and defended
by liberals.
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Socialism

"l Am A Repentant Socialist"
Achyut Patwardhan
to Private Capitalism. I did not then realize that
production
of
had its own inherent dangers. The state is
state ownership of all means
after all run by a political party.
I had once preferred State Capitalism

Achyut Patwardhan: I would like to say a few words
before you ask me your questions. I retired from politics
long ago. I do not make good copy. I cannot understand
why Minoo has picked me up from the dustbin of history
and asked you to interview me. I am a non-person now
and my views do not carry weight. Minoo has a strong
sense of loyalty towards his old friends. I stopped giving
interviews to the press long ago. However, out of my
high regard for Minoo, I have acceded to his request.
Now carry on.

Sumant Bankeshwar: I am told that you were once a
confirmed Marxist. Will you please enlighten me of your
transition from Marxism to Gandhism?

AP: No, you are mistaken. I was never a Marxist.

I

was not a Gandhian either. I was a reluctant Socialist.
I was also a reluctant politician. I would like to be called
even an ex-politician. I joined the freedom movement
because I then believed that paradise would descend
over our country once the British quit and our poverty
would disappear. I was proved wrong. I then thought
that only Socialism could solve all our problems and
drive out our poverty. I was proved wrong here too.
I

have been thus cheated twice and would not like to
be cheated again. Therefore would not like to worship
at the shrine of another false God.

I reluctantly continued to be a member of the
Congress Socialist Party at the annual session of the
lndian National Congress at Lahore. My socialist friends
wanted me not to take Socialism seriously. They said
that it was just an answer to our Communists to show
that we were no less keen than they were about
Socialism and that Socialism was not the monopoly
of the Marxists.

It is true that I believed in the socialization of
I
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I continue to believe that our natural resources
should be utilized for the benefit of our masses, but
this job should be entrusted to a Planning Commission
of experts independent of the government. The Planning
Commission should be retrieved from the octopus-hold
of the government.
I had once preferred State Capitalism to Private
Capitalism. I did not then realize that state ownership
of all means of production had its own inherent dangers.
The state is after all run by a political party. The interests

of the state have now come to mean the interests of
the ruling party. To be more precise, the interests of
the ruling party just means the interests of the ruling
clique. The gangsters who control the party create
compelling situations for the government.
The mere change in the pattern of ownership of

the means of production is not going to solve our
problems. Similarly the mere replacement of the ruling
party by another party is not going to solve our problems
either. The miserable performance of all our state-run
industries has completely disillusioned me and made
me reconsider my earlier views about Socialism. lt is
in this context that I said the other day that I was a
repentant Socialist.
As a socialist, I had propagated a number of halftruths, although innocently, which did damage to our
national interests. I therefore owe an apology to our
people whom I had fooled by my innocent convictions.
This does not mean that I have discovered new merits
in private capitalism. I do not hold a devil's brief for
the capitalist class in lndia or elsewhere.

SBI Ali llri: rlf irelr)r'rt:(l rrrtrrrlrics ilr'il'tt: t.totl-r:t'ttlrrtttniSt
world have movecl away frorn the disastrous path o{
socialism and prospered. t\4ay I have your comments?

resa)|tr.es flrt'llti. I'r:rrr,fii ,,{ 1t;1'r'r'r'rIlrr
also held the view that the allocation oi natural resources
should be utilized in the larger interests of our masses.
Or.tr rtatUral

Subsequently, we discovered many things which went
wrong in the Soviet Union.
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AP: Yes, you are partly right. But free enterprise

is

no longer free in these countries. lt is regulated by the

total distorlion was implicit in the logic of state controlling

the credit resources.

government which is playing an increasing role in taming

SB: May I have your comments on the mass loan melas
held recently by the nationalized banks?

capitalism.
ln our time, we thought that ideology played an
important role in changing the social structure of our
society. We now find today that technology changes
the social structure of our society faster than any
ideology, and ideology is lagging behind in the race.
Therefore, the factor that is forcing change is not
ideology, but technology.

The millions of peasant-proprietors are the
backbone of a country's economy. The state has to
subserve its interests to their welfare. Our very freedom
depends on them. Wherever the state has taken over
agriculture from their hands, it has ended in disaster.
The examples of Russia and China are before us. Facts
are more important than opinions.

AP: I think it is a most unscrupulous misuse of the
credit system.
Whether a state is democratic or totalitarian, a
state agency is a diabolic and mischevious agency.
The problem today is how to tame state power, political
power and political parties controlled by gangsters.
SB: There is an increasing tendency among our political
parties to select their leader by 'consensus'. ls not this
'consensus' a fraud and a sham as it just means the
voice of a Big Brother and nothing else?

AP: You don't need me to certify your slatement as
history has proved it amply. The manner in which the

SB: May I have your comments on the nationalization
of banks?

Janata parliamentary party leader was 'elected' rather
selected, by the so-called consensus led to its disaster.

AP: I was once in favour of nationalization of banks.

anybody's opinion. There is no doubt that 'consensus'

I thought that the credit resources of a country should

is a device to sidestep or bypass an election.

not be used only from the criterion of their profitability,
but in accordance with the priorities set by our Planning
Commission. But our actual experience shows us that

Mr. Achyut Patwardhan was a member of the Congress
Socialist Party, and after independence, closely associated
with Jayaprakash Narayan in the socialist movement.

the party in power is using the government's credit
agencies to further its own interests at the cost of even
healthy industrial concerns. I had not anticipated that

I care for facts, and facts are more important

than

(This was an exclusive interview with Achyut Palwardhan,
the well-known freedom fighter, by Sumant Bankeshwar).

the noble ideal of nationalization of banks would be
completely distorted by the party in power to its
advantage. I also did not realize then that this kind of

lFreedom First September
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ln all walks of life, the remuneration of people is always fixed by someone

else. The remuneration of the employee is fixed by the employer.... Even
the emoluments of the President of the Republic and the.ludges of the Supreme

Court and the ministers themselves are not fixed by themselves... There is
no reason why we (Members of Parliament) should treat ourselves apart from
all others who are elected to serve...
MPs draw perquisites of about Rs.28,000 tax free for producing a lot of

hot air and yet they have the impertinence to raise taxes on the income of
honourable and hard working engineers, technicians, chemists, managers, calling
thenr exploiters and enemies of ttre people lf they are exploiters, so are Members

of Parliament
lviirroo fulasatii
lrt the course of his interventions in the Lok Sabha on 5 August, 1969
ancl 10 March 1970 and published by him in his Memoirs Agalrtsl the Tide
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Of Communists, Communism and Totalitarianism

World Communism TodaY
Philip Spratt

The spectre which a century ago haunted Europe
has today become a very material danger to the whole
world, and it has never seemed more menacing than

in 1960. ln the past few months its campaign of
expansion has won a series of gains and has had to
suffer very few reverses.
However, these events should be viewed in the
perspective of a struggle which is likely to last for
generations. ln such a long view, communism can claim

to march in step with history, in the sense that
industrialism and the consequent vast increase in
population push mankind powerfully towards
regimentation and the subordination of the individual
to society. Communism has set itself up - at least until
the State begins to "wither away" - as the whole
hearted champion of this trend. lt also gains from it
the tactical advantages of a centralized organization
over scattered individuals.

Despite swelling populations, industrialism
increases prosperity - at least it has done so hitherto
* and therefore makes
universal education possible;
and this brings a trend towards social and economic
equality. Communism has gained greatly by claiming
to be the sole champion of this trend also, but there

therefore, of forty years of indoctrination, and recently
much
skepticism and dissatisfaction in Russia, especially
among intellectuals.

of improved material conditions, there is

Nor have the communist dogmas about man
under non-communist systems stood the test of
experience. They had a certain plausibility in past
generations; but we now have before us unquestionably

better systems which appear to be stable and also
capable of far-reaching adaptation to changing needs.

The dramatic picture of the old society inexorably
destined to self-destruciton and in the process giving
birth to the new is unrecognizable in the real world.

But all this does not alter the fact that
communism has certain short-term advantages, which
may well enable it to achieve its goal of world conquest.
Power grows out of the barrel of a gun, says Mao Tsetung. lf the free countries as a group fail to maintain
military parity, nothing can compensate for its loss.
The free countries, though probably still strong enough,

seem to be losing ground, through the rapid advance
of Russian military technology, the arming and drilling
of the masses of China, and the weakening of the
opposing alliances.

is increasing evidence that its claim is invalid. The world

contains hundreds of different social systems, many
of which are less egalitarian than communism, but the
better specimens among the non-communist societies
are more egalitarian than communism, and also freer.

It can be said, indeed, after forty years of
experience, that the claim of communism to have
solved all human problems is fairly definitely disproved
The system sets itself in many ways against human
nature as we know it. and it has Vet to show that tl
can remake human nature, as it claims to do. to suit
llc r;rnr rirr-:1nnnt" Tlrr- SYci.flr it.lo jf n'r f llp ..+[,7.- 1,,,' .;
is rncapable of adaptation to human needs: it operates

within a very narrow range of choices. ln spite
l"r,'erlorrt I''irsl
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It is often said that the modern "absolute"
weapons have made the old conceptions of national
power out of date. This seems to be but a half-truth.
Those weapons can be used only in the last resort,
and it is quite doubtful if they will ever be used. Even
the threat to use them has lost much ol its force.
Accordingly the power of a nation for many purposes
is not so very different from what it was before the

advent of the absolute weapons. Certainly the
converrtional arms have not lost all their political weight,

nor have rndustrial capacity or population strength.
Evrtlently the Russo-Cltinese bloc is a formidable
force. even tlrough for some tirne Vet China will remain

lt,.llrnr,,;r'srilv lssrtt'()r'lrtltct'-l)ecertrlxtt 2jtl)2

technologically backward. The existing alliances at
scattered points round its periphery have seemed
adequate to contain it only because of America's
superiority in nuclear weapons. As that advantage
diminishes, some more substantial force will be
required. On the west, this could be provided by an
effective union of the free European states, which would
have a population and industrial output greater than
Russia's. Encouraged by America, they are moving

towards union, though with much hesitation.
Unhappily no comparable development is in sight

in the east. lf lndia and Pakistan effected a military
alliance and were linked with Japan, the three most
powerful, other than China, of the Asian countries could

form an adequate counterweight to China, and if
supported by America would balance any likely
development of her power. But for the present this is
crying for the moon. lndia is strongly opposed

-

officially

at least - to any plan of the kind, and Japan seems
to be moving away from her defensive reliance on
America.

As in the past, the communist countries keep
up a world-wide propaganda campaign and undoubtedly

spend a great deal on it. Much of their diplomatic,
cultural and other activity is also intended mainly as
propaganda. The. effect of it all must be considerable,
but mere propaganda, especially if it is largely false,
passes through three phases. When a people are still
primitive, propaganda of any kind has little effect on
them. Then when they have developed political
consciousness they swallow almost anything they are
told. Finally, they acquire some sophistication, and the
effectiveness of propaganda declines again. Not much
of the world is now at the primitive level. Many of the
backward and ex-colonial countries are still at the second
level, the phase of maximum gullibility. However, ours

is a highly political age, and people are learning fast.
,Probably cqmmunist propaganda in general has now
,entered a phase of diminishing returns.

To achieve real impact, propaganda must be
combined with diplomacy. Since Stalin's death, Russian
diplomacy has become more flexible, profiting by many
dilterences among the free countries. ln particular, it
has indu,:ed a number of the backward, colonial and
ex-colonial, countries to support it or to be neutral.
Latterly it has begun to give some of these countries
et

C,rt
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However, whether by good luck or intelligent
46
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anticipation, this campaign has been parily neutralized
by a great movement of withdrawal of the principal
colonial powers from the colonies, and the beginning
of systematic economic aid to them from the capitalist
countries. Moreover, Russia has come up against a
number of diflicult choices, especially in her effort to
penetrate the Middle East. Finally, China has begun
to take independent action in accordance with a policy
appreciably different from Russia's, and has
reawakened suspicions which Russia's blandishments
had largely dispelled.
An ounce of power is worth a ton of propaganda.
Communists have always been concerned to make
people believe that their triumph is inevitable, and have
been far less worried whether it appears desirable. Now
that they really wield very great power, their campaign
of expansion consists more in threats than in promises.
This was very much the case in Stalin's last years.
Khrushchev has increased the element of enticement
and for some time Mao did so too, but latterly he has
gone back to something like Stalin's methods.
Some have suspected that the difference in tactics

between Russia and China is a mere show, covering
an agreed division of labour in promoting the world

revolution. lf so, it has been worked out in a most
artistic manner. Fairly outspoken diatribes have
appeared in the press in both countries. Such a thing
seems altogether too risky. lt is a genuine difference

of opinion, and there are important divergences

on

domestic affairs too.
Some broad causes of this most gratifying dispute
can be discerned. Since Stalin's death the Russian
dictator has been in a comparatively weak position. He
has had to restrain the terror and rule largely by
humouring the public. The public for their part are now
educated and probably impatient of being treated like
children. Hence Khrushchev has had to allow substantial
retaxations at home, and to put up at least a convincing
show of a detente abroad, accompanied, however, by

frequent claims of successes - in lndia, lraq, Guinea,
Cuba - to maintain the somewhat tepid enthusiasm of
the public for world conquest. ln China, on the other
hand, the dictator is still triumphant and self-assertive
and inclined to meet opposition, at home and abroad,

by violence rather than conciliation. There is good
reason to believe that the official claims of economic
i)itrg|u'-3:Uc ai-'.:ll; -..:j3.:.,t-'.1 .:'lll lhrl llrc 1l:rilare suffering intensely. But to a man in the mood of
the Chinese dictator this supplies only an additional
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Of Communfsts, Communism and Totalitarianism
as the permanent champion of direct action. lndia is

stimulus to militancy. He is opposed to any international

relaxation, and behaves as a successful communist

equidistant from the two communist capitals; Moscowis

is naturally inclined to do, making little distinction

older, but Peking is Asian. The C.Pl. must be pulled
with equal force in both directions. lt is striking that
the Chinese invasion has not greafly changed the
situation in the party. Thus the old ambiguity of policy
remains, and uncomfortable though it is when the party
turns left, it is best in the long run that this alternation
should conlinue, since it condemns the party to

between imperialists, social democrats and feudalists;
America, lndia and Nepal. Allenemies are to be buried.
The difference should not be exaggerated. Since

1955 at least, China's bellicosity has been exercised
mainly at the expense of countries which are not
America's allies, and always so as to avoid any great

impotence.

risk of American retaliation. Russia has claimed to want

MR. PHILIP SPRATT was one ol the founders of the Cpl.
Arrested in the Meerut Conspiracy Case, he gave up
Communism and turned out to be a well known author and

a d6tente, but has broken it repeatedly by war-like
gestures; and when she has worked to "reduce tension",
it has evidently been for the purpose of weakening the

NATO alliance

an associate of Rajaji.

or inducing America to stop nuclear

lFreedom Firsf September
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weapons test. Stillthere was a different between Russia

and Chinese policies, and it remains even after the
collapse of the "summit". ln fact the dramatic change

of Khrushchev's policy in the middle of May has
amounted to little except louder denunciation of

On Re-writing History

America.

The re-writing of history to suit particular causes has
sop far been associated mainly with Russia. As far

The important difference is that Russia supports
the attempts of communists abroad to attain power by

as we are aware no attemp;ts have been made in
lndia to write history with particular objects in view.
At worst, historians have been guilty of suppressing
facts unpalatable to them, and giving prominence
to others which support their own theories. This is

peaceful means, whereas China opposes such attempts
and supports revolutions. The policy of occupying border
areas in lndo-China, Burrna, lndia and Nepal is carried
out in pursuance of the policy of supporting revolution

a human failing, and nothing much can be done about

in those countries; it is intended to encourage the

it.

communists and intimidate their opponents.

Dr. P V.Kane's address at the History Congress at
Waltair on Deember 29, 1953. should open our eyes
to a great danger that exists in this country. Politics
is our national pastime and political propaganda has
often made use of history as a medium. Dr.Kane
referred to the report of the Zakir Hussain Committee
on basic national education which contains an unusual
suggestion The report stated that as the lndian nation
has adopted non-violence as a method preferable
to violence, lndian children should be taught the
superiority of non-violence over violence in the context
of history. Dr. Kane rightly observes that no lndian

The communist party of lndia has before it two
possible policies. lt may present itself as a respectable
national party, allaying fears by carefully playing the
parliamentary game, aiming to complete the work of
modernization and socialization begun by the Congress,

and destined, with its superior discipline and morale,
to take the place of the Congress when the time comes.

Or it may set about to exploit the numerous divisions,
of class, caste, language, etc. which open so temptingly

before it, and reduce the country to chaos in order to
climb to power on the ruins. Either policy would have
good prospects of success. lt might even be the best
way to pursue the one for some time and then go over
to the other. But it is foolish to combine or alternate
the two, at least for the present.
Happily, that is what tlre C.Pl. has done. Before
1949 Moscow compelled the partv to combine or
alternate incompatlble policies. Now Moscow seems
to have made up its mind in favour of respectability,

history based on principles stated above, can be
written, particularly for the period from about 1200
to 1920 AD and it would be better not to teach any
history at all rather than one which is so obviously
tailored to political ends. Fortunately, no history books

of this type have yet been written and we hope that
any attempt to do so will be stronqly discouraged
by everybody concerned.
I

Uommerrt tn l-reedom First,
February 1954

but luckily for us all, Peking has appeared on the scene
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For over half a century Forbes Marshall has been
building steam engineering and control
instrumentation solutions that work for process
industry. But we're proud of much more than just
the products we make. We're committed to
creating a progressive work culture that uniquely
puts people first.
Creative contributions for organisational

competitiveness and productivity, is a way of life at

o

8
N
5

Forbes Marshall. We encourage employees to
share experiences. to achieve the competitive
edge. People participation is the only way we can
become industry's best choice to better harness
their steam air and water

E
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o
o

Forbes Marshall Ltd.
Murnbai-Pune Road. Kasarwadi. Pune 411 034. India oTel: 91(0)20 - 7145595oFax: 91(0)20
www.forbe
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We all have different dreams for ourselves and
the people we love. That's precisely why Small
Savings has so many different schemes. So
whether it's for education, marriage, properties,
business or even retirement, Small Savings has
the perfect scheme for you. Small Savings has

Money doubles in 7 years 8 months.
Facility for premature encashment after 2112years
Minimum deposit Rs.100. No maximum limit

Post Office Recurring Deposit Scheme

o
r
r
r
o

lnterest compounded quarterly
Protected savings scheme available on Rs.50
account

lnterest earned is exempt under Sec.80L of lT
Act

Minimum Deposit Rs.10. No maximum limit
00 fetches Rs.7484.90 on maturity

Rs.'l

Post Office Monthly lncome Scheme

o 9% interesl per annum payable monthly
c 10"/o bonus on maturity after 6 years
o minimum deposit Rs.6,000 and multiples thereof
o lnterest and bonus exempt from tax under sec.80L
of lT Act

Post Office Time Deposits

o
r
o
o
o

that your money is in safe hands. So start investing

in Small Savings today. And you can dream of a
future that's secure, comfortable and bright. For
your loved ones and for you.

o

Kisan Vikas Patra

c
o
o

-

everything you're looking for in an investment
ease of operation, good returns and the assurance

Four types of accounts available (1,23 & 5 years)

o

Deposits qualify for rebate under Sec.88 of lT
Act

lnterest earned annually qualify for tax rebate
under Sec.80L

1S-year Public Provident Fund Account

o 9% interesl per annum compounded yearly
r lT rebate on deposits under Sec.88 of lT Act
o Deposits completely exempted from Wealth Tax
o lnterest is completely Tax free
o Loan facility from 3rd financial year
Deposit Scheme for Retiring
GovernmenVPublic Sector Employees

o 8% interest per annum, payable half yearly
e lnterest earned is tax free
r Minimum Deposit Rs.1,000
o Maximum not exceeding the total retirement

r

benef its

Nomination facility available

For further details to start saving, contact your
nearest Post Office, Agent or Special Tahsildar, Small

Savings of your district.

lnterest varies from 7.25o/" lo 8.50% depending
on type of account
Deposits are exempted under Sec.5(1) of Wealth
Tax Act
lnterest exempt under Sec.B0L of lT Act
Minimum Rs.50. No maximum limit

National Savings Certificate (Vlll lssue)
o 9o/o p)t annum interest compounded half yearly

The Commissioner, Small Savings
Sth Floor, APGLI Building
Tilak Road, Abids
Hyderahacl ' 500 O01
Call: (040-24754580, 247 551 62)
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J.C.C

A.P ScHrourro Cnsrus Co-op.

FrNnruce CoBpoRATtoN Lro.

Hyderobod
APSCCFC is in the forefront of economic development of SCs in Andhra Pradesh
since 1974.In the last 28 ears, 34 lakh SCs were assisted with outlay of Rs.2058
crores.

Hon'ble Chief Minister
Shri Chandrababu Naidu

Chairman, A.P. Scheduled Castes
Co-op. Finance Corp. Ltd.
Shri Areti Kotaiah

Hon'ble Minister
for Social Welfare
Shri J. R. Pushpa Raju

Highlights:

o
o
o
o

50,775 acres of land was purchased with an outlay of Rs.116 crores benefiting 41,981 SC
women in the State.
2,03,999 SCs were assisted under self employment schemes with an outlay ol Rs.274 crores.
35,445 Scavengers were rehabilitated with an outlay of Rs.70 crores.
12,425 Jogins were rehabilitated with an outlay of Rs.16 crores.

Highlights of Action Plan - 2002-03

o
o

Total outlay
Rs.180.75 crores
Physical target 112040 beneficiaries

Fund allocation of schemes

r
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
r

Self employment
Vulnerable groups
(Scavengers, Jogins,
Flayers & Tanners, Bonded Labour)
Minor lrrigation
Land purchase
Micro Credit
Training Programmes
Land Development
Horticulture
Olhers
Total

48-l)

'13874 Beneficiaries
19298 i'

Rs. 78.52 crores
Rs. 38.60 crores

38620
5100
15675

"
"

Rs. 21.90 crores
Rs. 20.40 crores

3'

Rs. 7.84 crores
Rs. 5.36 crores
Rs. 3.97 crores
Rs. 3.22 crores

4401

7946
7000
126
112040

F'r,ttlont

l''17sr
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Rs. 94.20 crores

Rs.180.75 crores
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Witfr &est Compfiments

of
S. P SANKARA REDDY
RYTHU SANGHAM

Dr. Sumitrommo,

M.B.,B.s.

Miss Lokshmi
Dr. S. Shyqm Nondon Reddy
M.8.,B.S., (M.R.C.S.) U.K.

Dr. S. Vosudho Roni
M.8.,8.S., (M.R.C.OG) U.K.

Miss Shroddho
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Communalism and Fundamentalism

ln the Grip of a Frightening Mindset
Nagindas Sanghavi

During the last six weeks, Gujarat has hogged
the headlines in the national and international press all
for the wrong reasons. So much has been written by
so many from such a variety of angles and view points,
that there hardly anything left unsaid about the
horrendous events in that unfortunate State suffering
from a series of calamities natural and man made. But
all these projections are an exercise in futility because
there are no words that can accurately and graphically
convey what one has seen or felt about the happenings

that would leave even the most insensitive person
stunned. The cold figures are shocking enough - over
800 killed, 30,000 houses, shops and cabins burnt and

/or looted, 3000 vehicles smashed and more than
1.07,000 refugees - uprooted and rendered homeless.

fact that though Gandhi did belong to Gujarat, Gujarat
no longer belongs to Gandhi and probably never did.
Gujarat has long back shifted its loyalties away from

Gandhi and, at least from 1969, Gujarat has been
marked out as "a communal riot pro zone" in the records
of the Union Home ministry. There is a fairly long track
record of communal riots, which erupt from trivial reasons
and sometimes from no reasons at all.

Nurturing Hatred
These riots have left bitter memories and latent
antagonisms. lt is a vicious circle in which the riots
nurture the hatreds and the hatreds fuel the riots. lt should
not be forgotten that when Advani took out his infamous
Rathyatra, he chose Somnath from Gujarat as his starting

But even this horrifying statistics pale into insignificance
when viewed against the diabolical mind set that to day
holds its sway all over Gujarat.

point and the Gujarat VHP proudly claims that in the
demolition of the Babri mosque [1992], the largest

Communal Epidemic

Gujarat was the first State and it is still the only
State where BJP has captured power on its own and
in spite of the smashing reverses suffered by the party
in the Municipal and the Panchayat elections, the BJP
in Gujarat is still a power to reckon with. lnternalfeuds,

Those who condemn the burnings and the killings
of the innocents do not reflect or represent the psyche
that has emerged to hold the majority community in its

grip. Apart from a miniscule minority almost all the
Hindus in Gujarat, not only support, the terrible vendetta
for Godhra, but even justify it as a necessary cleansing
for an alien community of traitors. lt is quite surprising,

even shocking to hear such views from the most
unexpected quarters, from the people least expected
to be affected by the communal virus, from nice, sober
mild mannered businessmen, academics, journalists and

even government officials including the policemen on
duty. Six thousand Home Guards called in to help curb
the violence had to be sent back when they were found
abetting the rioters.
Those who are not suffi-ciently acquainted with
tlre Gujarat of today are overwhelmed by the Lrpsurge
and seek to explain it away by barking up the wrong
-ili.,,,u;"1 ,,-.i-1,1.;' ,c tittii'i:,",-iiiiil.,ii.,, l,.rit ;.i,,
il
in Gandhi's Gujarat have their perceptions outdated at
least by three decades. They overlook the disquieting

l;,-.

F'rccrlonr I"it'st

contingent of lhe Karsevaks was contributed by Gujarat.

the administrative and political inefficiency of BJP leaders
in the State induced unprecedented instability in the State

[five governments in seven years] and Mr. Modi was
sent in to arrest the rot. The events have played into
his hands and even the most hostile press has to
concede that were elections held in the near future, Mr.
Modi would lead the party to a convincing victory.
Mr. Narendra Modi
But he has overreached himself and is deprived
of such victory. His name is to day the most accursed
one in all non-Hindutva quarlers. He has been accused
of unleashing the communal carnage to achieve his
purposc He is dcnounced as a fascist with a pogrom
of qenocide of the minority communities, of aidinq and
crt-rciLriig ri irur rrrstig.li,ilg tirc rievilisi, iury ui ttle tttui-,r
by forcing the adrninistration into an 'im-mobilisrne.' Police

Cornmissioner Pandey pleaded with the Chief Minister

i;ollt ,\rtrti.t't'r'scrrt' Issttc Octobct"l)ccctrt.lter
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for a free hand to deal with the miscreants. When he
(the Chief Ministefl acted at all, it was for punishing
the conscientious police officers for curbing the antisocial elements amongst the rioters. Such officers were
transferred to more innocuous posts. Some of the
transfers were so blatantly uniust that even the Police
Commissioner had to enter a protest against the orders.
Modi did discriminate between the victims of violence

harbouring dreams of an authoritarian fascist regime but
Gujarat is not lndia and they have neither the strength
nor the will to subvert the Constitution - a protective
bulwark for the minority rights in lndia.

in matters of compensation and he could hardly conceal

to be analyzed on the basis of geography and periodicity.
It is interesting to note that large areas in Gujarat are
left untouched by the fury, which is concentrated in the
city of Ahmedabad. Out of 107000 refugees more than

his glee when he characterized the riots as a natural
'reaction equal and opposite.' Mr. Modi is known for his
arrogance and his self righteousness; his alignment with
the forces of hard core Hindutva was never in doubt.
His sympathies are too obvious and some of his closest
friends are suspected of organizing and leading the mobs
on their prowl.
Modi has entrusted the judicial inquiry to a retired
Judge who is uncomfortably close to the accused groups.

Mr. Modi has been denounced as the single largest
obstacle to the restoration of peace in Gujarat and the
opposition parties are baying for his blood in the

Epicentre: Ahmedabad
Underlying much of the raucous controversies is
the changing patterns of the Gujarat riots which ought

75000 are in the city itself and Ahmedabad accounts
for more than 50% of the total deaths so far. Ahmedabad
and to some extent Vadodara appear to be the most

vulnerable storm centers. Most of Saurashtra, almost
the entire Kutch and most of South Gujarat are left
almost untouched. This geo-graphical configuration
requires a deeper and more incisive analysis to reveal
the real character of the events, with its sociological,
economic and criminal inter-relations and interactions.
The Godhra incident is a class by itself. But there

Parliament.

is also a periodic graph. The riots erupted on 28th
February and raged for nearly four days, and it is in

Economic lmpact
The National Human Rights Commission and the
[4inorities Commission have commented adversely on
the doings of his government and the European Union
has now added its very powerful voice by declaring the
Gujarat events as comparable to the events in the
Germany of the thirties. Powerful voices from U S have
warned about the drying up of investments not only for
Gujarat but for lndia as a whole. There is a move afoot
to haul up Modi and his government before the European
tribunals and the report of the British High Commissioner
is said to have gone against him. The ministry of External
Affairs has registered a mild protest by saying that lndia
"does not appreciate" such comments in public. lndia

must realize that globalisation of economy involves
globalisation of interests and it is within the ambit of
their power to impose a ban on the goods exported by
or from Gujarat as blood tainted goods. lt may be recalled
that lndia was expelled from the international conference

at Rabat in 1969 for the Ahmedabad riots.
But even the Devil must be given his due. More

than eight hundred deaths deserves strongest
condemnation but for a comntunity five million strong,
it certainlV cannot, bV anv stretch of imaqi-nation be

described as planning and executing genocide. Mr.
Narendra Modi or even his colleagues might be

this first phase that the most horrible crimes have been
committed and the most severe damage to lives and
properties of the minority commu-nity has been inflicted.
It was largely one sided. The admi-nistration and the
police were hamstrung and the minorities suffered the
most terrible damage in terms of men and properties.
Then there was a lull lasting for a week or ten days
and it is this lull that has enabled the Chief Minister to
boast of having quelled the disturbances within 72hours.

The riots spread into nearby towns in central and north
Gujarat.

Minorities' Retaliation
During the renewed carnage after 15th March, in
the city of Ahmedabad and Vadodara, the minority had
started retaliating and the crowds on both sides often
fought pitched battles. The police and the administration
stung by the widespread denunciation of its inertia has
been roused into a flutter of activities. But they seem
to have concentrated on the lumpen ele-ments from the
minority community which had taken the field during
this third phase. This is tlre reason why the Minority
Commission of lndia has demanded the break-up figures
of those killcd in police firinqs and nost mortem renorts.
The National Human Rights Commission has suggested
that all the major carnages ought to be investigated by

Frceclottt F'irst 50th Atutiuersart' Issue October'-Decctttber 2002

Communalism and Fundamentalism
the C.B.l indirectly casting doubts on the impartiality
of the Judicial Commission appointed by the Gujarat
government. Even the Prime Minister visiting Gujarat
with obvious reluctance, advised Modi to uphold
Rajdharma, which insists on impartiality, lairness and
equity for all citizens irrespective ol their creed or
community.

reported one Salma Khan envisaging such a career for
her young son. The Prime Minister's amazing statement

about Muslims creating trouble wherever they live is
bound to further exacerbate such feelings. Mr. Vajpayee
must be aware that terrorists have no particular religion.
We have had Christian terrorists in north east lndia,
Hindu terrorists in Assam and Bihar and of course, in

Sri Lanka. Khalistanis were Sikhs and terrorists
Criminalisation of Society
These events spanning six weeks have revealed
a frightening face of Gujarat society where brutalisation

and lumpenisation have engulfed even the middle and
upper middle class of educated and socially respected
families. Women and even children from such families
have participated in looting shops and police have
recovered stolen goods from them. Such criminalisation
is bound to eat into the vitals of that soclety making

Gujarat a bane of lndian civilization.

Ghettoisation

in

Kashmir are Muslims. We have been blaming Pakistan
and lSl for exporting terror. Now with Gujarat, we would
need them no longer and with the business acumen ol

Gujaratis we may have home grown, export quality
terrorists. The set back suffered by the Gujarat economy
is the least damaging part of the riots but it will push
the graph of poverty and hunger upwards and create a
hungry mob ready lor anything. The fury in Ahmedabad
can be partly explained by the ruin of the textile industry

and lailure of the city to develop proper alternative
sources of employment.
Role of the Gujarati Press

The events in Gujarat are terrible and the long
term con-sequences of this trauma are bound to sadden
all those who love Gujarat and those who love lndia.
One result has already started showing. The government
of Gujarat straining under the heavy financial burden
of maintaining 92 refugee camps is using every means

both fair and foul to push the refugees back to their
homes. But they have refused to return to the mixed
localities arguing that their lives would be in danger in
future riots. They now insist on being settled in their
own separate and safe localities. The process of
ghettoisation that has been going on for a long time
has now been accelerated and the Hindus and Muslims
of Gujarat would by and large live, work, study and think
separately. The ghettoes have always been the undoing
of plural societies and it is a matter of deep regret that
a society as mixed and as plural as Gujarat would now
begin to break up into its constituent parts. The call
for a social and economic boycott of the Muslims as
demanded by the Vishwa Hindu Parishad will only hasten
the process.

It is a matter of some confusion as to why the
best sections of the Gujarat society have been the
vociferous supporters of this terrible carnage. The Press
in Gujarat has done its best by spreading rumours, by

biased and unbalanced reporting and by inciting
editorials. Gujarat unfortunately has no press worth its
name. The entire press world is dominated by two giants
from Ahmedabad with their local editions in allthe major
and in not so major urban centers. There is not much
to be said about their quality and their approach. Their

weight and their tactics have almost destroyed or
silenced alternative sources of inlormation and
interpretation.

Non-Resident lndians
But the more perplexing part is the role of the
Gujaratis who have settled in progressive and modern
democracies ol the West. The Non-Residen{ lndians
as they are called are the most obscurantist sections

of the Gujarati community. They have been the
staunchest supporters and financers of the Vishwa Hindu

Export Quality Terrorists
Secondly Gujarat would emerge as the breeding
ground for Muslim terrorist groups. The victims of riots
who have lost everything, seen their family members
kjlled, rnairned or raped, who have no propcrty and no

hope of a decent life left would turn desperados and
lru cll r Ucl5y ldlUCr iUt U tU tUr,t tJlltilg crgtrirulu: iur iu, r urror
activities in Gujarat or elsewhere. The Week has already
Ii't'tt'rlrtrtt I"it
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Parishad. This is rather surprising because with their
exposure to modernity and to the democratic values,
they ought to be on the side of the progressive forces.
But then this also happened in the case of Sikh terrorist
groups which were also nourished from abroad.
PROFESSOR NAGINDAS SANGHAVI is a well-known political
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Communalism : A Symptom of Fascism
Dilip Simeon
Communalism is the lndian form of fascist populism and racist nationalism. ln
place of humanistic rationality and tolerant patriotism, it substitutes religious
trenzy, emotionalism, irrationality and concepts of nationality based on bogus
entities such as communally defined interests.
ln the first week of November'86, sometime on
the morning of the second anniversary of the anti-Sikh
pogrom of 1984, a curious gathering could be observed
at the memorialto the Unknown Soldier at lndia Gate,
New Delhi. A lew score widows, orphans and other
relatives of the victims of that carnage were harangued
on the theme of national integration by an assortment
of opposition politicians, who asked the crowd to take
an oath of loyalty to the nation. Although the subject
of justice for the victims was raised, it was apparent,

(as it has been, for some time) that the parties
represented there were not likely to bend their energies
furiously in that direction and that their statements on

this score were mere sops to the emotions of their
listeners. This little event symbolizes the hypocrisy,
opportunism, and moralbankruptcy of important sections
of political leadership in lndia today. Here were completely
innocent people, vote banks of the Congress for the
most part, bearing no responsibility whatever for the

'Punjab tangle', with no interest in either Chandigarh
or river waters, suddenly hurled into a cauldron of agony

and humiliation because they were conveniently
available hate-objects for certain communally inspired
criminals. Today, they continue to be manipulated by
politician, none of whom has any strategy for coping
with communalism, save the sanctimonious recitation
of banal slogans.
Such is the perversion of our social conscience
been

that even the concept of innocence has

communalized. Many highly literate people, for instance,
would smell in the above paragraph, nothing short of
a brief for 'Khalistani' terrorism: ln truth, the lndian polity
faces a crucial litmus test lor all its liberal democratrc
Irretensions. lf sections of the state and politicians caTi
rnstrgate rnass nrurdci'orr a scalc unillecedenteJ sirrcr'
Partilion and thereafter corrsr-rire 1o fhlrow ar veil ril
stlencc,trvci tlle vr'l lole e\,et tI iritrt i)iuii]i i.i Lt: li lll,J,..rll rrt: ri
bout of terror in the country is nrerely a law ancl c-rrcier

j!

problem then we must conclude that the attitudes of
our policy and opinion makers are characterized not
only by communalism but by the grossest stupidity and
self-deception as well.
Let us cast a

quick r;;:i.-r.

glance at the several ;'ili.
manifestations of

current

,

:.

communal attitudes. Thus, ;::.r
today it appears axiomatic ,.,'i.l
that while Sikh and Muslim . '.' '
'fundamentalism' are anti- ;.,ti'l

national,
Hindu :i',,.':r,
communalism is .,.,.'.
synonymous with ' ::'
.

nationalism. Those who
and
Pakistan are traitors, but
those who demand Hindu
Rashtra are patriots. Since Hindu Rashtra is not the
philosophy of all Hindus, any more than Khalistan and
Pakistan motivates all Sikhs and Muslims, how is that
Hindu communalism is allowed to gain currency as a
nationalist ideology and spread hatred and contempt
for millions of lndian citizens? To take another example,
is it not well-known that Sikh fundamentalism was
encouraged by various 'respectable' parties in order to
outdo the Akalis - themselves adept at making a
lucrative business of the SGPC and Sikhism? Or that

talk of Khalistan

the Bombay Shiv Sena acquired popularity by whipping
up hatred against South lndians, was strengthened by

overt and covert alliances with the BJP and the
Congress and now has changed its tune lo Hindtt
Rashtravad and 'Practical Socialism'?, (shades of Hitler
and Mrrssolirr: here) . Do we rementbcr the former Cfrief
l,/irrrster of Llre PunlaL'' wtto ttrade the claim that a coLipit

of horses in his possession were the descenrlants ol
lllU

)i.J!;,.l

L,l LrL|Lr lluL,lll,.l:

\-/'

tils

viltcr

lvi rill)r,.. 1 \,'l

Maharashtra wlro acted out a ridiculous farce over the

I n',,1lont l"it',:t :\Otli .,1///r/t'r'/s{r/ \'
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Communalism and Fundamentalism
recovery of the fictitious 'Sword of Chhatrapati Shivaji'
from the British Museum? Major national parties have
been involved in the Ram Janmabhumi episode. (One
might well ask the actors ol that drama why a place
sacred to both Hindus and Muslims could not have
become a symbol ol love and amity - quite apart from
the question of how any place can be identified as the
birthplace of a mythical figure 900,000 years ago, as
has been'claimed). lmagine the possibilities of a global
movement for the recovery of the Mahabodhi Temple
at Bodh Gaya, razed to the ground in the Brahmanical

from its deliberations the PUCL and PUDR, the very
organizations which had raised the issue ol culpability
in the first place. The judge saw fit, however, to allow
a lawyer representing the Arya Samaj to participate,
along with the representatives of three fictitious
organizations whose aim turned out to be the production

of bogus evidence on mass produced affidavits
purporting to assert the 'spontaneity' of the massacre;
and the intimidation of witnesses.
Finally, the Government has chosen to suppress

upon which spot the reconstructed edifice is now run

the Report although inspired 'leaks' have somehow
convinced certain politicians that they have been

by Brahmin pandits. Just this year, a day before

'exonerated'. The whole process has reeked of political

reaction against Buddhism more than a millennium ago,

Muharram, a prominent national daily published on its

front page, under banner headlines, a photo of the
Mathura ldgah, with the ridiculous claim that this was
erected over the birthplace of Lord Krishna. We are often
blind to the implications of favourite public stances.

When reservations for'lower'castes are attacked on
ground of 'merit', does this not imply, even if obliquely,
that'merit' resides in the upper castes? Do the critics
of reservations, campaign with the same zeal for an

equitable education for the children of the so-called
untouchables? For that matter, does it lie in the mouth
of the VHP and the RSS to bemoan the fate of Muslim
women when they remain strangely silent about the legal
and social plight of Hindu women, even when they are
burnt alive for dowry? To go a step further, is it not a

and judicial malfeasance, and has broadcast the
message that victims of communal outrages have no
constitutional or human rights in lndia. lt has fanned
the flames of separatist sentiment in the Punjab and
elsewhere by convincing lakhs of citizens that they will
be deprived of justice because of their faith. And all
that the opposition can think of doing is to make widows

and orphans swear oaths of allegiance to the nation.
The symptoms are apparent, but how does one
diagnose the disease? lt is impossible, within the limited
space available on this occasion, to tackle this question
thoroughly, so I will merely share my confusion with
readers very briefly, with commitment to continue the
debate in these columns (if the editors see fit) or
elsewhere.

time honoured tradition in lndia that the perpetrators
of communal outrages are beyond the reach of law?
How then can the lndian literati raise a hue and cry
for a uniform civil code when they know that in practice
there is not even a uniform criminalcode in existence?

Among some secularists there exists the notion
that communalism is a 'false consciousness' - a bad
idea, as it were. The suffix'ism', apparently, buttresses

The list could go on endlessly, but the matter
of the Mishra Commission of lnquiry into the events
of November 1984 is a crowning exarnple of

such a misconception. However, can we treat 'socialism'
and 'republicansim' as il they were mere doctrines? After
all, these words represent social movements as well
as political philosophies. Apartheid, thus, is an example

communalism in high places. To begin with, its mandate
required it merely to investigate the allegation of

conspiracy, leaving aside the far more important
question of identilying and punishing the guilty. But by
setting it up as part of an agreement with the avowedly
communalAkali Dal demonstrated that the seniormost
political leaders of lndia are ignorant of their own
prejudices. lf all citizens of lndia have equal rights under
the Constitution, and if murder is punishable under tlre
Penal Code regardless o{ the religion of the victirn how
could the Government have behaved as if the
eurlbItLurrurr.ti ,rgirl: uI Ll ruL]o.r,,i; -.i ilrllt; i-.,. -l'.-r l .'l'
the political property of the Akali Daljust because they
wore turbans? Thirdly. the Mishra Commission excluded

of a form of communalism empowered as a social
system. Although there is no such thing as a
spontaneously existing 'Hindu', 'Muslim' or 'Sikh'
political interest, there do exist political projects and
movements working lo create such interests. The
'community', as defined by communalists is a pseudouniversalist coalition, a category sought to be imposed
on the far more basic entities known as the 'biradaries'.
The communal project in lncJia has had notable
slrccesses, including Partition and the stable existence
of Hindu Rashtravadi organisations.

Another fallacy

is that

communalistn

is

historically the antithesis of nationalism. At work here

l"t'rcJ,trtt I"irst lt]llt rllrlt,'r'srin' lssttt; ()clolrr'-l)t't't'rttb''r 2()02
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rs a misunderstanding of nationalism which is rarely
as virtuous an outlook as we might like it to be.
Nationalism in Germany, for example, was social-

These movements were almost always quelled or coopted, but their existence demonstrates that all that
is lndian was never purely Brahmanic. The tension

democratic before 1848, Prussian-autocratic in the latter
half of the nineteenth century, liberal democratic in the
aftermath of the First World War, and racist-imperialist

between priestly, state-oriented orthodoxy and shramanic

in Hitler's interpretation. Diverse forms of nationalism
are produced by different social groups and political
trends. Hindu Fashtravad, for example, long predated
the appearance decades before the Muslim League was
born. lt represented the sentiments of a section of the
revivalist upper-cast literati and performed the function
of dividing the residing tide of peasant based 'low' caste,
non-Brahmin and social-democratic movements within

the groundswell of lndian nationalism. Bankim
Chattopadhyaya was a prominent ideologue of this trend,

and Bal Gangadhar Tilak an equally well-known
practitioner. The former changed from being a critic of
Brahmanism in the 1870's (in the book entitled'Samya)
into one of the founders of the doctrine of Hindu Rashtra

in his famous'Anandamafh' (published in 1883). The
latter, whose Brahmanical elitism and conservatism are
well documented, invented the Shivaji and Ganapati
festivals with the express intent of fusing together
revivalist and patriotic sentiments under his leadership.
The nationalism of the ulema (Muslim 'priests') of the
Deoband seminary (established 1867), was equally
revivalist and rooted in notions of religious exclusivity.
Thus, late nineteenth century'extremism', as well as
the patriotism of the Arya Samajis, Khilafatists, Tilakites,

Akalis and Muslim Leaguers, all represented the
inextricable link between nationalism and protocommunal attitudes. And all of these trends did not
necessarily imply geo-political separation; the Deoband
tradition, for example, bitterly opposed the Pakistan
movement and some of its leaders even referred to
Jinnah as not the 'Quaid', but the Kafir-l-Azam. But
ideologically they were all equally communal - they
sought to identify lndians in terms of their own purist
and elitist conceptions, and then to controlthese entities
for political ends.

It is important to remember that classical lndian
traditions contain not only Brahmanical orthodoxy but
also the 'shramanic' (ascetic) trends and movements.

Buddhism and Jainism, certain Bhakti cults, the
philosopiries of Nanak, Kabrr, Tukaram and ttre Sufis,
all represent this other current, which in their origins
stressed the vernacular over the Sanskrit universaltsm
over casteism, fartir in the goodness and power of the
Absolute, howsoever defined, over blind superstition.
54
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heterodoxy carried over into the lndo-lslamic traditions

as well - the legalistic ulema were noted for their
antipathy towards the sufi mystics. ln more recent
times, the non-Brahmin and Satyashodak movements
of Madras and Maharashtra (EVR Naicker and Jyotirao
Phule), the radical peasants movements in various parts

of the country, the social-democralic currents within
the Congress during the national movement, and the
socialism of Bhagat Singh all serve to remind us that
the lndian people were capable of persisting with the
shramanic tradition. When we speak of revivalism,
therefore, we must keep in mind that there were many
different things to revive, and that the choices made
by the stalwarts of the national movement were not
accidental. Hindu Rashtravad sought to revive the
Brahmanic tradition and construct a political monolith
(the Hindu Nation) by assimilating long-dead heterodoxies

into itself - Tilak could equate past lndian greatness
with the Sanatan Dharma and the Dark Ages with the
rise of Buddhism, and simultaneously claim that
Buddhism was but'reformed' Hinduism. Thus a dominant
stream of lndian nationalism created a myth of the
'Hindu' past, and sought to interpret this past not in
the language of Kabir, Nanak, Tukaram, Chaitanya or
the Sufis, but in terms of Brahmanical orthodoxy and
the Aryan theory of race (the same set of ideas which
inspired racist philosophers like Gobineau in the late
nineteenth century, and the Nazi attitudes in the
twentieth). This is way for many lndian intellectuals
patriotism went hand in hand with social conservatism
in matters concerning women, caste, society, education,

etc.

The term 'Hindu communalism', is, strictly
speaking, a misnomer. lt presupposes the existence
of an entity which some authoritarian politicians seek
to create. lt would make more sense to call it
Brahmanical fascism. This does not imply that all

Brahmins are fascists, any more than locating antisemitism in the classical Catholic tradition implies that
all Christians are haters of Jews. The term can be used

politically rather than sociologically. Brahmanism has
always been associated with myth-making, superstition,
ritual, knowledge-brokerage, and sycophancy towards
power strLictrrres These features remain in the variorrs
irues of conrmunal politics. That the communalists made
themselves extremely useful to the colonial state can
rt' I ssu a
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Commu nalism and Fu ndamentalism
be thoroughly demonstrated, though perhaps not in this

rationality and a tolerant patriotism, it substitutes

article. But just in passing, when next Mr. Shourie
castigates the communists for their role in 1942,
someone could remind him that 'Veer' Savarkar, that

of nationality based on bogus entities such as the
communally defined 'interests'. lt locates an internal

religious Irenzy, emotionalism, irrationality and concepts

same year, was calling upon all patriotic Hindus to join

enemy (just as Hitler located the Jews) and makes it

the colonial armed forces so as to learn the skills
needed for the construction of Hindu Rashtra. (See his
speech to the All lndia Hindu Mahasabha Session,
Kanpur, 1942). So blinded has Brahmanism in modern

the target of mass hatred bordering on genocidal mania.

times been by its own jealous elitism, that it is
congenitally incapable of seeing that Akhand Bharat
and Hindu Rashtra are mutually exclusive concepts,
and that interpreting the neutral terms of liberal

democracy (such as 'rule of majorities') in communal
categories was bound to instigate separatism among
large sections of the lndian population. Engrossed in
its own ritualistic loyalties and doctrines, the Left
contributed to the confusion by collapsing together the
communal and the 'nationalities' question in 1942,
possibly the worst ideological disaster in its chequered
history. The Congress was unable to resist the tide
because of the pervasiveness of communal attitudes
within its own ranks. Partition was thus as much
occasioned by Brahmanicalfascism and the popularity
of its language among the politically privileged sections
of the population (remember that adult suffrage did not
exist prior to lndependence) as the schemings of a
retreating British Empire and the recalcitrance of the
Muslim League.

Communalism is the lndian form of fascist

The instigators of such hatred then become the
proprietors of militant communal organizations. lt
legitimizes the murder of innocent people as part of a
notion of retributive justice, and formalizes the links
between politicians and criminals. And it uses
democratic institutions and civil liberties to capture
fragments of state power with the aim of subverting
and destroying democracy itself. Communalists of all
brands are patriarchal, suffer from militaristic delusions,
and propagate illiberal social attitudes.

A society and a state in crisis can easily turn
to communal movements and ideologies to reconstruct
itself in an authoritarian mould. This is especially so
in a country where fascism has been flaunting itself
as patriotism for the better part of the century. The tragic
fate of democracy in the so-called Muslim homeland,

Pakistan, should teach us

a lesson. A new, social-

democratic form of nationalism, based upon the age-old
shramatic and syncretic traditions of the lndian people
and the urge for a more egalitarian society is the only

antidote for the nightmare of Partition.
PROF. OILIP SIMEON leaches History at Ramjas College, Delhi
Un

iversity.
lFreedom First January 19871

populism and racist nationalism. ln place of humanistic

Every citizen of lndia is entitled to protection and the due
process of law. When incidents occur between two citizens of lndia,
even though they may be of different communities, the guilty
individuals should be punished. The crimes of the individuals should
not be allowed to be deemed to be the offence of any denomination
or community. The family, friends and other members of the offender's

community should enjoy complete protection from fear and mob
violence. Any government official, minister or lesser politician found
failing in his duty, in the discharge of this responsibility, should be
dealth with severely.
C. Rajagopalachari
Sn,arajya,.lrrne 24, "l !'16'l
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Are the Minorities Too Much With Us?
Aloo J. Dastur
Minorities are a little too much with

We have merely been dealing with

us. The Constituent AssemblY was

superficial issue, not tried to go into the
depths. We have talked about integration

exercised about them and an elaborate
section on rights was incorporated into
the Constitution of lndia. Successive
Prime Ministers have been concerned
not only about the religious communities
but language minorities too. A further
dimension was added when Nehru
appointed the Kaka Kalekar Commission
to enquire into the question of social and

economic backwardness.

The
Commission identified 2399 castes/
classes. Mrs. lndira Gandhi appointed
the Backward Classes Commission
under the chairmanship of B.P Mandal
to look into social, economic and
educational backwardness and it, in its
turn listed 3437 castes/classes. Thus
within less than 25 years the number
increased by almost '1400.

and pursued policies and programmes that
keep us partitioned into several minorities.

Majority and Minority Obligations
No discussion on the minorities can
ignore the majority and here the majority

The modern democratic
state has come to

accept the lact that
minorities are as much
its citizens as the
maiority; that they are
born as free and equal
citizens and have the
same rights to life
liberty and the pursuit
of happiness.

Minorities and other Commissions

Morarji Desai appointed the
Minorities Commission and lndira Gandhi

on her relurn to power while continuing
with it also appointed a high power Panel

on Minorities, Scheduled Castes,
Scheduled Tribes and weaker sections.
As if all these Commissions and panels
on a national scale were not enough a few states have

appointed their own minority commissions - Uttar
Pradesh, Bihal Andhra Pradesh and Gujarat each has
its own Minorities Board. Add to this the National
lntegration Council and the picture of over-concern for
minorities and backward classes is complete.

To what purpose these Commissions and
Committees? Our faith in them is pathetic. They have
succeeded in whetting minority appetites, 'not satisfying
them. Some past and present members of the Minorities
Commission have been advocating its replacement by
a Human Rights Commission. lt is a legitimate sequence,
but the commission as such has yet a signi{icant role

to play One of its functions is to conduct research
on avoiding minority discrimination. This rn rtself is not
enough. What it needs to tackle is the minority psyche.

,r,,
ls

are Hindus. The overt concern about
minorities has caused a backlash among

the Hindus. They have begun to feel a
threat to their numbers. They believe that
they have been losing by conversion to
other religions. Always split into castes,
Commissions and Committees have now

split them further into the socially,
economically and educationally backward

categories. To safeguard 'their' rights
against lhe raucous claims of the minorities

and perhaps to meet the challenge of the
ecumenical spread of the Christians and
Muslims, lhe Hindu Parishad. There is also
lhe Virat Hindu Sabha and recently, amidst
great joy and enthusiasm, we witnessed

lhe Ekatmata Yatra.

The most recent and shocking is

the claim of the Ramakrishna Mission that
it is a minority institution and should enjoy
the facilities provided for such institutions. Can anything
be more grotesque? The claim makes a caricature of
all the nobility of thought and greatness of beliefs such
which SwamiVivekananda spread here and abroad and
which came to be crystallized in the Mission.

As far as one can see, the Hindus being 84 per
cent of the humanity that is lndia, need not, cannot,
be apprehensive of their future. The ultra conservative
among those oppose family planning in the irrational
belief that Muslims and Catholics both who are opposed
on religious grounds to family planning will multiply and
demographically over-whelm them.

At another level. a complex issue arises. How
uo we JUoge or ruerttify rtttttonttes - ts tt only tite overali
numbers in the country taken as a whole? What of the
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Hindus in Jammu and Kashmir, Punjab, Nagaland'
Mizoram and Arunachal Pradesh? Minorities in their
respective states, are they entitled to enjoy the facilities
of minority rights? These questions were put to the
Minority Commission, but no answers are forthcoming.
Yet, with minority consciousness deepening there is
just a possibility that we can put off answers only at
our peril.
The majority of the virtue of being the majority
has its own obligations and responsibilities. lt is not
by imitating recalcitrant minorities in their irrationality
or obscurantism that it discharges its duties but by
inculcating a sense of confidence in the minorities that
they too belong here; that they have a place in the
lndian Sun. This puts the majority on trial. lt must
cultivate a broader outlook, a sense of generosity
towards the minorities with whom it shares deprivations,
poverty and unemployment. Such awareness should
make the poor and the disinherited come together in
the common cause of the removal of degradation from
individual and group life.

It is astonishing that the minorities

have

increasingly sought to keep themselves apart and aloof.
This is true especially of the Muslims who watched

with dismay their own desertion by leaders they had
trusted and who went to pastures new. The rump that
was left behind did not measure up to lead them in
the changed circumstances; it choose to move in the
narrow murky groove of Muslim separatism. Nor did
the ruling party instill confidence in them. Rather it chose
to utilize them as electoral tools. So it is with the
scheduled castes who are another vote bank. Both have
responded well by supporting the Congress at election
time except in 1977 when they plumped in a big way
for the Janata Party.

Uniform Civil Code
ln another direction the Congress leadership has
served the minorities ill. Article 44 lays down that the
state shall strive for a Uniform Civil Code. Here is a
reform long overdue. The position of women in different

personal laws varies, but whatever may be the original
injuctions about equality and equal rights among men
and women the position in our own day in invidious;
women suffer legal disabilities. Nehru at the time of
the first general election in 1951-1952, had boldly stated

the riding tide of Hindu orthodoxy even within his own
party and made changes in traditional Hindu Law through
the Hindu Marriage and Divorce Act and the Succession
and lnheritance Act. lt was well-known that there were
differences between the President and Prime Minister
on the issue and the Prime Minister had his way. The
Hindu woman was the beneficiary. She came into her
own right. She was no longer only a daughter, wife or
mother. Nehru had affirmed in Parliament that the honour
and dignity of the Hindu Woman were dear to his heart.

Lost Opportunities
What of the honour and dignity of Muslim women?

Was the Prime Minister indifferent towards them? Not
quite, but there was no political or moral compulsion
to do anything about it. When the Hindu Bills were being
discussed in Parliament several members including some
Congress members urged the introduction of a Uniform
Civil Code. The Prime Minister shied away. He was
sensitive to Muslim reaction and orthodoxy. Towards
the end of his career he thought of doing something
about it but then Vice PresidentZakir Hussain told him

to let the community decide and Nehru yielded. Two
opportunities had been stepped by; a third came with
the emergency when there were strident calls from the
ruling party to declare the supremacy of the Directive
Principles over Fundamental Rights. When a massive
amendment to the Constitution was brought forth in
Parliament there was no mention of Article 44 - lhe
State shall strive to introduce a Uniform Civil Code.
Once again politics prevailed over moral duty.

We might consider the injunction that since it
touches the Muslims, they should decide on the Uniform
Civil Code. Here the legitimate question is who among
the Muslims? A few seltstyled, self-appointed leaders?
Will Muslim men decide or will Muslim women have
any say? There are pertinent questions. While the form
want the status quo to continue the latter are prepared
and ready for change. Educated Muslim women are
certainly for reform. They realize the indignity of being
a second or third wife. They are sensitive to the plight
of wives discarded in the spoken divorce - talaq - and
their miseries. The amendment of Section 125 of the

Code".

Criminal Procedure Code is a great boon to these
unfortunate women and judicial pronouncements are
bringing some succour to these hapless women and
their children. The recent Shah Banu case and the
Supreme Court judgement have rubbed Muslim
orthodoxy in the raw.

After ohtainino a massirze maioritv from thc
electorate his Government neither stood nor fell by the
Hindu Code Bill, Nehru beat a partial retreat against

The obscurantists are being encouraged by the
government's non-committal attltude to thelr actlons.
Alew Jamats have usurped to themselves the state's

"my Government will stand or fall by the Hindu Bill

Freedont l"irst 50th Anniuersarv Issue October-December 2002

Communalism and Fundamentalism
time of marriage. This will saleguard the women and

authority to punish their followers. A few months ago
the Beema Palli Jamat in Kerala sentenced a woman
to 101 lashes for alleged adultery and consumption of

her rights. Perhaps only the educated can take
advantage here. The vast majority in our land are not
even literate enough to know what a contract is or what
rights they can claim. This argument equally hold true
for the optional Civil Code, now being talked about.

liquor. There is a common code in the country. Adoption
a
parallelauthority which no state should tolerate. Similarly
among Dawoodi Bohras the obnoxious practice of social

of such power by any religious group constitutes

Talaq is an obnoxious and iniquitous practice and
government worthy of its name and secularism
modern
a

ostracism prevails. The Head Priest claims the right
to call for a social boycott of an individual or a family

should ban it. The victims are too many and it is just
and fair that our courts are taking a liberal view and

and gullible followers accept the verdict. Reformers and
rationalists among them are the unfortunate victims. Can
any government particularly one led by a modern young
man and imbued with the scientific temper accept such
ignominy and disregard of the prevailing laws?

favouring woman by upholding their right to maintenance.
It is only proper that Muslim women should in law be

brought on par with other women. But is is a long way

to go and women themselves will ultimately have to
push the pace.

Enlightened Muslims themselves are advocating

a Uniform Civil Code. Badruddin Tyabji, a administrator
and diplomat put forth an unchallengeable argument:

ln different parts of the country small but
significant groups are coming together to mould public
opinion. The Muslim Satyashadak Mandalof Poona is

"So far as the question of considering the revision

of the provisions of Muslim personal law as

doing excellent work among the Muslims, though it does
not have any big names to throw about. lt is educating

of

seeking to follow rational paths and do away with antisocial practices. ln Kerala, the Tranvancore Muslim

an
evolutionary process and not as something fixed and
immutable is concerned, I am whole heartedly in favour

Muslim men and women in loyalty to the country, in

it.

The objective of having a Common Civil Code,
as I see it is not to steam-roller lndian society, and

Women's Association is a body of highly educated
women. lt again is working for the benefit of Muslim

least of all, its diverse religious and cultural traditions
and ethos into an amorphous grey pulp. lt is rather to

Muslimeen, a newly found organization to bring

help them to survive and flourish, by eliminating causes
of discord and conflict between the whole country and
all its inhabitants, regardless of age, sex and environment
and leading to a better life that is opening out to us in
the new material era of life on this planet."

Recognising that waiting for a consensus to be
reached within the Muslim community is asking for the
moon, Mr. Tyabji makes an interesting suggestion for
advancing towards this objective in a less direct way
by placing before the public "an ideal set or code of
laws and regulations to which they would be at complete
liberty to subscribe, or if they so choose, to abstain
from and continue to be governed by their existing laws
and codes. The Civil Marriage Act is a good example
of such legislation; whoever wishes to take advantage
of its provisions is at liberty to do so. There is no
compulsion either way. Why should such a Common

Civil Code not be drafted with the active participation
and guidance of all those who see and feel the need
for it?

women. The most recent is Anjuman-e-Taraqqui-Pausaud-

progressive Muslims on a common platform. They seem

to have got their priorities right. They desire to reach
out to Muslims at the Taluka level and educate them
on the socio-economic problems facing the community.
Racial, religious or linguistic minorities everywhere

must accept that they are permanent minorities. This
realization is not a realization of doom. On the contrary,

the modern, democratic state, has come to accept the
fact that minorities are as much its citizens as the
majority; that they they are born as free and equal
citizens and have the same rights to life, liberty and
the pursuit of happiness. For political and employment
purposes, for education and training, all citizens are equal

and can have hopes and ambitions consistent with their
abilities. The minority's consciousness of being of being
discriminated against, has to be treated with care and
understanding. Justice must not only be done, it must
be known to be done. Minorities on their part, must not

sulk but decide to take their proper place in the
community to which they belong and the nation to urhich

they own their loyalty.

Justice for Muslim Women
,Al _.lll:t ,.,,.111!,la.i:.', nr+ hit. ic {rrt c;.r^..r 'nlrirrfl.
among Muslirns is a contract, the woman's status and

DH. ALOO J. DASTUR was a member of the Minorities
[Freedom First, January 1987]
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At AFI- we move anphing and everphing to anywhere.
Now tell us what, when and where.
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Religion

Religious Values and Human Society
His Holiness the Dalai Lama
Whether you believe in God or not does not matter so much ... You must lead a
good life ... A good motivation is what is needed; compassion without dogmatism,
without complicated philosophy, just understanding that others are human brothers
and sisters and respecting their rights and human dignity.
ln one way

-

in material terms

-

this present

generation has reached a high level of development.
Yet at the same time, we human beings are facing many

problems. Some are due to external events or causes,
such as natural disasters. These we
cannot avoid. However, many problems
are created by our own mental defects;
we suffer due to an internal lack, I call

these problems unnecessary ones, for
if we adopt a right mental attitude, these
man-made problems need not arise.
Often they are due to differences
ideology,
and unfortunately different
in

"l

t

religious faiths are also sometimes
involved. Hence it is very important that we have a
right attitude. There are many different philosophies,
but what is of basic importance is compassion, love
for others, concern for others' sufiering, and reduction
of sellishness. I feel that compassionate thought is
the most precious thing there is. lt is something that
only we human beings can develop. And if we have a
good heart, a warm heart, warm feelings, we will be
happy and satisfied ourselves, and our friends will

I

experience a friendly and peaceful atmosphere as well.

I

This can be experienced nation to nation, country to
country, continent to continent.
The basic principle is compassion, love for others.

Underlying all is the valid feeling of "1", and on a
conventional level, there is an I - "l want this", "l do
not want that". We experience this feeling naturally, and

naturally we want happiness "l want happiness", "l
do not want suffering". Not only is it natural, it is right.
It needs no further justification; it is a natural feeling

validated simply by the fact that we naturally and

correctly want happiness and do not want suf{erincl
Based on that feeling, we have the right to

obtain

happiness and the right to get rid of suffering. Further,
just as I myself have this feeling and this right, so others
equally have the same feeling and the same right. The
difference is that when you say "1", you are speaking
of just one single person, one soul.
Others are limitless. Thus, one should
visualize the following: On one side
imagine your own I which so far has just
concentrated on selfish aims. On the
other side imagine others - limitless,
infinite beings. You yoursell are a third
person, in the middle, looking at those
on either side. As far as the leeling of

wanting happiness and not wanting
suffering the two sides are equal
absolutely the same. Also with regard to the right to
obtain happiness they are exactly the same. However,
no matter how important the selfishly motivated person
is, he or she is only a single person; no matter how
poor the others are, they are limitless, infinite. The
unbiased third person naturally can see that the many
are more important than the one. Through this, we can
experience, can leel, that the majority - the other
limitless beings - are more important than the single
person "1".
Thus, the question is: Should everyone be used

for my attainment of happiness, or should I be used
to gain happiness for others? lf I am used for these
infinite beings, it is right. lf others are used for this
single l, it is absolutely wrong. Even if you can use
these others, you will not be happy, whereas if this
one single one contributes, serves as much as he or
she can, that is a source of great joy. lt is in terms of
this attitude that real compassion and love for others
can be developed.
Compassion which is based on such reasoning
and feelings can be extended even to one's enemies.
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Our ordinary sense of love and compassion is actually
very much involved with attachment. For your own wife

or husband, your parents, your children, you have a
feeling of compassion and love. But because it is in
fact related with attachment, it cannot include your
enemies. Again it is centered on a selfish motivation

-

because these are my mother, my father, my children,

I love them. ln contrast to this is a clear recognition
of the importance and rights of others. lf compassed
is developed from that viewpoint, it will reach even to

enemies.

ln order to develop such a motivation of
compassion, we must have tolerance, patience. ln the
practice of tolerance, one's enemy is the best teacher.
Your enemy can teach you tolerance whereas your
teachers or parents cannot. Thus from this viewpoint,
an enemy is actually very helpful - the best of friends,
the best of teachers.
ln my own experience, the period of greatest gain
in knowledge and experience is the most difficult period

in one's life. lf you go along in an easy way, with
everything okay, you feel something is just fine. Then
one day you encounter problems, you feel depressed
and hopeless. Through a difficult period you can learn,

you can develop inner strength, determination, and
courage to face the problem. Who gives you this chance?

Your enemy.
This does not mean that you obey or bow down

to your enemy. ln fact, sometimes, according to the
enemy's attitude, you may have to react strongly - but,
deep down, calmness and compassion must not be lost.
This is possible. Some people may think, "Now the Dalai
Lama is talking nonsense", but I am not. lf you practice
this, if you test it in your own experience, you can feel

other religion. All religions emphasise betterment,
improving human beings, a sense of brotherhood and
sisterhood, love - these things are common. Thus, if
you consider the essence of religion, there is not much
difference.

I myself feel and also tell other Buddhists that
the question of nirvana will come later. There is not
much hurry. But if in day to day life you lead a good
life, honestly, with love, with compassion, with less
selfishness, then automatically it will lead to nirvana.
Opposite to this, if we talk about nirvana, talk about
philosophy, but do not bother much about day to day
practice, then you may reach a strange nirvana but will
not reach the correct nirvana because your daily practice

is nothing.
We must implement these good teachings in daily
life. Whether you believe in God or not does not matter
so much, whether you believe in Buddha or not does
not matter so much; as a Buddhist, whether you believe

in reincarnation or not does not matter so much. You
must lead a good life. And a good life does not mean
just good food, good clothes, good shelter. These are

not sutficient. A good motivation is what is needed;
compassion without dogmatism, without complicated
philosophy;just understanding that others are human

brothers and sisters and respecting their rights and
human dignity. That we humans can help each other
is one of our unique human capacities. We must share
in other peoples' suffering; even if you cannot help with
money, to show concern, to give moral support and
express sympathy are themselves valuable. This is what

should be the basis of activities; whether one calls it
religion or not does not matter.

it yourself.

ln the current world atmosphere, some people
may think that religion is for those who remain in remote

The development of love and compassion is
basic, and I usually say that this is a main message
of religion. When we speak of religion, we need not

or politics. My answer to this is "No!" For, as I have
just said, in my simple religion, love is the key
motivation. Except for certain minor ones, all actions

refer to deeper philosophical issues. Compassion is the

-

places and is not much needed in the areas of business

real essence of religion. lf you try to implement, to
practice, compassion, then as a Buddhist, even if you
do not place much emphasis on the Buddha, it is all
right. For a Christian, if you try to practice this love,
there is no need lor much emphasis on other
philosophical matters. I say this is in a friendly way.
The important thing is that in your daily life you practice
Llie csse t'rtial ii iiirg., .rr,i tr,, il,..ri i. u -i ii,',. ,- l,r, ...Ji;
any difference between Buddhism, Chrrstianity, or any
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all larger and deliberate actions - come with motivation.
ln politics, if you have a good motivation and with that
motivation seek to better human society, such a

politician is a right and honest folitician. Politics itself
is not bad. We say, "Dirty politics", but this is not right.
Politics is necessary as an instrument to solve human
problems, the problems of human society. lt itself is
not bad; it is necessary. However, if politics are practiced

Jy r.r- pcr rur rJ, uut, ui u,lril,r i! ci, ,.i ;r-;t",9 ll,t
motivation, then of course, it becomes bad.
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Beligion
This is true not only of politics but in all areas,
including religion - if I speak of religion with a bad

motivation, that preaching becomes bad. But you cannot
say religion is bad; you cannot say "Dirty religion".

Thus motivation is very important, and thus my
simple religion is love, respect for others, honesty;
teachings that cover not only religion but also the fields
of politics, economics, business, science, law, medicine
- everywhere. With proper motivation these can help
humanity;without it they go the other way. Without good
motivation, science and technology, instead of helping,

but then when things are actually affecting you, forget
all about them and, if necessary, suppress others or
even make war, this is a clear sign that something is
lacking.

This troubled atmosphere is our current reality.

It is very bad, but it is reality. People may feel that
the opposite of this, the internal transformation about
which I have been speaking, is merely idealistic and
not related with our situation here on earth. My feeling,
however, is that if this present atmosphere in which
everything depends on money and power and there is

bring more fear and threaten global destruction.

not much concern about the real value of love

Compassionate thought is very important for humankind.

continues, if human society loses the value of justice,
the value of compassion, the value of honesty, we will
in the next generation or farther in the future face great
difficulties and more suffering. Thus, although to bring

At the present moment, if you look more deeply
into society, you see that people are not happy as might
first seem. For example, when I first land in a new
country, everything is very beautiful. When I meet new
people, everything is very nice, no complaints at all.
But then day by day I listen, I hear peoples' problems,
and it is cleai that everywhere there are many problems.
Deep down there is unrest. Due to this inner feelings
of unrest, people feel isolated, they get depressed, have
mental uneasiness, mentalsuffering. This is the general
atmosphere. Realjustice and honesty are impossible
within cunning leelings. Wanting to benefit others but

about inner change is difficult, it is absolutely worthwhile

to try. This is my firm belief. What is important is that
we try our best. Whether we succeed or not is a different

question. Even if we could not achieve what we seek
within this life, it is all right; at least we will have made
the attempt lo form a better human society on the basis
of love - true love - and less selfishness.
COURTESY: Kindness, Clarity and
Publications, lthaca, New York,

deep down having a selfish motivation is again

lnsight, Snow Lion

lFreedom Flrst January 19891

impossible. lf you talk about peace, love, justice, etc.,

The lndian subcontinent has already suffered enough at the hands of those who for political
reasons have sought to create new forms of polarisation. The worst such body blow was dealt by
Partition, especially to Bengal, Punjab and the NWFP. Pakistan's experience shows, however, that
attempting to supplant ethnicity with, in their case, religion as the base of nationalism was not a
conspicuous success.
The antidote of this process is not the BJP's hyper-nationalism, or the VHP's religious chauvinism,
for that only deepens the fracture in ethnic identities and compounds the danger to the integrity of
the country. lt lies in strengthening ethnic identity, in consciously fostering pride in one's language,
culture, and religion even while learning to respect the richness of the other ethnic cultures of this
wonderfully variegated country.

Unfortunately ethnic loyalty has been treated with a barely concealed mistrust by the elite in
lndia. Every step towards cultural homogenisation, whether through mega serials like the Ramayana
and the Mahabharata, or through MTV is welcome. Bangalore, Muzaffarnagar and Dehra Dun are
warnings that something infinitely more dangerous may lie down this road.
Prem Shankar Jha, Business Standard, October
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Social Justice

Too Many People, Too Little Health Care, Too Many llliterates
lndumati Parikh
What is freedom? Did any of our freedom fighters define lreedom?

What is freedom? Did any of our freedom fighters
define freedom? Freedom was never defined nor
understood by the common men and women of this
country because we belonged to a hierarchical culture
where freedom was unknown. Freedom was within the
community, within the caste, within the religion. This
was all the freedom that we understood. By and large,
the modern meaning of freedom was never understood
even, I am sorry to say, by most of our freedom fighters.

Our slogan was let the Britishers go away and
everything would be fine. I was not a freedom fighter
but I still fight for my freedom and for the freedom of
my people. And that fight is going to be a life long one.
Freedom is not achieved at one point. lt is a continuous

process and you have to constantly, continuously
achieve that freedom and enjoy it. That is how I feel.

I have got the highest respect for Gandhiji but
he did not describe what r9am Rajya was. His Gram
Swaraj or self-sufficient village is not possible in this
modern world. Then somebody wanted socialism and
someone else wanted communism. But these terms
were never defined in terms of what they meant to the
life of the people. As a person who deals at the grassroot

level this is important to me. lt was M. N. Roy who
said that freedom is the continuous removal of
impediments to the development of human beings i.e.
you keep removing the impediments, becoming more
and more free. That is why I said that freedom is not
achieved at one single moment but is a continuous
process.
Have our freedom fighters ever bothered about
how to deal with this hierarchical society? Most ol our
problems, I would say, are economic, socio-cultural and
only then political. For the common man and woman,
politics has become the politics of goondas. Have we
tried to change our socio-cultural ethos? Have we tried
to change the attitude of people towards what freedom
ic
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give these plans to government officers to implement
them and then blame them when the plans fail. Why
do these plans fail? Because those who implement them

are not good enough. Have we trained them? Have we
motivate them? Have we told the people what it means
to their lives? Because, unless you touch the life of a
person, it is not possible for them to be motivated to
do.something. And that is exactly what I mean.

Why So Many llliterates
Why do we have so many illiterates? Because
literacy has no meaning in the everyday life of the poor

man. Government programmes for literacy unless
combined with income generation will not be effective.

The Real Meaning of Freedom

'-

- right
from planning to implementation. We sit in Delhi, Mumbai,
Calcutta or Madras and we make big plans. We then
And this involvement is absolutely necessary

'
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have never involved people in anything we are doing.
Freedonr,

I'irst

That is my personal experience. And that is why we
haveTlVo women as illiterates though the government's
figures put it at 56olo. The difference arises because
they have not added to that those who began but did
not complete their primary education. These dropouts
lapse into illiteracy in two or three years. That has been
my experience in the literacy programmes I have
conducted. You teach a woman for a year, she starts
reading, and when she starts writing her name we leave

her alone and within four or five years, she is back
again in the literacy clas.
The Sham of Rural Schools
The same is the case with rural schools. Have
any of you visited a rural school? On one of my surprise
visits to one of these rural schools, not a single girl
was present in the class though there were 29 girls

on the rolls. When I questioned the teacher, I was
informed that they (the girls) were probably helping their

mothers. One teacher was very honest. He said: "Bai,
if you had told me you were coming, I would have asked

the girls to corne to school to be present during your
visit"l This is a comrnon feature in all rural schools.
Anu titen we nave one rootrl, one teacner and tour
classes. Most of the rural schools are like that. lf you
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go to municipal schools in Bombay, there is an unwritten

law that no student should be failed before the 4th
standard. The other day, in my institution, a girl was
reading something. I asked her what it was she was
reading. She showed me the book. I asked her in which
standard she was, and she said 4th. So I told her to
read something. She didn't know what she was reading.

There is something seriously wrong with our
education system even after 50 years of freedom. This

is because we have not paid any attention to primary
education. ln our people's plan, we have mentioned that

education and cultural development of the people is
the basic foundation of a people's state. lf we want
people to take part in that state and if we want them
to be knowledgeable, then we have to educate them.

The Population Problem
Let's look at the population problem. ln 1951,
we accepted population control as official policy. Yet
from 1951 to 1991, we have more than doubled. Our
population control policy has been a complete failure.
Why? Because we failed to view it as a socio-cultural
problem. lt cannot be solved by laws or by economic
reforms. We are well aware of people in high places
having 9 or even 10 children. Those of you who have
some knowledge of slums may know that those living
in these slums imitate the elite. lf we have a President
who has nine children, how can we tell the poor man
in the slums, that he must have not more than two.
The basic fact is women's education has been
completely neglected. The number of women is going
down in this country. At the beginning of this century,
there were 971 women to 1000 men. Now it is 927. lt
has been a continuous fall. Why? Because of the
continuing neglect of women. Every one of us learnt
our first lessons at our mother's feet. And that person
is the most ignorant in this country. How do you expect
all of us to be cultured when we are learning from an
ignorant person? What is her status in the family, her

status in the world, her status in the country? 30%
reservation for women in local self governing institutions
is just on paper. I have seen that 3Oolo who have been

elected, what status do they have in society, in the
panchayats? Even as Sarpanchs, they have no status.
-fhere
is a man who is ruling from behind. I know this
first hand as I olten go to slums and to rural areas.
Women's Education
vve ur0 d survey

goes down and child survival increases. And child
survival is a very crucialfactor. Once the child survives

the woman does not want more children. And this I
learnt from a very poor woman. She told me: 'Bai if
you have two children, they will survive, but I will have
to have eight for two to survive'. Yes. We have reduced
infant mortality. But the progress is very slow and
statistics do not reflect the real situation. ln Kerala,
the literacy rate among women is very high. lt is almost
90%. So women's illiteracy percentage comes down
in national statistics because of one of two states. lnfant

mortality comes down because Goa and Kerala have
low infant mortality rates. What about Bihar, Uttar

Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan (the BIMARU
States) - 22% women's literacy in these states. And
the infant mortality rate is 110.
Then there is the socio-cultural issue - everybody
wanting a son. Even the most elite people want a son
who can do the last rites. You can burn a woman alive.
You can burn a child for not bringing dowry, but you
cannot let her perform a dead man's rites. This is the
height of hypocrisy.

Phule and Ranade
This fight for freedom began many years before
in Maharashtra. Phule in his book Satya Dharma Katha
has given thirty three points which are practically what

we are demanding today, including human rights,
equality of gender, etc. Ranade when he wrote about
these issues listed thirty two points. Ranade's list
includes even kindergarten schools.

We haven't really gone back into recent history
to understand what some of our social reformers wanted
to change. Ranade started alongside the Congress, the

Sarvajanik Sabha. And the sessions of these two
organizations would take place together, i.e. the political
and social issues were taken together. Then came the
dominance of political parties. The Sarvajanik Sabha's
mandap was burnt and the Sabha practically went into

wilderness. So we pushed the social revolution part
completely into the background and went ahead to have

just political lreedom.
Real Democracy
We have accepted democracy

ilr lyoY ol woilleil s cuuuatrulr

in Bombay's slums and we found that women who go
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from illiteracy to even primary level education have fewer
children. The number of children born to educated women
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vote. ln such a system there can be no place for a
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Social Justice
The same thing happened during the fight for
freedom. We gave them slogans like 'Quit lndia', 'Let
the Britishers go and everything will be fine'. This did
not happen. Everything did not become fine, Even the
middle-class do not know what freedom is. lt was an
act of Parliament that gave us our independence. We
got independence, not our freedom. We got a chance
to rule ourselves and we have made a mess of it. The
basic lives of the ordinary people have not changed.

hierarchical society. Where is the freedom for women,
where is the freedom for lhe shudra.l am tempted to
quote Manu because he has bracketed women and the
shudra together. There has been some kind of social
revolution among the shudras but unfortunately there
are Brahmins among shudras now. And they are ruling,
not the ordinary shudras.

So taking into consideration this social reality
unless we accept that social revolution must precede
any other revolution, we will continue to find that we
have progressed at all even after another fifty years.
Our caste system is breaking down not because we
are consciously doing it but because the Britishers,

And unless we do something to change their basic lives
we will continue to have too many people and too little
health care.
I have visited many primary health care centres..
They are poorly manned and poorly equipped. They are
hardly used because people don't know how to use
them. We have not explained to people about preventive

because of the railways, because of education, because

of the employment policy. We are not doing anything
consciously to really change our attitude to life. And
then most of our people are fatalistic in their attitudes
- leaving things to fate.

and promotive health. Go to the adivasiareas - they
do not know anything about such matters. Numerous
political movements have taken place. But not
movements that have meaning in their everyday lives.
Have we taught these adivasis basic facts about
nutrition? Nutrition plays a very important part in the
development of the brain. ll you have malnutrition in
the first four or five years then only 8O"/" ol the brain

Need for Social Revolution
That is why I say that unless we go in a big way
in seeking a social revolution, in educating our people,

we are not going to change. Changing the caste
structure, changing the attitude of the people towards
life; changing their attitudes to get them to take destiny
in their own hands instead of leaving it to fate means
education. ln 1942, the people's plan said that education

develops. And then we complain that 80% of our people

are not intelligent. How can you expect them to be
intelligent if they don't know the basic facts about proper

and cultural development, would bring down the numbers

food. ln some adivasi areas, even today, people do
not know how to eat vegetables.

of the population

- not laws. At the Cairo Conference,
it was clearly the consensus that development is the
best contraceptive. I remember Roy saying in 1937 that
lndia needed a social revolution first and only thereafier
a political one. And he was a firebrand politician.

Non-Formal Educatton & Appropriate Technology

The basic fact is we are not educating people,
we are not teaching them on how to better their lives

Health Care

and we are not giving them confidence that could shape

Take health care. Who bothers? We have
accepted lhe Alma Afa definition of health care that

their destiny. By education, I do not mean putting
everybody in school. I am talking about non-formal

is promotive, preventive and curative or the wellbeing
- physical, mental and social. This covers
everything. And we medicos who are working in the
field must de-mystify medicine. Dr. David Werner wrote
the book 'Where There ls No Doctor'. This book has
been translated in 98 languages and has been used
as a Bible for people's education. Promotive health is

education which every one of us can impart. And then

there is the question of appropriate technology.
Technology that could be used by anybody and

of a person

health education. Through health education we can bring
about considerable social change. We need to educate

people on how a child is conceived, what is the
reproductive system, and how we can stop conception.
i.l'l:
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understood by anybody. To begin with start treating the
illiterate and ignorant as human beings, treat them with
dignity and equalto you. People have enough intelligence
to understand. I speak from personal experience.
DR. INDUMATI PARIKH, a general medical practitioner for

40 years, is active in the lield ol integrated human
development. She is president of the Centre for the Study
of Social Change.
lfreedom F,rst July-SeptelrtJer 199/l

enough'. By doing so, we are putting the cart before
the horse.
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Education

The Crisis in Higher Education
V. V. John

Our students are restive because our colleges and universities have
little to offer by way of a challenge and thus absorb their intellectual
and moral energies.
The ills of our education have been studied time

and again. ln innumerable reports are contained
recommendations designed to remedy every ill, and to
achieve every objective. Perhaps we have arrived at

the position of the educator who was pictured in a
cartoon in an American magazine sometime ago. lt
showed the academic rather ruefully lamenting, "We
have all the answers, but we have forgotten the

It is wrong to suppose that formerly we had
selective admission on the basis of intellectual
competence. Those who went to college were those
whose parents could afford the expense. What we
achieved therefore was not the production of an
intellectual elite but the giving of an intellectual basis
to pure privilege. By casting the net more widely, the
universities could discover talent in areas to which higher

questions".

education was not formerly available.

The questions, however, are clear. They relate
to the basic objectives of education, particularly the
higher learning. These are: to impart a certain quality
of the mind and to impart productive skills. The quality
of the mind includes the sharpening of the tools of

The unpleasant fact cannot, however, be ignored
that with swelling enrolments in the colleges, there has
been a fall in academic standards. Considering that our
standards of higher education were never very high,
the present decline constitutes a major crisis in higher

reason and deepening and refining sensibility.
These may be dismissed as outdated concepts
relating to liberal education, and aimed at producing

an elite. They may be considered irrelevant in an
egalitarian society which is committed to the ideal of
social justice. lt might be considered even more
irrelevant in a poor country where the primary need is
not so much to cultivate the graces of the mind as to

increase material production. Both experience and
reflection would, however, show that the pursuit of
productive skills without the cultivation of a quality of
the mind such as higher education aims at, will prove
self-defeating. All vocational training, which is purely
vocational, has within it the seeds of frustration. A
technologist who is only a technologist might nol even
prove to be a good technologist.
One of the causes of current troubles in the
universities is supposed to be the swelling enrolment.
Far too many young people come into college and
university, and they are not intellectually equipped for
benefiting from higher education. Hence standards fall.

lit:. :-:;itiii
universities.
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education. But it may not be correct to diagnose the
malady in terms of mere swelling enrolments. lt would
be wrong to suppose that the students that come today
from high school are incapable of responding to the
challenges of genuine learning. The fact seems to be
that there are few in the colleges who are able to offer
these challenges, or to assist the students in responding
to them. ln plain language, the failure of higher education
is not a failure of the teaching community. Far too many

persons who have very little to offer by way of
scholarship are on the faculties of colleges and
universities.
The Gajendragadkar Committee Report devotes
most of its space to determining the size of university

bodies and their composition. Responding to

a

ubiquitous clamour, the report commends the wisdom
of student participation in decision-making in the
university. Considering the quality of the decisions that
are being made in the universities now, one cannot
imagine that student participation will make them any
worse. Besides, the educative value of such participation
:trr':li:r:'' l:::.:-::.Jr:l:i 3ul:r- ,'.culi n:t ratc thi:
among the more urgent problems in higher education.
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suggested the use of tools must have been denounced

Student Participation
Student participation in decision making could
come about for one or two reasons. One is that since
students are at the receiving end of the educator's
exertions, their reactions are relevant in any programme
of improving the quality of education. The other reason

is that decision-makers are so afraid of the student
rabble that their participation in decision-making could
be a form of orderly surrender. Decision-making, however,

is only a means to an end. The end is to promote the
acquisition and dissemination of knowledge and,
ultimately, the improvement of the quality of life. As
it happens, feats of organisation and administration
occupy far too much space in the calculations of the
custodians of the higher learning. Once accent shifts
from power to learning, decision-making will become
a function of the entire academic community, which
ideally should be a continuum where too rigid distinctions
between who is teaching and who is learning would be

impossible.

for making an unmanly and indecent suggestion. As
Charles Kottering put it, "There have been only a few
thought cultivators in the history of the world. lt has
been said that except for about 1500 of these thinkers
living in the last 3000 years, we might still be living in
caves". One of the functions of the university is to give
dissent a chance to express itself, and to give new
ideas an opportunity to be seriously considered. ldeas
are unlike power. They often come from inconspicuous

quarters. One of the reasons for student participation
in decision-making is the need for the search for new
ideas, rather than the need for seeking the consent of
the governed.
One of the reasons why large numbers fail in our
examinations is that the standards expected are low.
This may seem a paradox, for, if standards are low,
shouldn't all be able to pass? How is that standards
are low and yet large numbers fail? The examinees have

now lound that there is hardly any difference in

Our students are restive because our colleges
and universities have little to offer by way of a challenge
and thus absorb their intellectual and moral energies.
The closure of the universities for long periods does
not make any difference to the intellectual life of the
community. Those young people who play truant and
cut their classes have no feeling that they are missing
anything. Our student unrest cannot be tackled except
by making the work in the class-room more exciting

and significant than it is today.
The search for consensus and the compulsions
of democratic procedure minimize the chances of new
ideas being accepted. lt is wise to remember that almost

all progressive ideas began as notes of dissent, or
minority opinions. lf the will of the majority had prevailed

all the time, the world would not have changed very
much in the last 5,000 years. The first anthropoid who

intellectual quality between those who pass and those
who fail in examinations. lf the standards are low, they
provide an inadequate challenge to the young mind,
and this encourages indolence. Examiners try to examine
the illusion of high standards by failing a large number.

lf, on the other hand, standards were more exerting,
the response to the challenge would also be of high
quality. This point is proved by the phenomenon that
in most examinations where the requirements are high,
the failure rate is low. This is not entirely due to
circumstance that such examinations are taken only
by the more competent. Academic competence is itself
not a fixed quality. The proper environment and effort
could produce such competence among large numbers
of students who are now considered to be incompetent.
MR. V. V. JOHN was an eminent educationist and former
Vice Chancellor of Rajasthan University.
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Will Democracy Survive in lndia?
lf we wish to maintain democracy not merely in form, but also in fact, what must we do? The
first thing in my judgement we must do is to hold fast the constitutional methods of achieving our
social and economic objectives. lt means we must abandon the blood methods of revolution. lt means
that we must abandon the method of civil disobedience, non-cooperation and satyagraha. When there
was no way left for constitutional methods of achieving economic and social objectives, there was
a great deal of justification for unconstitutional methods. But where constitutional methods are open,
there can be no justification for uncorrstitutional methods. These methods are nothing but the Grammar
of Anarchy and the sooner they are abandoned, the better for us.
B. R.
70
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Of Bureaucracy and Bureaucrats

Mr. Red liape
L. K. Jha
To every proposal, he has an obiection. For every solution,
he can find a difficulty.

I do not know if you have had the good fortune
of not meeting Mr. Red Tape. Most people have come
across him in one form or another. And who can escape
the filling of forms? When a child is born, when he goes

However annoying a character he may seem in

office, if you meet Mr. Red Tape in private life, you
willfind that he is quite a likeable normal human being.
ln fairness to him, therefore, one should ask what it

to school, when as a grown-up he applies for a job,

is that causes his transformation and makes him behave

when he want to build a house, when he wants to claim
his pension, when he dies, and indeed even after his

the way he does.

death, forms have to be filled up. And where there is
a form, there is a Mr. Red Tape.

One day, I had the good fortune of catching him
in a relaxed mood at home. His daughter, aged ten,
wanted him to help her write an essay on the life of
Tilak. So, he was glad to be interrupted. ln the course
of our conversation, I asked him, as tactfully as I could,
how it was that he who was obviously so human at
home became so inhuman in office. To my surprise,
his usually placid face showed signs of animation.
There was a gleam in his eye instead of the glassy
stares with which he froze visitors to his office.

Mr. Red Tape is a creature of somewhat strange
habits. He moves in grooves, he sits on files, he sleeps
over reminders and, occasibnally, he has been known
to eat his own words. He would be a lascination addition
to any zoo, but that is not where he lives. His favourite
haunt is a Government Office. However laughable his
ways may be, Mr. Red Tape provokes not laughter but
tears.

There are many stories told about the antics of
Mr. Red Tape. lt is said that in a certain Government
Office, there was a large accumulation of old documents

and files, dating back decades, documents to which
no one but white ants and rats paid any attention. The
space which these documents occupies began to
squeeze out the people working in that office and the
head of that otfice had a bright revolutionary idea. lf
the old documents were burnt, so much space would

'What choice have I got', he asked. 'l am not
judged by the results I achieve, but by my adherence
to rules. I won't be blamed if I do nothing, but I will
be taken to task if I make a single mistake. What does
it matter if a battle is lost, if trains collide, or buildings
collapse, so long as I have acted according to the rules?

It is far better that refugees should wait indefinitely for
the relief which is due to them than to run the risk of
paying more than their due to anyone. Sins of
commission are easier to detect than sins of omission.'

become free. So he wrote to the Head of his Department

in the far off State capital, seeking his permission to
do so. After three years and nineteen reminders during
which the people working in that oflice were all but
suffocated, the sanction came. Yes, the documents
could be destroyed, but three copies of each of them
should first be made for future reference!

'This must be trying', I said. 'How do you manage

to function at all?'

What annoys and worries people about Mr. Red
Tape is not oddities of this kind, but his whole outlook
and approach to the problems which are brought to him.

'That is very simple', he replied. 'lf someone asks
me a question, the first thing I ask myself is whether
it is within my competence to give him a reply. This
is never easy for anyone to know. So, I start consulting
everybody else who might possibly be concerned or
interested. Before they give me any answer, they ask
me a number of questions. I fling them back at the

To every proposal. he has an ohiection For everv
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solution, he can find a difficulty.

firct lf ho still nersevertrc
and comes back with answers I pass them back to
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my colleagues. lf they can find no flaw in the answers,
they take a decision. And usually, the decision is to
put the matter up to the officers above them. And so
the game goes on. Do you think I like it? When I retire,
the very rules and procedures which I apply will result
in my pension being held up for months and even years.
And when it is sanctioned, I shall have to prove by
producing certificates on prescribed forms that I am
alive and also that I was alive in each of the intervening
months during which my pension was under

looked at me with a suspicious eye, wondering whether

he had talked more freely than he should have and

whether he had infringed Government Servants,Conduct
Rules in any manner. After a brief pause in which the
gleam went out of his eye, he said: ,That is a question
which you must address to someone in the Department
of Administrative Reforms. lt will be for them to consult
others, examine the matter at the appropriate level and
given an answer in suitable terms in due course to your
query'.

consideration!
MR. L. K. JHA, ICS (Retd.) was the Governor ol the Reserve

As he paused for breath, I managed to ask him
another question: 'ls there no way out?' I asked. 'Can
nothing be done to make things easier and simpler?'

Bank of lndia, Chairman of the Administrative Reforms
Commission and Economic Advisor to the prime Minister.
Reprinted with the kind permission of Allied publishers
Private Limited, from their book MR. RED TApE by Mr. L. K.

Jha.

There was a sudden change in his manner. He
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The lndian State Vs. lts Citizens
An Unequal Contest
J. B. D'Souza
Some of us believe in an Asian' concept of human rights, which holds that
economic development has to precede the full flowering of human rights.
Others have the delusion that the security forces deed to be ruthless,
unquestioned and unbridled, if they are to keep the country safe.
"Where, after all, do universal human rights begin?
- so close and so small
that they cannot be seen on any maps of the world.

the excesses were outlawed by the Constitution we

ln small places, close to home

adopted in 1950, but which has lived on to this day. lt

Yet they are the world of the individual person; the
neighbourhood he lives in, the school or college he
attends, the factory, farm or office where every man,
woman and child seeks equaljustice, equal opportunity,

oppression, even if the days are gone when a Mahar
has to lie prostrate on the ground if a Brahmin passed

equal dignity without discrimination. Unless these rights
have meaning there, they have little meaning anywhere."
That was Eleanor Roosevelt, chairing the UN Human
Rights Commission in 1948.

Violations by State Agencies

Of the violence within the home

-

the wife beating,

the child abuse, the cruelty practiced on domestic
servants - there is no measure. We know only that it
happens everywhere, all the time. There is very little
remedy, legal or societal. lt hides behind closed doors.

ay now be again sharpening its instruments ol
by.

To these societal assaults in human rights we
have in these lifty years of so-called lreedom added
a persistent barrage from the security forces - the army,
the para-military forces and the police. Violations by
the State agencies are much more severe, more intense.
They are perpetrated illegally as well as under cover,

or colour, of law. And there is no redress; the
transgressor is the very agency we taxpayers pay to

protect us.

Bonded & Child Labour
Far more openly and shamelessly practiced in
lndia are bonded labour and child labour, officialdenials
notwithstanding. A recent study on south Asia reported
the shocking fact that one in every three lndian children
under 16 is forced into child labour. (Yet our governments

happily adopt and report impossible school enrolment

figures: The proportion of boys enrolled in primary
school officially exceeds 100% everywhere except in
Haryana and Kerala; our governments are not ashamed
of proclaiming this ridiculous figure. For girls the official
ratio is 93/o). Millions of lndians lose their rights well
before they reach adolescence. Millions live in bondage
and misery all their working lives. For all these millions,

rights are costly irrelevancies; their struggle is lor
survival.
Arlrl tha;o
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suppressed by a cruel caste system, a system of
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which

Let's look first at the transgression that have the

colour

of law. Almost since the dawn of

our

independence our statute book has contained draconian

provisions for detention without trial. Nehru had the
Preventive Detention Act, although before 1947 he had
himself castigated the British government for its resort
to savage laws of this kind. lts recent avatar, TADA,
could get you 6 months in jailfor an innocent utterance,

such as questioning our government's stance on
Kashmir. A Punjab High Court judge who had lectured
in support of civil liberties was arrested, handcuffed,
and made to stand for hours in the scorching sun of a
Chandigarh summer. And while he stood there the police
burgled - not just searched - his home. TADA made

a confession to a policeman admissible in evidence
overturning one of the cherished principles of lndian
jurisprudence. Worse still, it introduced there a directive
rrrwuittivu i, i..,,lrr",i
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pounded on with alacrity.
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onslaughts on human rights are better concealed than

Misuse of TADA
TADA was enacted to deal with terrorism in the

Punjab, but it soon became a handy instrument of
political tyranny that our governments applied to 22
States, imprisoning 50,000 lndians. And which State
do you think contributed most prisoners to that total?
It was Gujarat, the home state of that arch-terrorist
Mahatma Gandhi; Gujarat, where terrorism was virtually
unknown. Yet Gujarat jailed 19,000 persons under TADA!
TADA may have gone, but its spirit survives, and
hundreds of citizens arrested before it lapsed still langish

in jail.
The cover of law imposes further hardships and
human rights violations on thousands of under-trial
prisoners. A poor man accused of trying to kill a former
CM of Maharashtra was finally acquitted a few weeks
ago, seventeen years after he entered jail. Who bothered

about this innocent man's rights for seventeen years?
Will his accusers be brought to trial?

Violations by Security Forces
Turn now to the totally illegalviolations that take
place every day, at the hands of the police, the army,
and the other security forces. ln coping with insurgency
in the north-east and Kashmir, the army has not been

as virtuous as its generals claim it to be, even if it
cannot take the entire credit for alienating the people
of these two areas from the rest of us lndians.

ln Manipur on 16th February last year the 57th
Mountain Division arrested one Kanjugam Singh,
suspected of lings with insurgents. On the 19th he was
delivered to the police, who sent him to hospital. He
died the next day.
ln March 1996 one Andrabi, a Kashmiri journalist
who had campaigned for human rights was arrested by
a unit of the 35th Rastriya Rifles. Less than a fortnight

later his body was found. No explanation was
forthcoming, nor was it safe to demand one.
Some years earlier, also in Kashmir, Mohammed
Hanif Baggu was picked up from his home by the 25th
Madras Regiment. He was beaten, hung upside down
from ceiling and dumped in a ditch.
l lrese are only three out ol a large nulnuer ol
cases that stand out in my memory, and not even three

swallows make a summer. ln {act, the army's
74

those perpetrated by the police, because they are
confined to limited areas of the country in which
insurgency is particularly visible and media candour
is actively deterred, as Andrabi's case shows. The army

is also careful to turn its victims over to the police after
it has "dealt" with them.

Police Atrocities

The police are everywhere, and so are they
atrocities. Just about a month ago the sight of two
railway policemen thrashing a poor woman hawker at
Andheri station in Bombay roused commuters into a
violent protest. ln retaliation the railway police came
out in force to lathi-charge the protesters. The resulting
stampede killed a woman commuter.
About a year ago a 1 4 year old was arrested in
Tamil Nadu on a false charge of stealing a bicycle. That
evening, his decapitated body was found on the tract
of a nearby railway station.
This list could go on and on. But apart from such
scattered excesses, excesses. Bombay witnessed
during the 1992-93 riots systematic attacks on innocent
people by very police whom we pay to protect us. The
Srikrishna Commission has named a number of police
officers for prosecution, chief among them R. D. Tyagi,
then Joint Commissioner of Police. For his pains Tyagi
was promoted to be Commissioner!
Even in normal times, our police are every ready

to arrest people they don't like, on the slightest of
pretexts. And once arrested you are in deep trouble.
You are available to satisfy the sexual or sadistic
instincts of your interrogators, available for assault, rape,

torture and even murder. Last year the number of
custodialdeaths in lndia was 888, up from 303 in 1996.
Maharashtra led the States in this shameful tally; its
score was 200. lt led also in custodial rapes, testimony
to the virility of the Maharashtra policemen. "ln the name

of custodial interrogation a reign of terror is set loose,
and people are harassed " - wise words from none other
than Mr. Tyagi, the same Tyagi, nor retired.

Police "Encounters"
Perhaps the worst form of assault by the State
of human rights is its repeated use of "encounters".
t:)ulilUay s r'uiruu \,ur lil r rirrrL/lrcr rdutjr rtly iulr.i a ritceIir ig
that in encounters the police shoot only in self-defence.
On the platform with him another speaker cited 99 police
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Of Bureaucracy and Bureaucrats
encounters in which 135 people were killed, but not one
policeman was even injured. Someone was lying.
What makes our security forces so ready to resort

to their own terrorism, to trample freely on our rights,
is the virtual immunity they enjoy. Just try to register

a complaint against a misbehaving policeman at

a

police station. You face a blank wall. You are lucky if
you are not yourself charged with some crime and
locked up. And the police strenuously resist enquiries
into their misconduct, on the spurious ground that the
force would be demoralized. What an exalted state of
morale must pervade the police if it cannot survive a
revelation of the truthl

which holds that economic development has to precede

the full flowering of human rights. Others have the
delusion that the security forces need to be ruthless,
unquestioned and unbridled, if they are to keep the
country safe. Again and again one remembers Niemoller,

speaking of Germany. ln the thirties: 'First they came
for the Jews, and I did not speak out-because I was
not a Jew. Then they came for the Communists and I
did not speak out-because I was not a Communist. Then
they came for the trade unionists, and I did not speak
out-because I was not a trade unionist. Then they came

for me - and there was no one left to speak out for
me".
MR. J. B. D'SOUZA is a

civil servant (since retired).Held senior

position including that of Chief Secretary, Government ot
Saddest of all is the apathy of the middle classes
to such excesses, which mostly hur the poor. Some
of us believe in an Asian' concept of human rights,

ol Greater Bombay.
He is active in a voluntary agency engaged in promoting
low income housing.
Maharashtra and Municipal Corporation
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Politics and Political Parties

Two Freedom Struggles
Usha Mehta
One lesson to be learnt from the two struggles is that
preserving freedom is as important as winning it.
The declaration of Emergency on June 26,1975,
came as a rude shock to many a freedom fighter who
cried out almost in anguish, "This is certainly not the
freedom we fought for!" After getting over the initial sense

of bewilderment, their minds went back to the stirring
times of the historic Quit lndia struggle, when the
Mahatma had given the call "Do or Die".
As in 1942, with the declaration of Emergency,
press
was gagged and the voice of the people
the
muzzled, meetings and processions were banned and
leaders of the nation and many party workers arrested.
The Quit lndia Movement

So far as the Quit lndia movement was
concerned, it was unique and unprecedented; far from

being a revolt of an oppressed minority against a
tyrannical majority, it was a spontaneous upsurge of
the whole people - a people's revolution. For the first
time since the great revolt of 1857, a vast number of
people rose to challenge the British Raj without arms
or ammunition but with the firm resolve to march forward
on the path of freedom. Explaining this the late Dr. Ram

Manohar Lohia said in one of his speeches: "This is
no movement: lt is a revolution. ln a movement, there
is victory or defeat; in a revolution, there is victory or
death as there is no going back in it".
The call was irresistible. lf the Government was
ready for tyranny and severe repression, people in their
turn were ready for utmost suffering and sacrifice. Thus

all sections of society, rich and poor, young and old,
men and women, students and teachers, workers and
peasants came forward to contribute their mite to the
sacrificial fire lit by their leaders at the Gowalia Tank
maidan in Bombay.*
1942 and 1975

Though in 1975 people were more fear stricken
than in 1942, and resistance took some time to build
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of the Government or were reluctant to retaliate. Small
groups dominated by teachers, students and lawyers
functioned in most of the major towns and cities, tried
to collect lunds lor the prisoners and their families and
bring out secret news bulletins containing news from
overseas journals and newspapers which were critical
of the Emergency. ln 1942, the major problem that faced
us in organizing an underground radio-station was that
of finances. When we were almost at our wits end an
old auntie of mine put us at ease by offering to put all

her "Stridhan" including her precious jewellery at our
disposal saying "at this sacred moment, no sacrifice
is too great for the country". During the emergency,

there were several families which gave monthly
instalments for the prisoners' families. An old
businessman, more than 80 years old, used to come
on the first of every month to deliver a sealed packet
to us in the office of the PUCL (People's Union lor Civil
Liberties). On some of us volunteering to go to him,
his reply reminding us of the reply of our auntie in 1942
was: "This visit of mine to your office, far from being
a routine visit, is a pilgrimage for me. So, please do
not stop me from coming here. Even if I die I will have
the satisfaction of dying in the cause of preserving our
hard-won freedom, freedom lor which I with innumerable
other countrymen have contributed our mite. For me
this is the second battle for Freedom".

ln 1942, appealing to the Government servants
not to keep aloof from the movement, Dr. Lohia asked:
"Would you like to become good residents of free lndia
which is going to come into being soon or would you
like to be enemies of lndia for ever?" ln response not
only did loyal government servants resign their posts
but one highly placed officer in the Air Force came to
him and assured: "The Air Force ought to have plunged
into fire in the very beginning, however, we did not know
our duty then. Now we do. You can, therefore, rest
assured, the Air Force will be with you when you give

the next call.
The Role of the PUCL

* Now known
as the August Kranti' maidan
F'
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were busy planning programmes for students and
workers for Republic Day. We had to hold frequent
meetings. Not only were contributions from trade-unions
and student organizations pouring in but many ingenious

suggestions were discussed and detailed instructions
worked out. Each time a police officer somehow
managed to smuggle himself in at the time of our
meetings. Once he came with the intention to arrest
all of us. He, however, arrived just a minute too late.
All the other members had left and I was just leaving.
He put several questions about the meeting and our
preparations. I replied to all of them without giving any
clue about our programme for Republic Day. He knew
we were planning to print badges and wanted to know

the details about their design and distribution. I said
the design was left to the artists, and the distribution
pattern to the local groups but promised to give him a
badge as soon as it was ready. Almost with tears in
his eyes, he said: "l came with an order to arrest you
and your colleagues. I am going back with the resolve
to assist you and your work". He was apologetic about
the work he was doing. On being told that we knew
he had a family to support and that circumstances
compelled him to do his duty, he interrupted saying "lt
is not I but you and your colleagues who are doing your
duty towards the country in this darkest hour of its
history. I am merely doing my job. My fullest sympathies
are with you, with JP and with leaders of the PUCL.
promise you that I shall give you prior warning as soon
as I smell some danger to you or your organization".
I

Underground Activities
ln accordance with Mahatma Gandhi's advice to
young men to act as citizens of an independent country
and to work as live news bulletins, students and youths
brought out underground new-bulletins and distributed
them freely among the people during the emergency.
As in 1942 and the earlier struggles, during the
emergency too there was no dearth of underground
literature. Satya Samachar, Satya Vani, Lok Kranti, Lok
Jagran, Sadhana, Satya Bapta, Marshal, Darpan, and
several others in many regional languages carried the
message of resistance all over the country. That their
aim was, whether in 1942 or 1975-76, not to spread
violence and anarchy but to assert their rights, fight
the dictator and preserve democracy, is clear from a
statement which a leader in 1942 declared: "The Ganges
will flow witlr blood but it will be the blood not of tlre

Britisher but o{ the lndian soldier fighting for the
lrluLr rcr liaIu oil l Itdl ty Daly<] iat ildottalt c^pldlrleu rr5
policy thus: "ln this venture, the emphasis will always
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be on truth. Our self-imposed code wilforbid incitement
to violence, to communal passions and to anti-social
behaviour; we shall scrupulously avoid characterassassination and tendentious writing. Our constant
endeavour will be to remind people that a personal
dictatorship is working to perpetuate itself and that they
have to fight it. Today's fighter will command tomorrow
- not for power but for justice not for politics but for
ethics". The slogan given by Loknayak Jayaprakash
Narayan "Hamla chahe jaisa hoga, hath hamara nahi
uthega". However grave the provocation, we shall not
raise our hand also underscores the moral basis of the
fight.

The difference between 1942 and 1975
One marked difference between the underground

literature of 1942 and that during the emergency was

the coverage given in the foreign press to lndia and
the attempts at resistance as also to efforts made by
formal and informal international organizations like 'Friend

of lndia', Amnesty lnternational and others to see that
the rights of the lndian people were restored and at
least the health of the prisoners preserved.
The horror stories of the British regime emanating
from General Dyer's dogged determination to destroy
everyone including innocent women and even babies
in arms at Jallianwala Bagh or the brutal atrocities,
including the rape of innumerable innocent women at
Ashti and Chimur in 1942, were disgusting and heartrending. lt was a general belief that no civil government

would ever think of taking recourse to such leonine
violence or ruthless repression. Similarly the cases of
torture and inhuman atrocities including rape and illtreatment of pregnant women in different jails of the
country during the emergency reign of terror reported
in the underground pamphlel Torture of Political
Prisoners, not merely came as a rude shock to liberty
loving people but made them hang down their heads
in shame.
One lesson to be learnt from the two struggles
is that preserving freedom is as important as winning
it and that all those who cherish freedom an justice
have to make a firm resolve not to fall a prey to the
evil designs of autocrats or surrender to despots but
carry on a relentless struggle without rest or respite.
DR. USHA MEHTA was a prominent freedom-fighter and
Gandhian.

fFreedom Fi'st January
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lndia's Ballot Box Revolution
S.

P.

Aiyar

What the Sixth General Election has achieved is without parallel in the history
of democracy for the people have expressed themselves and passed a
judgment on the rulers after a period of emergency
The country has emerged from one of those

the election was announced on January 18, the

political experience which, in the perspective of History,
account for the great tides of changes in human affairs
and, by any test, the ballotbox has produced a revolution
in lndian politics. A revolution, it has rightly been said,

emergency was "relaxed" but not lifted and all evidence
seems to support the view that it was the intention of
the Congress to continue with it and "consolidate" the

constitutes a drastic reallocation of power and this is
precisely what has happened. The thirty-year old

gains after it had secured a fresh mandate by the people,
ultimately, the emergency was "lifted" not by Mrs. Gandhi

but by the people of lndia, especially of Rae Bareli.

monopoly of the Congress has ended and the tenacious

myth of its invincibility dissolved. The significance of
this is not lessened by the fact that the scene of the
great change is north lndia and not the states in the
South. As yet, no satisfactory explanation has been
offered for the dramatic contrast in the political choice
ol the people in the north and in the south of this subcontinent; obviously there can be no overarching theory
of political behaviour in all the Southern States and

The election results exploded with a surprise and
leading newspapermen the world over were pathetically

striving for the right words to describe this most
extraordinary event in the Asian scene. The words they

seized upon were intended to capture the element of
high drama; "earthquake" and "volcano" were freely used

and in lndia, "wave" and "hurricane" were employed.

local factors must be taken into account.

These expressions, to my mind, are not only inadequate
but are also apt to be misleading because they give
us no clue to the nature of the phenomenon or the forces

Rule of Caprice

underlying it.

What the Sixth General Election has achieved
is without parallel in the history of democracy for the
people have expressed themselves and passed a
judgment on the rulers afier a period of emergency during

which a coterie of men surrounding the prime minister
had sought to make the country into a prison-house
for the freeplay of their impulse. True, the scene of
their operations was in the north, east, west and the
south largely escaped the rigour of the mechanism of
terror which had been set up. But the suppression was
everywhere, a pall of fear fell over the country and the
people had been governed not so much by the rule of
law as by caprice. Writing during the high noon of the
emergency, a contributor lo The New Statesman who

understandably preferred to remain anonymous,

Democracy Versu s Dictatorship
lndia's ballot-box revolution has a significance
for our own political development as well as that of
other developing countries. Unlike previous elections,

the exercise of the lranchise this time has a certain
epic dimension and as in all epics there is a main theme

as well as its sub-plots, its ennobling characters as
well as its despicable villains. The sub-plots and the
activities of the villains will undoubtedly become clear
when the separate official investigations are carried out
and the results made known to the public. However,

these are linked up with main theme of democracy
versus dictatorship - one of the principal strands in
the manifesto of the Janata Party.

expressed the view that no one could ever be so naive
as to imagine that the emergency, and the system o{

The Economisl has recently observed that "Never

government it had given rise to would end in tlre
foreseeable ftrttrre. lt was the qeneral belief that the

agairt will anyonc be able to claim that democracy is
trrrsuited to anv developinq country or that the poor and

emergency had come to stav and the medra men had
worked feverishly to give it an air of legitimacy. When

these conoescending dogrnas ... along wtth Mrs. Gandhi
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and her Congress Party." lt is true that ordinary men
and women who have been denied the advantage of
formal education cannot understand the abstract
arguments of freedom and equality as expressed by
political and constitutional pandits; equally true that the
harsh realities of the underdeveloped world make
survival more important for people than political battles.
What is forgotten, however, is the fact that human beings
will rebel against injustice and any threat to their dharma
or way of life. Why did Mrs. Gandhi lose in her own
constituency with so big a margin despite the fact that

it had been carefully nursed for many years and had
many benefits bestowed upon it? Why is it that
practically every one closely associated with her and
having a reputation for highhandedness was defeated
at the polls? Why is it that the normal inducements
offered to poor voters in cash or kind or the variety of
pre-election sweeteners promised by State Governments

had little or no

ect in many

prestigious
has
shown
beyond the
constituencies? The election
well
as rural,
shadow of doubt that the voter, urban as
literate as well as illiterate, could not be deflected from
his decision to vote in the way he wanted. There was
widespread fear that the election would be rigged and
rumours afloat in Bombay suggested that whatever the
electorate did the result would be a victory for the
Congress. Yet this did not happen and is the greatest
achievement of this revolution through the ballot-box.
It has given rise to a tremendous confidence in the
power of the vote and the secrecy of the ballot-box.
The result was a powerful demonstration ol Jana Shakti
and the power of the people. The Constitution of lndia
spoke of "We, the People" but this was generally taken
to be no more than a rhetoric of the eighteenth century;
the election demonstrated the reality of popular
sovereignty,
eff

Any evaluation of the historic significance of our
recent political experience must acknowledge with pride
the work of the Election Commission and the Returning

Officers who brought to bear on their work the spirit
indispensable for a free election. What Vinod Malhotra,
the Returning Officer at Rae Bareli, did when confronted
by a petition for a repoll presented by Makhanlal Fotedar,
Mrs. Gandhi's Election Agent, and the timely intervention

of P. B. Dutt, the Election Commission's observer,
indicate that the spirit of freedom had not been snuffed
out.

I'livina Biohf Dplr reianc?
What destroyed the Congress image was its

hubris, its belief that it was its historical destiny to rule
lndia and provide the stability which its leaders believed
could not be provided by an other political party. What
gave credence to this belief was the splintered nature
of the opposition in the country's political development.
For more than a decade, lndian political scientists
following their Western masters propounded the theory
that having a party like the Congress, representing a
broad consensus in a dominant position, was the best
thing that lndia could have. lt followed logically that
although the country could have other political parties
they could only function in opposition and exert pressure

on the ruling party. This was at best a rationalization
of an historical accident and at the worst a subtle
variation of a Divine Right Theory. The notion that only
one party has a monopoly of political wisdom to rule

this large country was not only out of tune with the
realities of a plural society but it also carried within it
the implication that opposition is irrelevant to a country
like ours. Mr. Barooah was only explicitly stating what
was in the minds of most Congressmen when he boldly
declared that the opposition was irrelevant. ln a similar
strain, Mrs. Gandhi declared during the emergency that
the opposition had been vanquished but not destroyed.

Uma Vasudev's almost fulsome biography of Mrs.
Gandhi clearly mentions that many years ago - long
before she became minister - she had gone to the

extent of saying that to make the foundation of the
country strong it was better not to have opposition
parties. This is a dangerous doctrine. The election has
not only destroyed it but also created a situation in
which people can hope to have an alternative
government. Mr. Y. B. Chavan recently warned the
Janata Government that if the Congress with its long
history could have its parliamentary majority reduced
from 352 to a 153, it would not take much time to
reduce the Janata Party's majority 270 lo 70. He was
right and this is a clear indication that the principle of
alternative government is now a reality. lt is significant
that it did not occur to him to make a similar statement
after the 1971 election.
Volatile Loyalties
ln the current euphoria one is likely to forget that
political loyalties are extremely volatile; so is the mood
of the people. For the moment, the Janata Party has
roused high expectations - political as well as economic.

Its manifesto has promised the implementation of
political charter, inclucling the full restoration of civil
Irberties and the rule of law. lhe restrictions or1 I'l le
freedom of the Press are being rapidly removed and

Freedorrt l,'irst 50tlt Arutiuersorv Issue Octobet'-Decernber 2002
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the relationship between Parliament and the Judiciary
will be restored to the form envisaged by the frames
of the Constitution. Parliament is once again becoming
the vital centre of our political system and there is every

hope that new conventions will develop between
government and opposition. Congress leaders have
shown a restraint in their pronouncements and a

agricultural production and inspire confidence in the

economy. ln this endeavour, policies can not differ
fundamentally from those of the Congress although the
emphasis might well change. One of the major casualties
of the recent election might well be a disastrous setback
for family planning for the words themselves have come
to acquire an unsavoury connotation in the public mind.
Unfortunately, the Union Minister for Health and Family

willingness to cooperate with the government within the
framework of the Congress policy. One can also expect
lhe government and opposition to function as integral

on this matter. The failure to controlthe population would

parts of democracy and play the game according to
the rules.

line, and given the return to a liberaldemocratic system,

ln the post-election period, the relations between
the Union Government and the States, particularly those
in the South, can be expected to have their strains but

much depends on the new government's capacity to
build up an image of impartiality. Most important of all,
the earlier promises on the question of language will
have to be kept. The Janata Party leaders may have
to temper their utterances and explore every possibility
for harmonizing relationships with Congress governments
in the South.

Most important of all, the new government will

be judged by the effectiveness of its economic
programmes, its capacity to create jobs in urban as
well as rural areas, keeping prices of essential
commodities from rising, stimulate industrial and

Planning has been indulging in a form of demagogy
mean pushing more and more people below the poverty

conflicts and pressures will build up rapidly and the
opposition can once again exploit such a situation.
lndian society cannot change overnight and the soil
is ever fertile for the demagogue. There was a time
when we believed that a totalitarian system was not
possible in lndia. But we came very close to it. We
must not delude ourselves a second time by saying
that it will not happen again. The ballot box can bring
about a political revolution by changing the structure
of power but it cannot by itself produce a social and
economic transformation.
Dr. S. P. Aiyar, a political scientist was an author and Head

ol the Departmont ot Civics and Politics, University of
Bombay.

lFreedom First June 19771

Towards a New Culture
With the waning of imperialism, we have to seek a principle of political union that does not
depend on force. lt is already evident that a loose federation or a confederal polity provides that
alternative principle of union. One other lesson of history provides to be carefully noted. ln each
stage of evolution, the major aim should be to retain the essential gains of the earlier stage and to
combine them with the new requirements of mankind. Recent experience provides eloquent testimony
to this truth. An attempt to make a leap to a higher stage without due attention to consolidating
earlier gains is apt to be tragically expensive in terms of both material and moral resources. The
protection of the dignity of the individual, removal of poverty and social insecurity, the search for
peace and the imperative need to overcome ecological imbalance combine to set new social and
economic objectives for the future. lt is in this context that concepts of freedom and welfare will
have to be reviewed and widened. Perhaps even more basic is a deepening of the concept of peace.
To live in harmony with men and with nature must become an essential part of our post-modern
conception of a sustainable society and economy, Thus, as the twentieth cenlury draws to a close,
the new perspectives for a crisis free transition becomes increasingly clear; The world has to move
in the direction of a conlederal polity, a decentralised and sustainable economy and an ethics of
non-violence
Amlan Dalla, Freedom First, January-March 1992
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China and Tibet

Dilemma of Mr. Nehru
B. K. Desai
Mr. Nehru today thus finds himself trapped in the vicious logic of his
own foreign policy. lnitially he set out to interpret China to the world, but
now he admits that his own understanding of China was far from correct.
Mr. Nehru is a sad man today. Recent events
in Tibet and the Chinese incursions across lndia's
northern frontier have deflated his high-sounding creed

of Panchsheel and non-alignment. They

have

profoundly shaken the public confidence in the wisdom
of his foreign policy and have raised grave doubts in
the public mind about the ability and willingness of his
Government to defend lndia's territorial integrity against
the Chinese invader from the north. Almost for the

first time Mr. Nehru has to face angry criticism in
Parliament from his admirers and critics alike for his
mishandling of the problem of lndia's border security
and for holding back from Parliament facts of Chinese

aggression during the last few years. More sorrowful
than this, he has been obliged to give up his dream
and hope and lace the hard logic of events. Until now
he tried to play the role of the great mediator and
pacificator between the East and the West attempting
to steer lndia along the middle road. He tried his best
to save lndia from being drawn into the vortex of cold
war by his policy of neutralism, but today he finds
himself being forcibly drawn into it by the Chinese
communists. He is now forced to recognize, though
reluctantly, that the real threat to lndia's security is
the expansionist ambition of the Chinese communists.
"We should be prepared for any eventuality", he warned

the Lok Sabha on August 28 last. "What we have to
face today", he repeated his warning later in Parliament,

"is a great and powerful nation which is aggressive".
Thus by admitting that China today poses a serious
threat to lndia, Mr. Nehru, by implication, has to confess
the failure of his loreign policy.
Mr. Nehru has none but himself to blame for
this tragic debacle. lf lndia's foreign policy today is
in shambles, it is mainly because it was based on a
wrong understanding and judgement of international
developments. The friendship between lndia and China
has been an important element in lndia's foreign policy,
il has beon a snrl nf arlir-!r. rf frith rnriilr [4r NJofrrr
But this friendship from tire very beg;inninq was a oner
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way traffic. lndia yielded to China on every point at
issue, even sacrificing her self-interest in many cases,
in order to humour the Chinese communists, while the
latter stubbornly insisted on having their pound of flesh
in each and every issue concerning them. This policy
of friendship was, in fact, a policy of appeasement
on lndia's part and it was based on an unrealistic and
superficial assessment of the Chinese revolution. ln
the initial stages of the formulation of its China policy,
the Government of lndia failed to note the basic fact
of the Chinese revolution, that is, the new Chinese
rulers were communists first and last and as such were
bent on expanding their frontiers. lnstead, the attitude
of the lndian Government and leaders towards China
was suffused with a kind of poetic glow regarding the
ancient bonds of friendship between lndia and China.
The Chinese communists from the very beginning
showed their expansionist character in three different
directions - in Korea, in lndo-China and in Tibet. But
the lndian Government steadfastly refused to believe
that the Chinese communists were expansionists as
such. lt tried to find excuses for Chinese activities which

it considered as mere aberrations to be attributed to
the initial enthusiasm of the Chinese and to Chinese
fear of Western imperialists. When the Chinese
communists invaded Tibet in 1950, Mr. Nehru, for
example, stated that the "apprehension in Peking that
the U.S.A. was bent on destruction of the new regime
in China was rightly or wrongly very real", and he
wondered whether their apprehensions "might not have
influenced the Chinese decision to move into Tibet"
(Times of lndia, October 31, 1950).

lndian leaders not only connived at and
condoned aggressive behaviour of the Chinese, but
they even took it upon themselves to convince the
outside world of China's peaceful intentions. Mr. Nehru
time and again made statements in lndia as well as
abroad that China had no desire to expand and affirmed

,lefiniteltr tlrat llrerp \.^/:ri rrn cvternal rlanoer to lrrdia
{rorn China. lncJia also considered it as her mission to
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serve as a bridge - a mediator - between China and
the non-communist world. Speaking in Parliament on
December 6, 1950, Mr. Nehru stated: "lndia has a rather
special responsibility with regard to China because apart

from the countries of the Soviet group, lndia is the only
country which could find out through its Ambassador
what the reaction ol the Chinese Government is to
developing events". Similar! in October 1954, Mr. Nehru,

while on a visit to China, said that the purpose of his
talks with the Chinese leaders was "to improve China's
relations with the outside world, including nations
unfriendly to China". Mr. Nehru's mission was to
"interpret" China to the outside world. And how did he
interpret China? "l am convinced", Mr. Nehru asserted
after his return from China, "that China, entirely for its
own sake, wants peace, wants time to develop itself

and thinks in terms of three or four five-year plans",
(Hindu, November 14, 1954). Chinese foreign policy,
Mr. Nehru announced, was "normal", but she only "used

strong words" in relation to certain States or problems
which affected her. This was Mr. Nehru's portrait of China
for the benefit of the outside world. He tried to portray
Chinese leaders in his own image and play the role
of a persuasive salesman of China in the international

world.
This superficial and rosy view of China naturally
led Mr. Nehru to believe that he, in turn, could persuade
the Chinese communists to be peacefulby making them
adherents of the Panchsheel. The Chinese rulers without
hesitation endorsed the five principles of peaceful coexistence as it gave them much needed respectability
in the Asian eyes, and helped them to dress up their
aggressive aims in the robes of peace. But the magic
of Panchsheelcould not convert Chinese communists
to the peaceful and non-violent creed. Within three
months of signifying their adherence to the Panchsheel,
Chinese communists violated lndia's frontier at Bara
Hoti in August 1954. Since then there has been a steady

aggravation of Chinese hostile activities along lndia's
northern frontier. There have been more than ten border
violations by the Chinese communists since August
1954. Thus, instead of taming the Chinese dragon, the

Panchsheel only whetted its ambition for further
expansion. Five years after the signing of the
PanchsheelAgreement with China, on May 23, 1959,
the lndian Foreign Secretary was constrained to inform
the Chinese Ambassador in Delhi: "it appears that
accordrng to them (the Chrnese Goverrrment) Panchsheel

may or may not be applied aecordinq 16 6311v411ipr1r-o
ur oilur.liitslat)ces lhts has forceci Mr. NehrU to admit
that the term peaceful co-existence does not mean the
81
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same thing to China as it does to lndia. "l wonder",
he confessed, "whether the Government of lndia and
the Government of China, when they speak to each
other and use the same words, mean the same thing".
He has thus realized to his grief that there can be no
common language between communists and noncommunists and that the term peaceful co-existence
comes from the infected lexicon of Newspeak of the
communists in which dictatorship is called democracy,
war is called peace, aggression is called liberation and
freedom is called slavery. But, then, this warning was
sounded even in 1950 by many a discriminating critic,
but Mr. Nehru at that time chose to treat them with
scorn.
Mr. Nehru today thus finds himself trapped in the
vicious logic of his own foreign policy. lnitially he set
out to interpret China to the world, but now he admits

that his own understanding of China was far from correct.
"l cannot often enough follow the Chinese line of thought",
he confessed in his speech in Parliament. Similarly in

1954 he felt no compunction in sacrificing the
independence of Tibet at the altar of Sino-lndian
friendship. He justified lndia's approval of the Chinese
conquest of Tibet by upholding the Chinese claim to
sovereignty over Tibet. But this has again placed him
in a quandary. He now admits that the recent revolt in
Tibet was a national uprising, but still he has to stick
to his position that Tibet is a part of China and, therefore,

whatever might happen in Tibet, it is an internal affair
of China. He feels strongly about the suppression of
the Tibetan revolt by Chinese communists, but because

of his position, he cannot condemn Chinese action in
Tibet. lndia's past commitments to China have vitiated
his policy, and he too feels uneasy about it. He still
wants to maintain friendly relations with China which
forbids him from calling a spade a spade, and at the
same time he feels impelled to express lndia's sympathy
for the Tibetan people who are groaning under the yoke
of Chinese imperialism. "That might appear to be

something contradictory", he himself admitted to
Parliament, "and it does in the present context slightly
contradict each other. That is the difficulty of the
situation".
But, then the Chinese communists are doing no
more than to teach Mr. Nehru a lesson in consistency.
They are now usinct the same logic by which he justified
Chinese conquest of Tibet in 1954. Mr. Nehru. in 1954'
tOnk a l.ttrol\r lr:nalicli-
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China and Tibet
today are employing the same logic to justify their claims
to lndian territory. The McMahon line, they argue, was
never ratified by the Chinese Central Government and,

neutralism. He, therefore, again tries to seek refuge
in plausible excuses for Chinese action. lndia's stand
on the recent events in Tibet and her grant of asylum

therefore, no validity in the Chinese eyes. This has
again bedeviled Mr. Nehru's position. He refused to
concede Tibet's sovereign status in the past and this
naturally annuls the validity of the McMahon Line from
the legal stand point. The Dalai Lama was, therefore,
quite justified when he recently pointed out that lndia's
claim that the McMahon Line was its frontier would
become untenable if it did not recognize the sovereign
status of Tibet. But, instead of admitting his own
mistakes, Mr. Nehru preferred to warn the Dalai Lama
not to indulge in controversial political statements!

to the Dalai Lama must have affected the Chinese mind,

Herein lies the main rub. Mr. Nehru realizes his
dilemma and even openly admits it. But still he refuses

to think things out to their logical conclusion. He is
unable to resolve the dilemma as he is fettered by his
past commitments which he cannot go back upon. He
now realizes, though belatedly, that communist China
is an imperialist power, but he would not side with the
Tibetan people in their demand for independence. He
admits that "in the final analysis, the Chinese have
valued lndia's friendship only to a very low extent", but
he still wants to salvage as much of it as possible from
the wreck. "lt is difficult to feel friendly", he confesses,

he now argues. "lt is due to that and not the logic and
reasonableness of the Chinese position in regard to our

frontiers that they have taken up this rigid attitude".
But this does not explain the Chinese border incursions
in Ladakh and other areas which took place even before

the outbreak of the recent Tibetan uprising. "There
appears to be a lack of understanding or recognition
in China", he stated, "of the revolution in lndia and to
that perhaps is due not only some of their
misunderstandings but many of their approaches to
lndia". This is really the cause of the whole trouble.
The Chinese and other communists would not recognize
the revolution in lndia, until she is "liberated" and joins

the so-called socialist camp. Till then the lndian
Government, to them, is a bourgeois government
dominated by Western imperialists. Their main aim,
therefore, is to "liberate" lndia and install the local
communists in power. This is the meaning of the rigid
Chinese attitude towards lndia. By refusing to admit
this, Mr. Nehru is only accentuating his dilemma.
MR. B. K, DESAI was Secretary of the Oemocratic Research
Service, then publishers ol Freedom First.

lFreedom Firsl October

"when our people have not been treated even

19591

courteously and when we receive communications from
the Chinese Government which are singularly lacking
even in ordinary politeness". He also admits that not
much reliance can now be placed on the Chinese
professions of friendship and peace, but he sees no
alternative. "lf there is a lack of faith and confidence",
he asked, "then where are we?" He similarly sees that
"gradually, step by step, Chinese policy has become
more and more rigid". But again he is puzzled: "why
I

cannot say". He confesses his failure to fathom the
meaning of the Chinese attitude and behaviour.
This is the root cause of Mr. Nehru's dilemma.
He sees the Chinese giant threatening lndia in an
"aggressive, violent and insulting manner", to use his
own words, but he refuses to trace the mainsprings
of the Chinese aggressive ambition. He still clings
tenuously to his thesis that it is not communism as
such, but rather Chinese imperialism and aggression
that threaten lndia. "l would beg of this House", he
pleaded in Parliarrrerrl, "not to put this issue in the
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category of communism and anti-communism". He does
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GUNTUR DIST. MILK PRODUCERS MUTUALLY AIDED COOP. UNION LTD.
Sangam Dairy Vadlamudi
(Regd. No. AJvIC/GNT/DCO/97 /28)

This Milk Union has procured 761.69 Lakhs Kgs. of Milk from Milk Producers of Guntur District.
This is the first time in the history of Union in procurement of milk such a huge quantities from
the Milk Producers.

Amount
Paid to
Milk Producer
(Rupees in crores)

1997-98

1998-99

1999-2000

2000-2001

2007-2002

54.39

60.50

72.29

76.97

80.83

We are also providing service to the RuralMilk Producers (1) AnimalVaccine at subsidy rates (2)
fodder seeds (3) supply of cattle feed on subsidy rates (4) supply of by-pass protein feed (5)
distribution of mineral mixture (6) supply of cross breed cows, murrah pregnant heifers/breeding
bulls (7) cattle insurance on subsidy, and (8) financial aid to Society Building.

We are supply following milk and milk products to the urban consumers at a reasonable price
under'SANGA]U' brand.
(1) Whole Milk and Toned Milk (in 500 ml. sachets) (2) Skim Milk Powder (l kg./25 kg. bag) (3)
Ghee (% kg, 1 kg., 15 kg.) (4) Cooking Butter (500 g.) (5) White Butter (20 kg. cartons) (6)
Doodhpeda (25g/25OSl (7) Butter Milk (200 ml. sachets) (8) Flavoured Milk (250 ml. bottles) (9)
Khalakan (25O9. box) (i0) Mango Drink (1 litre) (11) Vijaya Sangam Mineral Water (1 litre bottle,
10 litre cans) (12) Table Butter under Vijaya Brand.

Kilari Rajan Babu

Dr. N. Jaganmohanrao
Managing Dircctor

Cltairntan

Telephone No. 08644-258281 to 258285.
Fax No. 08644258248

E-mail : sanqamdairy(i,vsnl.com
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The Roof Has Fallen
Piloo Mody
For the purpose of appeasing and currying favour with the Chinese, we have
sold the Tibetan people to their Han conquerors, and presented to the world
the ludicrous picture of sponsoring at the United Nations the cause of these
communist aggressors.
The roof of the world has fallen, and the world
goes on much the same - unconcerned, indifferent,
unfettered. We remember reading vaguely that China
invaded Tibet some nine years ago; we may recall
some intellectual discussion about lndian protests to
China - greatly confused by communist propaganda
and intermittent visits of the Chinese Prime Minister
Chou En-lai, with distant echoes of Hindi-Chini BhaiBhai. But time heals our indignation, and distance eases
our conscience, and it becomes as remote as the price
of cheese in China. Then one day we hear of the
dramatic escape of the Dalai Lama. Our hearts warm
up, and then cool, at his indifferent reception. The God
king is put in deep lreeze, and no one cares for the
steady and silent flow of Tibetan refugees into lndia,
except when one occasionally sees an old Tibetan
heirloom, or a money purse at a curio shop, pawned
before its sweat is dry, to buy a meal under our hospitality.
At the risk of being called a war monger

-

judgement on the motives that inspire the foreign affairs of other countries. We must, however, each one
of us, feel responsible for our own foreign affairs, conducted by our representative, the foreign affairs minister.

ln this particular aspect, I am not very proud of
the record of our government. For the purpose of appeasing and currying favour with the Chinese, we have
sold the Tibetan people to their Han conquerors, and
presented to the world the ludicrous picture of sponsoring at the United Nations the cause of these
communist aggressors.
From 1947 lo 1949, lndia lost a valuable opportunity to recognize Tibet as an independent country,
and enhance our relations which had started since
'1935. lnstead we kept singing the old imperialist tune
of autonomy and suzerainty. And we flew with sputnik haste to recognize the Chinese communists in
January 1950.

a term

of abuse that comes very easily - I must state that
there should be no compromise, where the lives of
millions of people are peddled at international conference tables without any reference to them at all.
To procrastinate issues to avoid immediate trouble

This crude and savage recourse to political
expedrency, this indecent haste to recognize, aid and
abet the violent, fascistic government of a country, was
a negation of the most precious deals on which we
fought our freedom.

and unpleasantness is the bane of international rela-

Two days after we recognized the communists

tions. The British were primarily responsible for

in China, they proclaimed the 'liberation' of Tibet. There
ended all hopes of Tibetan autonomy. Any negotiations

perpetuating the concept of Tibetan autonomy under
Chinese suzerainty, long after the concept of suzerainty no longer applied in the context of relations
between nations. Suzerainty is a rather vague idea of
a country, recognizing as superior the head or King of
another country. But it has no significance in the era
of republics. lf this is true, Tibet should have been an
independent country since 1911. Perhaps the revolutionary government of China at the time would have
felt browbeaten by the British, but certainly tlrat situation was infinitelv Dreferable to what has happened
in libet toclay. However, it is not lair tor us tc sit rn

that they carried out with the Tibetans, or any assurances that they gave to friendly nations about Tibetan
autonomy, were only eyewash and propaganda stalling for time. They invaded Tibet when a Tibetan mission

was on its way to Peking to negotiate an agreement
- highly reminiscent of the Ribentrop mission to Russian when Hitler invaded that country.
lndia s protest to Peking was answered by callinq Tibet a 'domestic problem of China'. From hereon'
T rbet was lost to China.
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It is not claimed that lndia could have stemmed
the events in Tibet, but it must be stated to our discredit that our subsequent behaviour was not worthy

of under-developed countries and communist domes_
tic tyrannies.

of our high ideals or good intentions. When in November 1950, Tibet complained to the United Nations about
Chinese aggression, it was lndia that did not support
it. ln fact, we were instrumental in suppressing it, relying on the assurances of the Chinese Prime Minister.
That we should rely on these assurances baffles our
imagination and abuses our intellect. What is there so
important, or so sacred, in preserving friendly relations
with a country, whose political philosophy recognizes
no friends and whose leaders have resorted to every
barbaric means to acquire power?

ln each case, the anxiety is to employ political
expedients like the balance of power and the fear of
conflict to maintain a status quo.

ln 1951 China annexed Tibet and in 1954, lndia
and China signed an agreement about Tibet recognizing Tibet as the "Tibet region of China", incorporating
for the first time the much talked about Panchsheel.
The principles of Panchsheel - our fundamental ap-

proach to international relations, the international

projection of our sainted philosophy of non-violence,
the corner stone of our Foreign Policy, was laid by our
shameful surrender of our sacred duties and obligations to the Tibetan People.
The cause of Tibetan independence has suffered
at several hands throughout this century and reads like

a story of lost opportunities.
The British could have recognized Tibet as a free
country at any time between 191 1 and 1947. The Tibetans could have established foreign legations at any
time during the same period. The lndian Government
could have pushed Tibetan independence between 1947
and '1949. Again in 1950, 1954 and 1959, our Government could have taken a stronger line of action on the
autonomous position of Tibet. lnstead, we first accepted
Chinese suzerainty, then we accepted Chinese sovereignty, then we accepted Tibet being called the "Tibet
area of China" and finally we have taken the stand that
Tibet is an "internal affair of the Chinese". Let us hope

that we do not some day start talking of the "lndian
regions of China".
The basic fallacies in our thinking arise out of
confusing political legalities with the desirability of socially
accepted political norms, justifying the mtilange with
a readily adjustable conscience. On this basis, any crime

lf we are to have peace in our time, let us have
a just and fair peace. lt is all very well for the great
nations of this world to talk glibly of peace, pointing
out the horrors of wars, after they have feathered their
nests with colonies, satellites or economic empires.
The conscienceless barter of nationalities and races
of the so-called under-developed peoples of the world
will weigh heavily on the 'civilised' conscience of the
great powers. To rule out war without eradicating injustice is to ask half the people of the world to accept
slavery.

Churchill was reluctant to preside over the liquidation of the British Empire in the interests of the
British people. But in 1954 we in lndia have willingly
presided over the colonization of Tibet against our own
self-interest. Now we have a hostile, unreasonable, unpredictable enemy on our northern borders, and the
independence of the Himalayan Kingdoms of Nepal,
Sikkim and Bhutan are not worth the paper on which
they have been proclaimed. History is likely to repeat
itself, if we do not sit up and realize that the price of
peace can become too high.
At this late stage, we should consider every means

possible to bring about moral redress by a stimulation
of world opinion through special conferences convened
for the purpose, and actively sponsoring the issue at
the United Nations. This procedure would be of particular benefit to the under-developed countries of Asia
and Africa, who are still unaware of the means and
methods of international communism.

The roof of the world has fallen to a ruthless
communist aggressor. Let us take a simple lesson from
our humble peasant - when his roof falls, he does not
sit and watch, he immediately borrows help and money
to put it right.
MR. PILOO MODY was a member ol the Lok Sabha and Presi-

dent of the Swatantra Party.

-g.ri,,.i. i,rr,,a,r rrdturc uan ue Justllteo ,- apartneld ln
South Africa, colonial empires, economic exploitation
F'reedorn tr'irst 50th Anniuersart, Issue October-Decentber 2002
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Help Needed r lndians of Character
Louella Lobo prabhu
Politicians can live, ostentatiously, or modestly whatever happen to be their
chosen lifestyle. But to see ex-playboys, whisky drinkers, and natty-dressers,
pose as khadi-clad teetotalers ringed with an atmosphere of connubial bliss, is
sheer hypocrisy. lt will not wash with those who knew them in the pre-political
avatar. And it places on them, the needless strain or pretence. A politician is
required to be a decent, efficient man; not necessarily a candidate for
elevation to the pantheon of saints.
A look through the matrimonial columns of our

in society. The head and neck, with which he equates

the qualities men seek in their brides

the 'Guardians' corresponds to the rationale of

or vice versa - shows than an advertisement dwells
openly on physical characteristics, property available
and job (in a woman's advertisement no doubt a
synonym for dowry). There is a reference to character

to the military and trading classes (Kshatriyas and
Sudras); the feet to the "helots" - the Greek version

daily newspapers

-

and compatibility, perhaps, in one out of a hundred such
advertisements. A frivolous opening, perhaps, to a

serious subject. Yet in its own way, an illustration of
the "value system" in which the mystic East is said
to excel the materialistic West.

An Eastern Theoretician Before Machiavelli
This leads back to the value systems from which
flow the mighty and clear stream of Western political
thought. Chanakya, lndia's first political thinker, wrote

Brahmanism; the fighting or working arms of the man

of our untouchables, who performed these menial but
most necessary chores, without which, as Ayn Rand
posited in Atlas Shrugged, society itself could come
to a standstill. lndeed, the Pyramids of Egypt;the lesser
known but grandiose monuments of the lncas, and

possibly the great landmarks of Rome, were all built
by slaves. Even Greece, the home of the world's first
participatory democracy, excluded women and helots
from the popular vote.

Character Arises in Participatory Polities

of statecraft with a realistic eye on intrigue and the
handling of opponents, almost as if his eyes could

Nonetheless, it was the theory in Plato's Republic,
and the practice of outstanding 'Guardians' like Pericles,

envisage the power politics of lndia today. His Western
equivalent was Niccolo Machiavelli, who also wrote of

which generally set the high moral tone characterizing
Greek public life, together with the Aristotelian dictum,
"nothing in excess", that in the Marathon Games, for
example, the prize was no more than a laurel wreath,

the "treasons, stratagems and spoils" that should be
practised by a leader to retain office. His model was
Cesare Borgia, and his treatise was no doubt an apt
formulation picked up from the political norms of the
time.
The river of Western political thought, with a valuebased emphasis on character, had indeed come a long
way since its fresh and beautiful fountainhead, as
enunciated by Plato in The Dialogues especially those
which deal with the formation of 'Guardians'who will
rule the State. There is a curious analogy here, between
Plato and early Hinduism, for he also postulates a thesis

which is somewhat like the Brahmanical justification
iur uaste. tire uiiierelllirItul ot turcjuols rrr tne i..rot1y
being made to correspond with their owner's proper tasks

after the most strenuous of training and the most arduous

of physical efforts. There does not seem to have been
a great difference between the life-styles of the ruler,
and the ruled. Two possible apocryphal stores of the
time illustrate the value placed upon character: One
philosophel (somewhat like Lot in the Bible) combed
the streets of Athens in broad daylight, seeking to find
"a man of character". Another philosopher, habituated
to ruminating in the bathtub, when visited by the Emperor
Alexander, who asked if he wanted anything, merely

demanded that the Enrperor drd not darken daylight
filtering into his room
Republican Rome did practise the austere Greek
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beliefs in plain-living and high thinking. lmperial Rome
deviated from them, and its decline came, not only
because the empire straddled too vast an area for proper

administration, but because the ruling coterie had
become effete. Alaric, the Gothic leader, visiting Rome,
and observing its wondedul buildings, and high life-style,
muttered: 'The thicker the grass, the more easily known!".
ln history, it has regularly happened that when society
functions with a yawning gap between the rulers and
ruled; when the rulers display little character, they are

overthrown by newcomers, at that stage in their
development, when the ruler and ruled function as
comrades in arms, and not as classes in two different
stratospheres. This comes through very clearly in a
book and film version of The Mongols.
A tentative conclusion which may be derived from
this historical background, is that some sort of national
character seems to emerge, when the polity of nations
is a participatory one. This is true, even when it is not

fully but proportionately representative, as was the
Athenian Agora, and Republican Rome, wherein only
every free Roman citizen had a part in the decisionmaking process.

Gharacter in Ancient lndia
About lndia, our early indications of her polity
are fairly sketchy. Mohenjo-daro and Harappa, were city-

States. But without extant writings, such as the Code
of Hammurabi, their methods of governance are
unknown. The incursion of the Aryans, might have
brought in a rough and ready tribal system in the early
stages. The early Vedas appear to indicate that women
were neither excluded from learning, nor from the
decision-making process. However, the progress to
monarchy throws less light on the 'character' of the
people. lt is possible that their ethos and values reflected

those of their kings. This is why the empires of
Vikramaditya and Ashoka, like the Arthurian legends,
remain golden ages, bordering more on the realm of
fantasy, than reality. The writings of foreign travelers,
Fa-Hien, Hiuen Tsang, later lbn Batuta, Tavernier and
others, survive as our best sources, not necessarily
of imperial rule, but of the mores, manners and ethos

when the polity had to meet an external threat, first
from the Muslims, later, fro the 'whiteskins'who came
to trade, but stayed to conquer and rule. Early Muslim
invasions, were essentially those of raiding parties,
coming to loot and leave. Muslims became a part of

lndia, when Babar elected to remain in lndia and
founded the Mughal kingdom, which gave definitive
shape to the multi-racial and multi-religious character
of Mughal lndia. The rather amorphous picture of
common citizens and their character took on more
definite outlines with the Mutiny (now the 'First War
of lndian lndependence') in 1857. Whether under a Hindu

or a Muslim ruler, subjects practising both religions
rallied to fight their common enemy. Thereafter, the
spread of British liberalthought, made available through

Macaulay's "Minute on Education" brought to the
forefront of national life, men of good education with
a fairly affluent background and a commitment to the
cause of nationalism. Gandhi was the catalyst who
ignited the continuing struggle for lndependence,
constitutionally, if possible, and by methods like peaceful

non-violent cooperation, whenever techniques were
needed to change the political picture. The faceless
lndian who braved lathis during the march to Dandi,
and bullets in Jallianwala Bagh, was a person of
character, arising from the fact that he was committed
to a cause bigger than his self-interest and the needs
of his family: the two mainsprings of human activity
under normal conditions. That their leaders then, were
people of substance who sacrificed wealth and public
position to join the struggle, was a decisive factor in
shaping the character of the average lndian then.
Did lndependence Come Too Soon?
Gandhi had rightly envisaged that having won
freedom, the Congress should not function as a political
party but as a socialservice organization. The transition

from self-sacrifice to self-interest, can be verified in
many books, but comes through vividly on-screen, in
Attenborough's'Gandhi'. lt is only when lndependence
was in sight, that Hindu and Muslim leaders who had
worked like brothers since Gandhi's days in Durban,
suddenly decide that partition was necessary.

of the common people, in the times when foreign
travelers observed and commented upon them. On the
whole, the collective impact of these writings, seems

to show a fairly principled society, in which at least
certain kings had a noblesse oblige concept, of their
reciprocal duty to their subjects.
lndia Fincls her Natiorral ldcntitrr
lndia itself, as an ethnic entity, surfaced ottly
Q,)

Gandhi did succeed in stopping fearful riots in
Noakhali and, had he been given time, would have been
able to win lndependence for lndia as a single nation,
notwithstanding the fact that at the Round Table

Conferences, the British pointedly tried to distinguish
between "Hindu lndia, Muslim lndia, and Princely lndia".
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did the leaders think they could not control common
Muslims, when they felt perfectly competent to deal
with Muslim rulers of big States, capable of resting
accession with fair sized armies? ln the very act of
winning lndependence, the first quality of lndian character

which slipped, was secular tolerance between Hindus
and Muslims. Their mutual relations since Mughaltimes
were obviously reasonably good, as Muslims continued
to remain in a minority, despite their pre-eminence as
rulers, who could, if they chose, have made many more

forced conversions. Recent writings on Aurangzeb supposedly the arch Muslim fanatic - prove that even
he was no majority-baiter, after all!

National Character Debased by the Cult of
Personality

lf secular tolerance was the first casualty of
lndependence, the second was the cult of personality.
Compared with those who lollowed him, Nehru was a
giant, and a democrat. However, even he allowed private
friendships to over-ride clear public duty, as in the case
of Kairon and Menon, where he dilly-dallied greatly about

meting out the punishments they deserved. Even
though such loyalty is an attractive quality in the lile
of a private man, the honest public man being in the
position of Plato's Guardian is one who must pay the
price of his office, by having no personal lriends,
relations, or emotional attachments, interfere with his
public duties.

It was also this "great democrat" who first
introduced the concept of a hereditary dynasty in a
democratic set-up via the Kamaraj Plan. The brief
interlude provided by Shastri and the victors ol 1977

political career declined lrom an eclipse brought about
by the well-photographed libido of his son. Ramakrishna

Hegde, darling of the national media, has also faced
many problems arising from his son's allegedly shady
as yet unproved but certainly
business dealings
generators of bad publicity, for a man projecting himself
as the national alternative to the Prime Minister.

-

-

Plato was right, that the guardians of the State
should cut off family ties - at least in the lndian context
to the extent that married daughters attaining the age
of majority and sons earning an independent livelihood,
do not operate from the official residence of a political
functionary. lndian character has suffered, because
these bad examples at the top go all the way to the
bottom. lt is perceived that "anything goes" provided

the misdeed is matched by muscle and financial or
political clout. lt is not surprising, that no parent rests
idle in seeking influence from any possible source, to
procure some prestigious appointment, or educational

seat for a son or daughter minus the necessary
qualifications. Nepotism is accepted as a fact of life.

The honest man in government is perceived as one
who takes under-the-table money, but does deliver the
goods. Complaints of corruption only surface when the
person allegedly taking the money fails to do the
promised job. Let it be mentioned here that the bribegiver is no less guilty than the bribe-taket and if he
is defrauded he deserves what he gets. lf people as
a whole resisted a bribe demand for legitimate work
done by a government official, and do not as a class
suborn officials from whom they want illegal favours,
the atmosphere in government offices and legislatures
would be cleansed with a breath of fresh air.

have since proved an aberration in the line of the Nehru-

Gandhi dynasty. Nehru did not live to see the havoc
his daughter would wreak on democratic institutions;

damage much greater than the depredations by
Mohammed of Ghazni on the Somnath temple. She
destroyed something infinitely more valuable, every
tradition of the Westminster model her father had
adopted; and the Constitution which was the loving
compilation of experts, incorporating the best in the
Constitution of other lands.

Elections

- The Source

of Corruption

However, since we get the government we
deserve, the pollution in public life starts with the
selection of electoral candidates, many with criminal
records (e.9. Mr. Chandrashekar's bosom pal, a member
of the Bihar legislature, known by popular repute as a
'Coal-Mafia Don', who came from prison, under heavy
police-guard, to cast his vote in the recent Rajya Sabha

Polll). The second cause of pollution in national
character, arising from a fiction of the electoral process,
is the non-accountability for huge sums of money spent.

The Nemesls of Nepotism
Sanjay Gandhi was responsible for her defeat in
1977, and it is not impossible, that it was Rajiv's advice
ort Operation Bluestar, which may have caused her death.
Even Morarji Desai, supposedly lhe most righteoLrs and
rirurd.r ut trlen, oouto not control the questronable
financial transactions of his son Kanti. Jagjivan Ram's

Even the official maximum permissible limits of
expenditure, under the law, are such that no honest
man could afford them. Unofficial expenditure by parties

parties and candidates, nruch in excess of the pitiful
sums permitted by law. Obviously, this is a quid prct
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Favours done, for favours to be received. The
is, that in the Congress-l at any rate,
difference
only
kickbacks on foreign deals have obviated the need to
tap local entrepreneurs for hefty handouts.

quo

-

The perception that a legislator can be "bought"
before or after an election arises from the enormous
patronage wielded by government, not only in the matter

of permits and licences, but virtually any other
appointment, in the ever-rising tally of activities taken
over by government. Posts in government service
command a high premium, even when salaries were
not so generously enhanced as they are today. This
was both because government service offered status
and security, as also patronage. Security may now be

less secure than before

-

with transfers used by

ministers as an important weapon in the "spoils" system.

Nevertheless,

a bad transfer, not dismissal or

suspension, is the usual penalty of an office who does
not shirk the constitutional duty of "aid and advice" in
writing, to the minister concerned.

General Decline in Public lnstitutions
lf national character has fallen in politics, it has
fallen in other spheres of public life which are meant
to prove safety valves against the excesses of the
Legislature and the Executive. lt is no doubt a happy
thing that we have not sunk to the level of a Communist
or Banana Dictatorship, in having a totally controlled
media. However, Radio and the increasingly important
sector of T.V. are State-controlled, and so directed, as
to intensify the culture of sycophancy-for-survival, which
is a highlight of our national character. Even the Press,
can be purchased by a combination of carrot-and-stick
measures, whose application can often be gauged, by

These are definitely and laMully in the ranks of the
few judges surviving, from before Mrs. lndira Gandhi's
time. With honourable exceptions of course - Justice
Lentin readily comes to mind. We have seen the
spectacle of Supreme Court judges singing paens of
praise to the Prime Minister, along with a humble floral
offering at an airport lineup. We can see Courts
notoriously dilatory in certain matters while in others
act with lightening speed as in the N.T. Rama Rao case

-

whatever the misdemeanours he may or may not have

committed. But what has happened to the enquiries
against Ajitabh Bachchan?

High Living And Low Thinking
Cynicism and the feeling anything goes and the
embrace of a vulgar consumer culture is also a fast
developing national disease. lt was amusing to hear
the Prime Minister criticize very properly the populist

schemes of bankrupt State governments unable to
finance even their basic requirement of administration
and development. However, Mr. Gandhi has never come

out against the loan melas organized by his Minister
which serve as handouts chiefly for his party and its
supporters. A two hour stopover by the Prime Minister
in a single village cost the Exchequer Rs.2 crores and
his travel extravaganza would shame even the U.S.
President and the Sultan of Brunei! No one requires
politicians to live perfectly Gandhian lives. They need
modest affluence and comfort to do their work, as they
are only men, not saints. But one dis-service Gandhi
has done, was to set up a model of conduct (pretty
close to that of Plato's Guardians) which may not be
necessary, in lndia after lndependence. However,
trapped by the image of Gandhism which is always in
the collective sub-conscious, most politicians suffer

the flipflops done by papers and editors, about
personalities and issues. Reading pre and post

from split-personalities. They sport views and a life style

Emergency writings by famous journalists is an amusing
experience of total volte face, except that the issue
is too grave and too sad. Reading newspapers reporting

indulging in vulgar consumerism, womanizing, and every
other vice to suit themselves if they can do so, without
being found out. This leads to a kind of schizophrenia.
Politicians can live, ostentatiously, or modestly whatever
happen to be their chosen lifestyle - if that is or was

on a particular event is also an illuminating exercise.
One 'daily', can find a political meeting overcrowded,
and another one, find it thin. lt is generally an accepted
dictum that reporting should be factual, and only the
editorial page may properly present a point of view. These
days, however, we have a feature called news-analysis

in which presumably the paper's star columnist, mixes
both factual news and comments blatantly based on
the paper's particular slant.

The lnnnr onholnnc 'rf thr: .lrrdiciarrr lil'e tho
Press (with all its defects) do represent a last outpost
of principled persons committed to impartial justice.

which they think will satisfy the public, while privately

their usual modus vivendi. But to see ex-playboys,

whisky drinkers, and natty dressers, pose as Khadi clad
teetotalers ringed with an atmosphere of connubial bliss,
is sheer hypocrisy. lt will not wash, with those who
knew them in the pre-political-office avatar. And it places

on them, the needless strain of pretence. A politician
is required to be a decent, efficient man. Not necessarily

a candidate for elevation to the pantheon of saints.
MS. LOUELLA LOBO PRABHU is Associate Editor ol lnsight.
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Natural splendour amidst hills and glades
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